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ABSTRACT 

A general strategy is presented for deciding 

on those critical points in a plant complex where im- 

provement can be most profitably effected. The importance 

of replacement studies in arriving at such a strategy 

is emphasized, as is the necessity for adopting a 

realistic economic yardstick. 

Certain aspects of the general strategy are 

employed in a case study on the economics of distilla- 

tion column design and operation. The influence of the 

choice of economic criterienon the optimum design condi- 

tions is investigated, in conjunction with the reverse 

approach of studying the effe3t of variation in the 

design and operating parameters on the economics of the 

system. Based on this technique of parameter perturbation 

a simulation is carried out on the system resulting in 

the delineation of development alternatives. 

A similar case study is carried out on a continuous 

stirred tank reactor system incorporating a recycle. The 

feed stream to the system, (which consists of a reactor 

and separator) contains an inert component which must be 

purged from the recycle stream to prevent its accumulation 

within the sy$tem. The economics of continuous and inter- 

mittent parging, with attendant steady and unsteady state 
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modes of operation, are examined. Optimal strategies 

of purging are outlined for alternate profitability 

criteria. An analytical solution, applicable under 

certain conditions, is obtained for the time-behaviour 

of the system. 
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"The primary function of an engineer in our 

society is to apply his knowledge and experience 

to the economic solution of practical problems of 

a tangible and material nature as opposed to the 

abstract. 11 

A. I. CH. E. Report 1961. Dynamic Objectives for 

Chemical Engineering (C. E. P. October 1961). 
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Introduction 

It is commonplace in industry to find that at 

the higher levels of management, decision-making on, 

say, major capital investment or research and develop- 

ment programmes is based on some form of profitability 

criterion. It is equally usual to find that the deci- 

sions which are taken lower down the scale, pertaining 

to the actual expenditures involved in a particular 

programme, are based on hunch decisions and estimated 

: judgements. In discussing this matter Barrell (1) 

raises the question of the improvement that would re- 

sult in a company's overall profitability, if all plant 

or production modifications were judged in relation to 

a minimum acceptable rate of return for the additional 

investment - this minimum acceptable rate of return 

having been fixed by the company for that particular 

plant. The implication being that a considerable increase 

in profitability would be achieved by applying a rigorous 

economic index to all such individual decisions. 

Two main problems arise when attempting to base 

a decision on an economic criterion, they are: - 
(i) the choice of economic criterion and 

(ii) the assessment of the degree of accuracy of the 

result. 
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The problem of the choice of criterion is discussed at 

some length in the thesis and it is only necessary to 

point, out here that its importance cannot be underrated, 

as the choice of criterion may condition the whole 

structure of the project (or programme) underlying the 

decision. 

The second difficulty, that of assessing the 

accuracy of the result, reduces to an assessment of the 

errors present in the forecasted levels of the salient 

variables. At senior managemen-t level this-uncertainty 

might be, for example, in the tax rate or the invest- 

ment allowances. At the lower decision-making level this 

may be, for example, the rate of obsolescence of a 

particular piece of plant. The greater frequency with 

which decision-making taktan at the senior level is based 

on an economic index may be attributed to two facts: - 
(i) the relatively small number of variables (albeit 

multicomponent ones) all economic in nature on 

which the decisions are dependent, enables 

estimates of their probable values to be arrived 

at more easily. 

(ii) the awareness of senior management that continued 

existence depends on continued profitability. 
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The engineer, on the other hand, is generally 

confronted with a large number of heterogeneous variables 

requiring evaluation, in addition to technical and 

operational feasibility problems. Faced with such 

demands, and invariably pressed for time, his solution 

is to concentrate on oolving the technical problems, to 

the virtual exclusion of all else. Thus expediency 

(which is frequently difficult to criticize}', results 

in a neglect of the economic implications at this stage. 

However, since the actual outlay of funds occurs at this 

point in the structure of any given expenditure programme, 

it follows that here is where great economies may be 

most readily effected 

The complexity of the problem outlined in the 

last paragraph is magnified when the development of a 

process or system is envisaged. A whole new range of 

variables must be specified and in turn assigned probable 

values. To date little progress has been made towards 

the development of methods for handling this problem 

or towards its solution. No systematic approach appears 

to have been devised towards selecting those items in a 

complex plant which should first be replaced by expendi- 

ture on research and development. 
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The work described in this thesis, which has 

been prompted by the deficiencies in the siti. ation out- 

lined, falls into two parts: 

(i) An attempt at devising an approach to the 

development, measured in economic terms, of a 

complex plant system. 

(ii) A study of the influence of the economic crite- 

rion adopted on the optimum design of simple 

plant systems. 

The general strategy presented in Chapter 1 of 

the thesis is an initial attempt at providing a methodo- 

logical framework capable of yielding a definitive so- 

lution to the problem of improving a complex plant. The 

strategy involves considering improvement through replace- 

ment studies, prior to attempting development_of the sys- 

tem. The development theory outlined consists essential- 

ly of the exer: ution of a systematic sensitivity analysis 

of the system. The alternative development possibilities 

obtained from this analysis are then subjected to selec- 

tion by means of decision theory. 

Application of the strategy presupposes the ma- 

thematical formulation of a well-defined model of the 

whole system. Such a model-implies a full knowledge of 

the physical and economic behaviour of the separate 
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plant units, together with their interactions with the 

system as a whole. The inability to construct or obtain 

such a well defined model and the ancillary data, pre- 

cluded the possibility of undertaking for this thesis a 

complete development study on the basis outlined. Re- 

course is therefore made to simpler systems and econo- 

mic analyses of a design-operating nature are carried 

out with a view to investigating the effect of-the 

choice of criterion on the optimal design. 

The various economic criteria which may be 

adopted are discussed in Chapter 2. In view of the 

importance of adopting a realistic profitability cri- 

terion, emphasis is laid on the application of an eco- 

nomic criterion which takes into account the time value 

of money. The two comparative criteria used in the case 

studies presented are (i) the "unit cost of production" 

and (ii) thE. "venture worth" of the project. The "venture 

worth" criterion is a variant of the better known "net 

present value" criterion. The problem of applying, in 

a reasonably workable manner, a criterion of this form 

to a single item in a complex plant has therefore been 

encountered. 

The systems chosen for study, namely a separation 

system in the form of a plate distillation column and a 
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reaction system consisting of a reactor, a separator 

and a recycle to the reactor, are considered as typical 

chemical engineering systems. 

An existing procedure for achieving the econo- 

mit optimum in the design of plate columns is extended 

and the mathematical model in question is reconstructed 

to facilitate development studies using the technique 

of sensitivity analysis (Chapter 3). The procedure is 

generalized with the aid of earlier work carried out by 

Gilliland (52). The effects on the optimal design 

are considered due to the application of a time value 

of money criterion as opposed to a conventional criterion. 

These results, together with an outline of possible de- 

velopments for the system, may be found in Chapter 4. 

The reaction system, which is discussed in u". 

Chapter 5, is investigated by a somewhat different ap- 

proach. Comparative analyses of unsteady state opera- 

tion as opposed to steady state operation are presented. 

Since purging is necessary when inert material enters 

the system, purging strategies are examined and 

optimized. The influence of the economic criterion 

selected on the mode of operation of the system is studied 

in conjunction with the purging policy. The time be- 

haviour of the recycle and other system streams is 

outlined. Chapter 6 contains the results of the reaction 

system case study. 
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CHAPTER 1: A General Strategy for Economic Optimization 

of Industrial Plant Systems. 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 A Methodology of Approach for the Problem. 

1.3 Techniques and Aspects of Optimization. 

1.4 Replacement Policy. 

1.5 Development Theory - Sensitivity Analysis of 

Systems. 

1.6 
. 
Decision Theory. 
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1.1 Introduction; 

The presentation of a new strategy of 

optimization might appear at first sight to require 

some justification. This may be found in the economic 

orientation and generalized nature of the strategy. 

In the first place a broader environment will be consid- 

ered for the system than is usual in the field of 

chemical engineering and, secondly, a real attempt will 

be made to study the economic factors involved. The 

necessity for considering a chemical plant or process 

within these terms of reference may seem self-evident 

- but the complexities which arise when such an analysis 

is attempted, seem to date, to have been an effective 

deterrent. 

A great deal of work has been carried out 

in the domain of process optimization. A large * part of 

this work consists of the formulation and solution of 

mathematical descriptions or models of chemical processes. 

The optimum design of items of equ+pment, even whole 

plants, is another area which has received a great deal 

of attention. The third area in which a major effort 

has been made is that of optimum control of plan; 

systems. Two generalizations can be made of the work 
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on process optimization 

(; ) Exact cr semi-exact descriptions of the systems 

have been required and factors which cannot be 

represented analytically have tended to be excluded e. g. 

obsolescence of plant-. This requirement his resulted 

in the work being contained within a close plant or 

process framework. 

(i. i) The objective functions being optimized are 

in the majority of cases a process parameter. In sane 

cases a simple economic criterion may be associated with 

the parameter or oven optimized in its own right, but 

in general, lip-service has been the order of the day 

with regard to economics. 

In the context of this work an industrial 
considered as 

plant system may be any chemical project in 

which the plant is either in the design or the "in situ" 

stage. The purpose of the strategy is to provide the 

optimum solut_on, as defined by an economic criterion, 

of the problem of (i) the timing of, (ii) the location 

of and (iii) the extent of any expenditure on development 

of, the project. 

The timing of the expenditure is important 
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because of the reality of capital rationing. Few 

companies have unlimited supplies of funds and, in order 

to avail of future investment opportunities, these funds 

must necessarily be conserved. At the same time, present 

advantageous opportunities must not be forgone, in the 

hope of future ones with an even greater yield. 

In a c=plex project with many interacting 

components and often with very little knowledge of the 

overall effect of these interactions, the question of 

where attempts at development should be carried . it 
is 

not easily answered. The more complex the project however, 

the more likelihood there is of development opportunities 

being present. 

The maximum expenditure which can be allocated 

to any particular development 

caused by that development or 

return fr an the project. The 

balance must be in consistent 

made for the time required to 

ment. 

is equal to the increase, 

improvement, in the overall 

two sides of this cash 

terms and allowance must be 

effect the change or improve- 

Where the project is one which requires a 

large amount of capital, the desirability of obtaining the 
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optimum solution to the above problems is more acute. The 

general strategy can be applied to both drawing-board and 

in situ projects. Where an improvement leads to the 

replacement of an item of equipment in an operating plant, 

replacement economics must be introduced. Such a change 

in a plant during design, avoids this complication. 

1.2 A Methodology of Approach for the Problem. 

A schematic diagram of the form of the optimiz- 

ation procedure by which the problem can be handled is 

given in figure 1.1. It will be seen that six major steps 

are shown and that consideration of improvement by means 

of replacement precedes that by development. Clearly if 

the replacement; problem can be characterized in an absolute 

manner, the solution is determined, whereas in the case of 

development, a probability factor is always present. 

Other things being equal, an improvement by replacement is 

preferable to that by development. In order to determine 

if other things are equal, it is of course necessary to 

complete the development study. The steps can be detailed 

in the following manner 



SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY FIC. 1.1 

STEP I APPLY AN ECONOMIC 
CRITERION TO THE 
PROJECT 

STEP 21 OPTIMIZE ON THIS BASIS 

STEP 3 DECIDE ON DEGREE OF 
IMPROVEMENT REQUIRED, IN 
TERMS OF TILE ECONOMIC INDEX 

STEP 4 CONSIDER IF THE IMPROVEMENT 
CAN BE ACHIEVED BY 
REPLACEMENT 

YES 

No 

STEP 5 CONSIDER IF THE IMPROVEMENT 
CAN BE ACHIEVED BY 
DEVELOPMENT 

NO 

YES 

STEP 6 APPLY DECISION THEORY 
TO ALTERNATIVES - 

SOLUTION 

r 
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Step 1% Apply an Economic Criterion to the Project. 

(i) The measure of profitability, as defined by an 

economic index, must be specified. 

(it) A simple overall model of the whole process in 

terms of the specified criterion must be constructedi, 
detailed 

(iii) A more model of the process represent- 

ing the individual stages and their position in the 

process must be constructed, 

(iv) The economic data required to realize both the 

models, must be obtained. 

As (i) and (ii) are treated in Chapter 2 and 

(iii) is discussed in Section 1.3, no ocmments will be made 

now. The explicit statement of (iv) is important because 

of the large volume of economic data, mainly costs, which 

are required if any of the more sophisticated economic 

criteria are applied. In most projects no provision is 

made for obtaining such data e. g. the operating costs for 

unit plant items - 
(operating costs tend to be bulked) and 

no critical economic analysis is possible without thfse- 

cost data. 

* The simple model consists, in effect, of the equation expressing 

the overall economics of the process. 
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Step 2Q Optimize the Project on this Basis. 

(i) Optimize the models. 

(ii) If the project parameters are non-optimum, alter 

to optimum. 

The c anplexities behind the statement, optimize the models 

are dealt with in the next section. Should the values of 

the parameters specifying the optimum condition of the 

model be different from the operating values of the 

corresponding parameters in the project, the slack is taken 

up, by altering the operating parameters to their optimal 

values. 

Step 3s Decide on Degree of Improvement required in 

terms of the economic index. 

Market conditions and the total economic 

environment are seldom static and this permanent state of 

change demands a continuing increase in the profitability 

of investment3. Increases in profitability are effected by 

improving or developing the plant or process. The degree 

of improvement required could be dictated by any of a 

number of factors such as declining product return, rising 

costs or monetary devaluation. The guideline or yardstick 
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used is a matter of company policy. 

Declining product return could be caused 

by a falling off, in selling price or in product demand - 

improvement would then be necessary to maintain the company's 
for the other conditions mentioned, 

position. Similarly, r1hgr nf' of to A F4 

improvement is required to maintain the yield on investments. 

Once the yardstick has been identii'ied, quantitative 

estimates are necessary in order that the degree of improve- 

ment required can be expressed as a percentage increase of 

the existing index or, possibly, in absolute terms. 

Step 4s Consider if the Improvement can be achieved by 

means of Replacement. 

This step is concerned mainly with the plant; 

how the replacement of certain items in a co plex may result 

in the desired improvement. Product replacement could also 

be considered, but this type of replacement tends to create 

a new project, rather than a change in an existing one. 

Section 1.4 deals with plant replacement analysis. 

Step 5s Consider if the Improvement can be achieved by 

means of Development. 

(i) Perturb the models and study how the objective 

function*responds to variations in the input parameters. 

* economic criterion 
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A systematic approach to a simulation of this 

nature is presented in section 1.5. 

Step 6: Apply Decision Theory. 

When alternative solutions are available 

Decision Theory, which is discussed in section 1.6, 

enables the optimal ch cision to be made. 

As pointed out in the above stops, certain 

important aspects will be treated more fully in the 

succeeding sections. It is evident that there is a cont- 

i. nual interchange of information between the simple and 

the complete models. The simple model indicates the 

relative importance of the overall parameters, 
(eg. I, the 

total capital f. nvestment) and is designed in order that 

their effect'is readily observed. If variations in I 

were indicated as important, then the detailed model 

would enable the capital cost of each component of the 

plant to be studied. A very similar approach has been 

used by Davis (3) in considering bottlenecks in plants. 

There is also a major linkage between steps 

4 and 5, in that perturbation of the model is required, 

if an effective replacement analysis is to be carried out. 
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The procedure then encompasses the sequential execution 

of the outlined series of logical steps. Figure 1.2 

presents the procedure in block diagram form. 

1.3 Techniques and Aspects of Optimization. 

The economic or other performance criterion 

being investigated is termed, mathematically, the objective 

function. In order that the effect of changes in the 

design and operating variables of the plant on the object- 

ive function can be studied, it is necessary to have a 

mathematical model of the plant. The model, which consists 

of s. number of equations derived from the plant design 

and operating parameters, expresses, in terms of the object- 

ive function, the behaviour of the system. 

The problem of describing a topologically 

complex plant by means of an adequat3 mathematical model 

is one of some difficulty. Most plants can be thought of, 

in mathematical terms, as multi-dimensional non linear 

systems and the models of such m systems tend* to be 

complex. 

In optimization, the optimum value of the 

specified ob; : fictive function is sought. A number of 
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SIMPLE MODEL 

OITIMI7E 11+OL)EL 

PERTURB SIMPLE 
EODEL 

IMPROVE BY 
REPLACEMENT 

IMPROVE BY I 
DEVELOPMENT 

NO ,. --1 
IMP. = Important 
OPT. = Optimum 

DEFINE CRITERION 

ECONOMIC DATA 

COMPLETE MODEL 

IMP. PA kAMETEJS I-ý'-1 RIBUI W 

YES 

YES 
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ALTER %ODELS TOI 
OPT. CONDITIONS 

DEGREE Of 
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PERTURB COMP, 
l90IiEL 

11PROVE BY 

YES 
NO 

IMPROVE BY 
UF: VELOPWENT 

YES 
-x 

DECISION THEORY 

SOLUTION 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY FIG. 1.2 
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techniques have been developed, which enable the difficult- 

ies that may arise in carrying out such an optimization, 

to be overcome. Before considering these techniques, the 

relationship between the physical structure of the plant 

and the mathematical model will be examined. 

The Mathematical Model. 

A chemical plant consists of a number of 

equipment units or stages in which operations are carried 

out in a predetermined fashion eg. figure 1.3. The term 

multi-stage is often applied to plants of this structure. 

It follows then, that one approach to formulating a model 

for the process as a whole is, firstly, to obtain models 

for each of the stages and then attempt to synthesize a 

complete model for the plant. The stages into which the 

process is divided are decided arbitrarily, but depend on 

the degree of optimization required and on the information 

available on the process. For example, consider a distillat- 

ion column with 'n' plates and a specified overall column 

efficiency, '70'. Such a unit may be regarded as one 

stage in an optimization procedure for an N-stage process. 

However, if the plate efficiency, tip, of each plate in 

the column can be controlled, 9o can be optimized, 
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TYPICAL BLOCK DIAGPLAI' FOB l'A CUE-1 ICAL PL! T 

FIG. 1.3 
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provided the column is considered r. s an n-stage process. 

The mathematical characterization of a unit 

stage generally results in a set of non-linear equations. 

The behaviour of the stage is obtained by the simultaneouc 

solution of the set of equations for a given control policy. 

The whole plant can, in turn, be described by means of a 

set of such equaticns, and in theory, the behaviour of the 

plant can be obtained from the simultaneous solution of 

these equations. In practice, it may not be possible to 

solve simultaneously a set of non-linear equations with 

the result, that the methods which have evolved in the 

field of optimization are based on decomposition strategies. 

This approach endeavours to reduce the dimensionality of 

the problem, by decomposing it into a series of problems, 

each of smaller dimensionality. 

In the case where the plant consists of only 

one or two stages, the set of equations which comprise the 

model may be of small dimensionality and simultaneous 

solution may be possible. The number of equations which 

can be solved in this manner cannot be predicted, as it 

depends on such factors as the nature of the equations eg. 

differential or algebraic, the degree of non-linearity 

present and the method of solution being used. 
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ILIath' matical P. roceduros 

The mathematical procedures, by which the 

decomposed problems are handled, fall into two main cate- 

gories : - 

(i) Variational Calculus and its extensions. 

(ii) Dynamic Programming. 

Variational Calculus: The classical approach to the solut- 

ion of this type of optimization problem is through the 

calculus of variations. Certain disadvantages inherent in 

the use of this method can be overcome by means of the 

Maximum Principle of Pontryagin. The Maximum Principle 

effectively reduces the optimization problem to a maximum 

or minimum seeking problem, subject to the constraints of 

a set of linear differential equations and the original 

constraints. The work of Pontryagin has, for the most part, 

been applied to continuous problems. Some methods related 

to the Maximum Principle which enable discrete problems 

to be handled have been developed mainly by Katz (4), 

Horn(5) and Jackson (6,7). 

Hc: °! 1(5) has treated cascade reactor optirsizat- 

ion problems by means of what he calls the "forward" and 

"backward" methods of. calculation, as well as by a 
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combination of the two. Jackson (6) has presented a method 

of decomposing the ovevall optimization problem into a 

number of sub-problems with the dimensionalities of the 

individual units. In all these methods, the maximum is 

obtained by means of a hill-climbing or other search 

prccedure. The complexity of the procedure required depends 

on the shape of the function being handled. The many and 

varied procedures which have been developed in the wake of 

optimization are enumerated by Wilde (8), who has coined 

the term "optimum seeking methods" to describe these methods 

of search. 

Dynamic Programming2 The term was invented by Bellman to 

describe those methods which are based on the principle of 

optimality and which vaere developed to tackle multi-stage 

decision problems. It can be thought of as a method for 

converting an optimization problem into a series of problems 

each of much reduced dimensionality. The principle of 

optimality has been defined as follows (9), "an optimal 

policy has the property that whatever the initial state 

and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must 

constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state 
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resulting from the first decision". A diagraraatic represent- 

ation is given in figure 1.4, (see Aris (10) ) of the applicat- 

ion of dynamic programming to a two-stage process. The 

procedure is as follovjs g 

(a) The complete system will not be optimized unless 

stage 2 is operating at its optimum point with respect to 

its feed. Thus R2, i; ' calculated for all possible values 

of the input state vector and the operating policy, that 

is, the value of d2 which maximizes R2 for each value of x2 

is obtained. 

(b) The two stages are next taken together. To find 

the maximum return from the two stages, it is only necessary 

to consider the feed conditions to stage 1, since R2 maxo 

has already been obtained. All possible values of xl are 

considered and the operating policy which maximizes the 

total return from the process is obtained. 

The approach involved in applying Dynamic 

Programming (D. P. ), that of starting at the end of the 

system, is evident from the example. In practice the 

value of the input vector to the first stage would be 

specified and, having obtained the optimal control or operat- 

ing policy, the operating conditions for the whole process 
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MAX. RETURN MAX. RETURN MAX. RETURN FROll 
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PROCESS STAGE 1 INPUT FRON 

STAGE 1 

X STATE INPUT VECTOR 

Yi STATE OUTPUT VECTOR 

d1 DECISION OR CONTROL VECTOR 

Ri STAGE RETURN 

APPLICATION OP DYNAMIC PROGfAIHING TO A TVJO-STAGE 
PROCESS FIG. 1.4 
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are known. The above illustration has been given because 

of the importance of D. P. In optimization work. A more 

formal statement of the theory can be found In Appendix 1. 

Mitten and Neinhauser (U) have applied D. P. 

successfully to multi-stage optimization in which the 

process is either a straightforward sequence of steps or 

a branched separating sequence. Simple combining branch 

and feed forward systems have also been considered by 

these authors although the method in these instances 

requires an increased amount of computation. Aras (10,12) 

has used D. P. extensively in reactor optimization work 

including weed forward sequences. Sargent and Westerberg 

(13) have presented an algorithm for optimizing the order 

of computation of unit stages in the design of a complex 

plant, based on D. P. 

The main disadvantage of D. P. is its inability 

to handle systems whore the state vector has more than one 

or two components. The amount of storage space required 

for the tabulation of alternatives in systems of more than 

three dimensions is generally beyond the capacity of 

existing computers. Lee (14) has reported some work where 

a three state variable system was optimized. An advantage 
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of the method is that if a general picture of the optimal 

region is required, then D. P. providos the solution of 

the complete class of problems. A further advantage, and 

one which Jackson (6) thinks represents the main virtue 

of D. P., is that it invariably leads to the maximum or 

minimum value of the function being optimized. When 

variational mathods are used, problems may arise when non- 

optimum stationary points are present in the function space. 

General: 

In cases where the de3omposed problem cannot 

be handled satisfactorily by either variational methods or 

D. P., combination3 of these or other techniques may be 

used. The strategy is to divide the plant into a number of 

sections, optimize each of the sections by a suitable 

optimization procedure and then apply D. P. to optimize the 

operations of all the sections. This approach has been 

used by Lee (14) and indications are that a near optimal 

solution is obtained. 

Some studies were carried out on simple two 

and throe stage systems using the D. P. algorithm and 

effecting the computations by hand. The purpose of this 
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work was to see how different economic criteria could be 

applied to multi-stage systems and to study how the optimal 

configuration of the plant varied with the application of 

the different criteria. The work was mainly qualitative 

and some aspects are reported briefly in Appendix 1. 

1.4 Replacement Policy. 

The problem of replacement has been mentioned 
the 

in sections 1 and 2 of this vhapter. If/word displacement 

is substituted for replacement, the near equivalence of 

replacement and development as methods of improving a 

process is clear. It has boon pointed out that improvement 

by means of replacement can eliminate the probability factor 

that arises when development per se, is considered. This 

statement presupposes that the replacement analysis is 

deterministic, a supposition which, as is discussed later, 

is incorrect. Nonetheless, the element of uncertainty in 

most replacem3nt problems is a great deal less than in 

development studies. 

The uncertainty can be attributed mainly to 

the onset of obsolescence due to technological progress, 

although other factors involving uncertainty may be 
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involved. Methods have been developed recently which 

enable an attempt to be made at computing the rate of 

obsolescence. Modern replacement theory began with the 

roalization by Proinreich (15) that static situation modols 

were inadequate. Such a model assumed that an item of 

equipment was replaced by another of identical type and 

operated under the same economic conditions. 

Terborgh (16) first formulated a dynamic model 

in which a quantitative measure was introduced to reflect 

the technological improvement between an existing plant 

item, tho defendor, and its proposed replacement, the 

challenger. This measure takes the form of an inferiority 

gradient which describes the operating advantage of future 

replacements as comparsd to the present plant item. The 

gradient from the viewpoint of the defender is a measure 

of tho rate at which it accumulates inferiority relative 

to future challengers. This concept is illustrated in 

figure 1.5, which is derived from tlchians work (17), and 

given by Grant (2). It will be seen from the figure that t- 

(i) The total expenses in the first year for the 

replacement available at present is £3500 and that 

this figure increases at the rate of £20 p. a. 
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(ii) A steady improvement of future replacements is 

allowed for and that the first year's expenses 

for next years replacement is £3,470. It will also 

be noted that this initial figure decreases by £30 

for each succeeding yeat`. 

(iii) The assumption is made that the annual increase in 

yearly expenses for these future replacements is 

also £20. 

It is evident that the present replacement 

accumulates inferiority at the rate of £50 p. a. with respect 

to future replacements. This figure represents the infer- 

iority gradient. The adverse minimum, a term used to 

denote the minimum average annual cost, is then calculated 

for both the defender and the challenger. In the case of 

the defender the problem becomes that of finding the period 

that gives the lowest annual cost if it is not replaced. 

The adverse minimum of the challenger is obtained by 

calculating its economic life. 

Defenders Adverse Minimum: it will nearly always be 

reached in the next year from the time of the replacement 

analysis. It has two components (a) a next-year or minimum 

annual operating inferiority obtained from the gradient 
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and (b) a next-year or minimum annual cost of capital term. 

Challengers Adverse Minimums this is also comprised of 

two components (a) the capital Vocovery cost and (b) a 

component representing the present worth of the advantage 

of replacing with the next year challenger and its success- 

ors rather than with the present one. It may be obtained 

by use of the approximate formula 

C. Adverse Min. =- 
iI g (1.1) 

where IT initial capital cost, i- interest rate and 

g' gradient. 

If the adverse minimum of the challenger is 

lower then a r3placemerlt is made. The difference between 

the challengers and the defenders adverse minima will be, 

in nearly all cases, a next-year difference. 

Torborgh's theory has been presented at some 

length because it represents a considerable breakthrough 

and because its approach is fundamental it considering 

replacement. Aichian (17) presented a very comprehensive 

formula but operational difficulties are encountered in its 

application. Terborgh (18) has continued to develop the 
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ideas presented in this section and considerable advances 

have been made. A short outline of these developments can 

be found in Appendix 1. The work of Churchman et al. (19) 

and others in the operational research field is mainly 

concerned with optimal replacement policies under simplify- 

ing conditions. Problems are generally categorized into 

(a) equipment items subject to deterioration and (b) equip- 

ment items subject to failure. The approach to deteriorat- 

ing items is similar to that of Torborgh, while sudden 

failure problems are handled through the use of probability 

theory. 

The concept of an inferiority gradient provides 

a moans of estimating the rate of technological obsolescence 

and of assessing future replacoments. The appraisal and 

evaluation of those 'ghost' replacements constitutes for. 

Terborgh the heart of replacement analysis. Other major 

factors which must be evaluated are-, - 

(i) the dasign philosophy involved. 

(ii) the company policy boing followed. 

(iii) Goverment Control measures. 

(iv) plant deterioration and changing plant economics. 

(v) changing process economics. 
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Three f'u i her points can be made which have 

specific application to this work. The necessity for 

considering the replacement analysis and its resultant 

decisions in the context of time. The importance of time 

and the time value of money is discussed in the next chapter. 

The problem of sub-optimization is again present when the 

replacement of a unit plant item in a plant complex is in 

question, and any replacement analysis must be imbedded 

into the overall system. In the field of chemical engineer- 

ing, the rate of technological progress is high and 

continued displacemen analysis of plants may yield a high 

dividend in increased profitability. 

1.5 Development Theor-Tr - Sensitivity Analysis of Systems. 

The procedure which is outlined in this section 

consists of a logical approach to development problems. In 

essence, a model of the system under investigation is per- 

turbed and the possible development region obtained by 

simulation. The response of the system to the perturbations 

is obtained and the critical development parameters ident- 

ified. The complete solution to the problem is not given 

but the development alternatives are clearly delineated. 
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Consider a single stage r of an N-stage process 

as shown in figure 1.6. The input and output Vectors x(r) 

and Y(r) are the state v3ctors of the stage. Two control 

Vectors, one of which I(r) is designated a cost vector, 

are indicated. The following relationships hold 

Y(r) = F1(x(r), p(r)) (1.2) 

R(r) = F2(x(r), P(r), g(r), Y(r)) (1.3) 

Si: ýce Y(r) is a function of x(r) and P(r) only, the second 

of those functional expressions can be written 

R(r) = F2(X(r), P(-), 9. (r)) (1.4) 

The stage roturn depends on the input, cost and control 

vectors of the stage. The resolution of the adjustablo 

variables into the categories, cost and control, assuming 

that this is possible can result as is shown later in a 

worthwhile simplification of the problem. x(r) will 

depend on the control policy of the previous stage and/or' 

on fixed external conditions. 

Frana oxpression (1.2) it will be soon that the 

process statu is independent of the cost `raator. The 

variables included in the cost necto: o would be, for 

example, raw material, utility and capital unit costs i. e. 

£/lb. of raw material, £/lb. of steam used or £/unit 
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dimension of plant item. The procedure which is given in 

a stepwise fashion, is as follows-, 

Stop 1: Obtain the costs for each stage in three cate- 

gort©s 

(i) Operational Costs 

(ii) Capital Costs 

(iii) Raw Material Costs i. e. cost of r. matls. to the 

stage minus value of products from the stage. It is 

not necessary in the case of the main process stream 

to allocate an in-procoss value as the total return 

may be credited to the final stage. 

Stop 2,. Define the operating and design parameters 

which are variables for each stage. 

Ste Sv For any stage r, the vectors P(r) and q(r) are 

now specified. The state of the process x(r) is defined 

either by the initial state if r =1, or by the policies of 

previous stages . 

Step 4: P(r) and q(r) may be written in terms of their 

components 

P(r) 
.- 

f(P1(r i,, ": 1) 2,3 ... (1.5) 

q(r) . f(q (r»11 i=1,2,3 ... (1.6) 
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and expression (1.4) can be written 

R(r) = F, 
(-I(r), 

pl(r) P2(r) ...., ql(r), q2(r) .... 
)(1.7) 

step 5; This relationship i. e. (1.7) can bo developed 

by simulation. The variables Pi(r) and qi(r) are given a 

series of values 
Ep(r)il2,1". and 

[qi(r)J] J=1,2,... 

each level of which will give a value of R(r). In this 

way the effect of variations in the governing variables of 

a stage on its return can be studied. In practice the 

number of components of P(r) and q(r) which have a signific- 

ant effect would probably be of the order of three or four. 

Step 6o The pattern of development for the stage is 

now available. 
Unfortunately the stage cannot be considered 

in isolation from the rost of the process, because of the 

dependence of the return from the remaining (n-r) stages 

on Y(r). 

Step 7; It is necessary therefore to consider the 

changes in the subsequent stages caused by the variation 

in Y(r) . Onco R(r+ 1; ... R(n) have been determined, Rt, 

the total return from the process can bo obtained. 

Rt = f(R(l) .... R(r).... R(! z) ) (1.8) 
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The effect of any given change in a stage variable on Rt, 

may then be dotormined. Suppose such a perturbation occurs 

to stage r, then expression (1.8) becomes 

Rlt. f(K, R1(r) .... R1(u)) (1.9) 

where Rlt, R1(r) .... Rl( n) equal the new values of those 
quantities. 

Variation in Y(r) will not affect stages (1) ... (r-l) and 

the return frcm stagos (1) to (r-1) equals a constant.. K. 

Stop 8; In the caac wroro tac cost variables x1ono aro 

botnG investigated , Y(r) will remain constant and the 

relationship (1.4) can be written 

R1t= f(Kl, R1(r)) (1.10) 

whore Kl ... R(r-1), R(r+1), ... R( n) 

Stop 9s_ A considorabl© simplification is thus introducod 

in the instance where the state variable is constant. 

Stage (r) can be considered independently of the rest of 

the process. The functional relationship of Kl to R1(r) 

is always relatively simple, whereas those which arise in 

equation (1.9) may be o canplex. step 7 requires in effect 
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an optimization fcr the remaining ; n-r) stages . As r-->n., 

the magnitude of this problem decreases. 

Step 10= Having determined the effect of any given 

variable eg. Pi(r) on Rt, for a number of different levels 

of P'(r), a curve can be plotted. Let such a curve be of 

the form shown in figure 1.7(a). A change in the value of 

Pi(r) from Pi(r) 1 to Pi(r)2 will increase the total 

return from the process, Rt, by a sum of money equal to 

R2t - Rlt, This sum represents the maximum amount which 

can be spent on achieving this change i. e. the maximum 

permissible development expenditure. 

Step 11; If R2t - Rlt = D, then figure 1.7(a) can be 

replotted as shown in figure 1.7(b). C, graph of this typo 

would be obtained for each variable studied. The effect 

of time, which is present in any development study may be 

introduced at this point. Any delays that may occur in 

the execution of the development will reduce the maximum 

permissible level of expenditure for that development i. e. 

the curve for maximum Do shown in figure 1.7(b) will be 

closer to the aboissa. Since D is evaluated by considering 

the increase in revenue that would bo obtained if the 
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development was carried out, it is clear that a delay in 

effecting the development will reduce the time available 

for the increased return to accrue. 'Jý will therefore be 

decreased. In cases where the development expenditure is 

aver a period of time, a more complex analysis is required. 

When the improvement is measured on an annual basis, then 

provided there is no change in the conditions, time delays 

will not affect the curve. 

Ste 12: The effect of each variable on the whole 

system and the maximum amount which can be spent to attain 

a given level of development for each of the variables has 

now been ascertained. At this point, the problem of 

uncertainity arises. A factor indicating the probability 

of attaining success in any given development attempted, 

must be arrived at -a problem discussed briefly later in 

this section. An 'estimated cost of development must also 

be calculated and subsequently weighted in accordance with 

the probability of attaining success. 
* The resultant 

weighted estimated cost of development curve is plotted 

on the development graph e. g. figure 1.7(c). Where the 

weighted estimated cost of development is greater than 

the maximum permitted, the development would not be 

* The word "adjusted" might preferably be used for "weighted" - this 
initial separation of the cost of development and the probability 
factor will lead to better estimates. 
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attempted. The difference between the two curves represents 

the improvement measured in terms of the overall return 
. 

from the process brought about by the development. 

Step 13s The variable yielding the greatest improvement 

would be selected for development. The new level for the 

variable would be that at which the difference between the 

two curves is greatest e. g. point A in figure 1.7(c). 

The method outlined is straightforward and 

only two points need be mentioned. The recognition of the 

independence of subsequent stages to perturbations of the 

cost vector is important. It enables a whole class of 

problems to be investigated without the repetition of a 

complex optimization of the system. The quantification of 

the probability of success is the most difficult step in 

the procedure. The first step is the move from the 

abstract to the particular, in this case the variable in 

question. There may be a great deal of information avail- 

able about the variable e. g. vapour velocity in a column. 

A study might have revealed that an increase in vapour 

velocity will yield a worthwhile increase in profitability. 

The engineering knowledge and costs may be available to 

calculate exactly the cost of carrying out the development, 
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giving a probability factor of 1. In other instances there 

will be more or less knowledge, but seldom will the case 

occur when nothing is known about the necessary data. 

There is, in the literature, a great deal of 
probability 

information on and methods of assessing thisnfactor in the 

context of research and development. The existence of a 

learriln, curve "based on experience has been postulated by 

Hirschmann (20) and comparisons of such curves could help 

in arriving at the value of the probability of success 

factor. The successful estimation of this factor is the 

key to development work. 

1.6 Decision Theory. 

The quantification of decision making has 

occurred in the post-war period and mainly within the 

framework of operations research (19,21). The difficulty 

involved in moving from the qualitative to the quantitative 

in this field can be inferred from the attitude of Keynes. l 

1. Keynes in 1936 could write on business decisions "most 
probably, of our decisions to do samathing positive, the 
full consequences of which will be drawn out over many 
days to come, can only be taken as a result of animal 
spirits - of a spontaneous urge to action rather than 
inaction and not as the outcome of a weighted average of 
quantitative benefits multiplied by quantitative 
probabilities (22). 
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To make a decision, two prerequisites are necessary: (a) 

alternatives are required and (b) a measure of the relative 

importance of the alternatives must be available. The 

previous two sections have indicated how alternatives can 

be obtained by means of replacement or development analyses. 

The problem of the relative importance of the alternatives 

has been considered in that a criterion for replacement has 

been given and the necessity for ascertaining a probability 

factor for the success of a given development has been 

pointed out. Decision theory is concerned with combining 

these two factcrss such that decisions can be made on a 

quantitative basis. Lnderson (23,24) has shown how 

decision theory can be applied to economic problems in 

chemical engineering. 

The main feature of the current approach to 

decision making is the reduction of the problem to a series 

of single figures generally arranged in a matrix format. 

Such a matrix is often termed the pay-off matrix. An 

exariple of how a pay-off matrix is obtained is given in 

Appendix 1. A disadvantage of this aper oach, which is dis- 

cussed by Hall (25), is the inherent assumption that a 

simple number can express the comparative value of a given 
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combination of a decision and a prc2 able result. The 

number may represent an economic value or any other represent- 

ation of value, but only one kind of value scale may be 

used. it the present time the simplifications necessary 

to make this assumption have not been fully accepted by 

economists such as Shackle (26) and Carter and Iflilliams (27). 

Carter and Williams have concluded that the possibility of 

summing-up a course of action by a single figure is far 

from obvious* 

A typical pay-off matrix might be 

PAY-OFF MAMIX 
ALTERNATIVE POSSIBLE RESULTS 

DEOTSION Al A2 

Dl r2 12 

D2 03 

D3 [ii. 1 

Having obtained a matri. x, the next step is to try to 

simplify the decision problem by reducing the size of the 

matrix. This can be achieved by the application of domin- 

anco relations. In the pay-off matrix shown, no rational 

person would over choose the last row, in the language of 

the theory, row one dominates o-vor row three. 
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A decision criterion can then bo applied, which 

can be thought of as the quantitative representation of 

the risk philosophy adopted. Typical decision criteria are, 

(i) the maximum expectation criterion, 

(ii) the minimax regret criterion. 

The Maximum Expectation Criterion, assumes that all altern- 

atives as given in the pay-off matrix are equally likely 

and that the expected pay-off should be maximized. To 

apply this criterion to the above example, one merely notes 

that decision D2, yields the maximum pay-off i. e. 3. 

'a'ha Minimax Regret Criterion requires that the 

maximum regret be minimized. Regret is defined as the 

difference between the return obtained for a given decision 

and the return that would have been obtained if the best 

decision had been made. It can be illustrated by applying 

the criterion to the matrix of the example, a regret matrix 

is constructed as follows - 

REGRET MATRIX REGRET MATRIX 
Al A2 Al _2 

Dl 0 1 or alternatively Dl 0 12 
if the last row 

D2 2 0 is eliminated D2 2 0 

D3 1 2 
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If we consider that result Al occurs in the pay- 

off matrix, then the best decision would have been decision 

D1, resulting in a pad-off of 2. If however decisions D2 

or D3 had been made a loss or regret of 2 and .2 respectively 

would have resulted. The criterion requires that the 

maxim -in, regret that occurs for any given decision over all 

the alternative results bo minimized. In this case, 

decision Dl, is the decision that would be taken. 

The example shows that the adoption of different 

decision criteria may lead to different alternatives being 

specified. It is important therefore that the decision 

criterion adopted should conform with company risk policy. 
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CHAPTER 2 ECONOMIC THEORY AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT CRITERIA 

2.1 Introduction - The Shape of Ehgineoring Economic 

Theory 

2.2 Conventional Investment Criteria 

2.3 Time Value of Money and Discounted Investment 

Criteria 

2 y4 Formulation of the Venture Worth Criterion 

2.5 Analysis and General Simulation of the Venture 

Worth Equation 

2.6 Application of Venture Worth to Unit Plant Items 

2.7 Criteria for Selection of Investment Alternatives 
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2.1 Introduction - Vb. o Shape of Engineering Economic Theory. 

Engineors have always been involved with the 

costs and profitability of the projects and processes 

under their control. The field of engineering into which 

these matters fall is designated engineering economics. 

A considerable number of techniques, formulae and rules-of- 

thumb have been developed which unable the problems that 

occur in the area to be handled. Such techniques, formulae 

and rules-of-thumb constitute what is called the theory of 

engineering economics. This theory is far removed from 

pure oconcmto theory and has been developed to meet the 

specific problems arising in the general industrial and 

engineering environment. 

Th..: scope of engineering economic theory can 

be both quite broad or quite limited according to the mean- 

ing given to the term. In its broadest sense it embraces 

a great deal of pare economic theory, as can be seen from 

the content of Grant's (2) classic. work. In its narrowed 
/with 

sense it may perhaps be concerned only the production 

costs of a particular process. This second concept has 

given r. i: o to the sub-discipline of cost engineering (28, 

29) and in many instances what is called engineering 
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economic theory night more acauratoly be referred to as 

engineering cost theory. 

This contention is borne out by considering 

the typical works of Tyler (30), Schweyer (31), Aries and 

Newton (32)j, Perry (33) and Peters (34) in chemical engineer- 

ing. The main emphasis is not on economics, that ist in 

the true sense of the word, but on process, production and 

particularly plant costs. They are to some extent hand- 

books for ready use in practice, whereas, that of Grant 

and Ireson is more in the nature of a theoretical treatise. 

The concepts of engineering economy expounded by Grant, 

although closely related to the engineering economic theory 

contained in the other references,, are more generalized and 

must therefore necessarily be less immediate in application. 

Happel's work (35,36,37) is intermediate.. 

although it is essentially practical and can be readily 

applied to real situations. In it, formulae are developed 

which take account of many of the broader economic factors 

with which Grant is concerned. Some of Heppe?. +s formulae 

will be examined later in this chapter. 

The main features of" engl. neering economic 

theory are its: 
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(I) p.. 'eoccupati. on with capital costs 

(Ii) general simplicity 

(III) applicability . 

Th¬ preoccupation with capital cos+-s 13 well 

justified on a number of counts. In the first place, most 

engineering projects are capital intensive projects. In 

the second, the majority of the criteria by which projects 

are judged involve the capital cosc. Again, frequently 

the capital costs can be calculated in a more exact manner 

than the other costs involved in the project and are thus 

rendered capable of a quantitative engineering approach. 

The second two features enumerated are caiplem- 

eni; L; ry. The formulae most generally used are simple, the 

data required to apply the theory is easily acquired and 

often readily attainable fror, existing accounts. The more 

complex formulae allowing for the time value of money have 

not yet obtained wide acceptance in industry in this 

country (38) and need not be considered under this heading. 

The primary products of engine3ring economic 

theory have been economic criteria. Their main function 

is to assist decisions on the absolute or relative profit- 

ability of projects. The orientation of engineering 
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economic theory is probably due, in addition to the reasons 

stated, to the fact that industry has always been aware of 

the importance of measuring its effectiveness in terms of 

one of its major resources, that is, capital. The invest- 

ment problem, is one of the most complex and difficult 

industrial problems and it has been the main concern of 

engineering economists. 

2.2 Conventional Investment Criteria. 

The formulae referred to in the previous sect- 

ion are those criteria most commonly in use, some of which 

will now bo oxamined. The two most frequently used criteria 

aros 
(I) Percentage Return on Investment. 

( II) Payout olf, Payback Time. 

1', third criterion which is also widely used is; 

(III) Cash Position. 

(I) Percentage Return on Investment,,; R 

The percentage return on investment can be 

defined as the annual not profit oxpressed as a 

percentage of the total. inv©itment 

R- Pa x 100 (2.1) 
I +1w 

where I= fixed capital investment and Iw= working 

capital. Pa = net profit p. a., i. e. gross profit minus 

taxes and depreciation. 
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(II) Pay-Out Tim: T(Yrs ) 

The pay-out time is the ratio of the fixed 

capital investment to the annual gross profit 

T (2.2) 

where ra = gross profit p. a. 

(III) Cash Positions P 

Cash position is defined as the gross earnings 

minus taxes and depreciation. 

P 1-t )tla+ dt I] n-I (2.3) 

where t=tax rate on income, d ; depreciation rate 

for tax purposes and n =no. of years. 

The simplicity of these formulae has been 

pointed out earlier, which is eartainly one reason why 

their current usage is still widespread. The use of more 

complex criteria, as outlined in Section 2.3 of this chapter, 

gives rise immediately to considerable difficulties. The 

recent N. E. D. C. Report (38) presented an analysis of the 

investment appraisal methods in use in the Machine Tool 

Industry. 83% of the companies in the survey used either 

one of the methods mentioned already or no os+; ablished 

method of appraisal. 
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Despite their present wide usage, recent theory 

and more enlightened practice does not recognise these 

traditional criteria as acceptable final arbiters in 

investment decisions - although their value as guides and 

as complementary standards is considerable. Some points 

including the disadvantages which occur in the use of 

these indices of comparison will be considered briefly. 

(I) Percontae Return on Investment. 

Application of this criterion requires a know- 

ledge of the not profit p. a., the fixed capital investment 

and the working capital. Normally th1sedata U eavailable. 

Some disadvantages are: 

(a) it makes no allowance for the time value of money 

(b) it gives no measure of the magnitude of the project 

; c) the original fixed capital Investment becomes 

meaningless in the context of changing time (39), 

Where the percentage return is used as a contin- 

uing measure of the success of a projec}, the I form should 

be updated by the replacement cost of the fixed Capital 

assets, This will inevitably cause the percentage return 

to decrease. * This modification which is seldom effected 

* except when the replacement cost is less than the original cost. 
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enables a more realistic yield gor projects' to be evaluated. 

(II) Pay-Out Time. 

Payout time is the most widely used of the 

critoria under discussion. The formula as given in equat- 

ion (2.2) can be altered to allow for taxes and depreciation 

but it is more often used in its simple form. The note in 

the previous paragraph on updating the I term applies 

equally to pay-out time, although, since this criterion is 

more often used for investment decisions than as an operat- 

ing index, the passage of time may not be relevant. That 

is, in comparisons between alternative decisions at time 

t: to, the I terms are c anparable and their future valuas 

need not be considered- The main disadvantages are$ 

(a) again, no allcwance for the time value of money 

(b) it gives no measure of the magnitude of the project 

(c) no allowance is made for tax or tax credits 

(d) the tendency in its application to define an 

arbitrary payout time agains* which alternative 

projects are neasurod 

(e) its failure to distinguish between projects which 

initially have the same returns but subsequently 

have different ones. 
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Fo. o engineering projects which are capital 

intensive, the impact of taxation has a large effect on 

the profitability and no criterion which neglects tax can 

be satisfactory. The effect of (d) is that when the 

defined pay-out time is too short, the alternative projects 

are unable to compete and are rejected. Capital investment 

is thus restricted, new projects are abandoned and existing 

plant rather than be replaced is permitted to become more 

and more unproductive. Furthermore, no indication is 

given of what occurs to the investment after the end of 

the pay-out period. The main value of pay-out time lies 

in its use as a short-term criterion. 

(III) Cash Position. 

The use of the cash position criterion enables 

the accumulated cash earnings of a project to be assessed. 

The fixed capital investment is offset in the first instance 

against the rovenue from the project, which then contributes 

in total to the net or total earnings. The cash position 

has an advantage over the previous methods in that the 

magnitude of the project is ascertained. Its disadvantage 

is that while it takes account of the revenue over a number 
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of years, it takes no account of the time value of money. 

A recent report of the N. E. D. C. (40) on invest- 

mont criteria outlines in some de4: ail the unsatisfactory 

aspects of many of the currently used methods of appraisal. 

It is pointed out that there is much evidence which indicates 

that these , criteria "tend to lead to underinvestment in 

plant and equipment". The major objection to the three 

criteria already examined, is that, the time value of money 

factor is neglected. The Importance of the time factor 

has only ricently been recognised and is, as yet, inadequately 

appreciated. 

2.3 Time Value of Money and D+scounted Investment Criteria. 

Time Value of Money - In its simplest form the time valuo 

of money can be explained by saying that one pound to-day 

is worth more than one pound in five years time, which in 

turn is worth more than one pound in ten years time. This 

phenomenon is due to the ability of money, in the form of 

omployed or deposited capital, to earn interest.. 

It is now accepted that except for certain 
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Specific instances, economic criteria which neglect this 

factor are unsatisfactory for assessing the true economics 

of s, project. 
1 Recent years have, therefore, seen the 

gr h of new criteria for evaluating capital projects 

which take account of the time yield of money. In principle, 

these criteria result from considering all the cash flows, 

both positive (in the form of revetYue) and negative (in 

the form of outgoings or disbursements )p over the lifetime 

of the project and assessing their value at some particular 

point in time. This point in time is nearly always the 

present time. Hence the term present worth or present 

value used to describe these or the methods by which they 

are derived. The description, discounted cash flow techn- 

iques is also used. This term comps from the "discounting 

factor" applied to all cash terms in the future in order 

that their present value is obtained. 

Problems of depreciation, investment allowances 

and taxation are more easily handled by discounting methods 

than by conventional ones. The formulae themselves are 

more complex but their application with reference to these 

problems is simplified, because these terms and their 

timing arc specifically identified in tho formulae developed. 

1. "There is good reason for supposing that industrial 
investment in Britain has been more sluggish than it 
should have been because of a lack of understanding of 
the true economics of investment and its yield over time", 
The Economist, Aug. 29,1964, in A Rationale of Capital 
Investment (41). 
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A good outline of the methods and their use in assessing 

tho profitability of projects is given by Steward (42). 

DISCOUNTED INVESTMENT CRITERIA - The two main criteria are; 

(I) Discounted Cash Flow, D. C. F. 

(II) Net Present Value (or Worth), N. P. V . 

A criterion related to N. P. V. called Venture Worth has been 

developed by Happol (35,36) which is well suited for 

engineering projects. Hart (43) has recently advocated a 

new method called the Standard Invostor ts Rate of Return. 

(I) Disc aini, ed Cash Flow: 

The term internal rate of return is also applied 

to this criterion. The D. C. F. yield can be defined as the 

rato of return, p, vhich will equate the present value of 

the cash returns to th9 present value of the investment out- 

lays. p, therefore, represents the maximum "rate of 

profitability"' which tho project will yield - the project 

will pay a rate of interest, p, on the capital invested and 

recover the initial investment. In application, the rate 

p, is compared with the interest rate on capital, i, or a 

risk interest rate, i.. (The rate, i1, makes allowance for 
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the risk nature of the project - im > i) 

p >- i accept project 

pi re. oct project 

1, good formulation of the criterion, that given by Amey (44) 

is, the internal rate of return, is the ra',; e, p, such that 

Ft '0 -Io 
t-, (1+P) t (l+p) - (2.4) 

For continuous compounding of interest equation (2.4) becomes 

-10 -i'r 
0E.; 

©-m dt-f- St6-mit O (2.5) 

whore Io= present value of investment outlays 

Et = not. cash inflows in the period t, (i. e. benerits 
- costs) 

St _ disinvestment of working capital and scrap value 

project lifetime, yrs. 

mlr--continuous rate of interest =ln (1+p) 

(]I) Net Present Value. 

The net present value of a project is obtained 

by discounting all the cash flows resulting from the 

projeot to the present time at a discount rate equal to 

the cost of capital. if the N. P. V .>o, then the project 

is worthwhile. The N. P. V. criterion leads to an absolute 
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value or worth of the project in terms of money, whereas 

the D. C. F. criterion leads to a rate. The following formul- 

ation is again taken from rmey: 

The net present value is given by vo, where: - 

V0^ -lot --t -i- 
St >6 (2.6 ) 

t- l+9 9 I+i 

For continuous compounding of interest equation (2.6) becomes 

vo ^1o #j' 
of; ý-mtdt+ Sie-mt >0 

where i cost of capital or othor discount rate 

m In (14-i) 

Comparison of D. C. F. and N. P. V. 

At present there exists two schools of thoaght 

regarding the -uperiority of one or other of those criteria. 

In this country the balance at present seems to be swing- 

ing in favour of D. C. F. (38,41,45) , though this may be 

in part duo to the large amount of publicity given to the 

method. Tho train nr 1nent against N. P. V. is that of the 

difficulty of determining the cost of capital to the firm, 

and if so desired, the index im. If this cannot be 

determined accurately, then a range of values for i must 

be ostablishod and since the effect. of variations in i are 
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difficult to obselnro, a series of present worth calculations 

must be carried out. This difficulty is avoided by the 

use of the D. C. F. criterion, it is merely necessary to 

have an estimate of the cost of capital and if the yield 

is sufficiently greater, a difference immediately obvious, 

then no further calculation is necessary. 

It is true that there are considerable difficult- 

ies in arriving at an accurate estimate of i, but it is 

equally true that the proponents of I. C. F. magnify the 

difficulty. Grant and Ireson (2) go into this question in 

some detail from the engineering viewpoint, while Dean (46) 

in discussing the p, 'oblem of capital rationing outlines a 

number of alternative approaches whereby i, can be evaluated. 

Hart (43) maintains that to avoid the necessity for obtain- 

ing, i, is to close one's "eyes to facts". A good discuss- 

ion is given by Amoy (44) who comes out in favour of N. P. V., 

the statement is made that "the N. P. V. criterion for 

productive investment is valid and consistent with profit 

maximization at all points in time". 

The arguments in favour of N. P. V. together with 

its advantage in ranking projects, of giving absolute 

magnitudes to the alternatives involved, have caused it to 

be adopted in Happelts form as the discounted crit; ©rion in 

this thesis. 
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2.4 Fornraiation of the Venf; u. i e Worth Criterion. 

This Criterion hereafter referred to as the 

v. w. criterion which has been developed by Happel is an 

extension of the N. P. V. Criterion. It may be defined as 

the present worth of all the cash flows fr= a venture 

above a minimum risk level, discounted to the present by 

means of an average rate of earnings. The term, venture, 

in the context of the criterion is synonymous with project. 

The risk nature of the-project is expressed by means of a 

minimum acceptable rate of return factor. The criterion Is 

well suited for ranking projects, governed by different 

risk characteristics. A general mathematical formulation 

of the criterion is 

(1-t)xx + 
k= r dktI k_n 

I VJ (1. }i) ý1 (l+i jý m ý-'k 

-k! 
n im w 

k_n 
sa (2-8) 

. ý. ý ' (1+i) n-1 x1 (1+i) k 

where t ;, tax rate, fraction/yr 

R --gross profit p. a. 

I =initial or fixen capital invosi went 

Iw=working capital 

i averago rate of return on investment, fraction/7r 
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ý, , 

J-m=min. acceptable rate of return on investmen'; ;, fraction/yr 

Sa =salvage value 

d =depreciation rate for tax purposes, fraction/yr 

r -: -taxable period of plant life, yrs. 

n =project; lifetime, yrs 

k =index, indicating years from start of venture. 

Rk and dk reprosent the value of these variables in the kth 

year of the project. It is assumed that I, I. and Sa do 

not change from year to year although the criterion can 

be generalized further if necessary. Since I, Iw and Sa 

are constants, equation (2.8) can be written 

wF (im-i) (I+iw) -I (1) (2) (3) (4) 

_ 

L(1+1 
)n-1 IW +(l-t)sa (2.9) 

(lfi)n (1+i) n 
(5) (6) 

The six terms in equation (2.9) represent; 

(1) Sumn: ajion of gross taxed income. 

(2) Sur. at; ion of tax credit on capital investment. 

(3) Pros©nt worth of incromontal return on total thvesoment. 
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(4) Initial capiF al. investmoni . 
(5) Prosont worth of cost of working capital. 

(6) Present worth of salvage. 

The form of tho V. W. criterion given in 

equation (2.9) is much more readily applied in practice 

that the mo: e general expression. The number of summations 

have been reduced to two and in nearly all cases it is 

possible to eliminate the summation for the tax credit. 

It is possible to obtain an analytical solution for the 

series, describing the three most common methods of 

depreciation, namely, straight-line depreciation, double 

declining balance method and sum-of-the-digits method. 

Combinations of these three can also be expressed analytic- 

ally. In the case of the gross roturn summation, if the 

fluctuations are regular a formulation may be possible, 

otherwise tabulation may be necessary. 

For continuous compounding, equation (2.9) in 

tho limit beccmos 
k=n kam' 

v= (1-t )E. 
1e-mk. 

dkt Itdk o-mk. dk - 
l(1-e-mn) (eq-e ) (I4ýI 

0 =o 

-I - (1-Q-mn)I`v + (1-t)Sa ©-'n (2.10) 

where n= 1n (1+1) and q_ In (im+ i) 
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In this ecIuacion R1 and dk represent the values of R and d 

in the whole period k and could be written R and d respect- 

ivoly. 

If either R or d, or both, are constant through- 

out the lifetime of the project, farther simplifications 

of equations (2.9) and (2.10) are possible. When both are 

constant the first two terms in the equations become 

respoctIVely 

I (1ýºi)n-1 (1-t)R+ dtI 
i(l+i)n 

These two tornis together with the other terms in equation 

(2.9) will be called equation (2.11) 

a r., d 

(1-t: )R n (1-e-nný -}. Itdý (1-©-ý ) 

plus of for terms in equation (2.10) will be called equation (2.12) 

The assuraption that d is constant is equivalent to assuming 

straight lino depreciation. The combined promise of both R 

and d constant r©ndors the V. W. equivalent to the summation 

of the annual venture profits (35), suitably discounted, 

throughout the lifetime of the project. 
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2.5 Analysis and General Simulation of V. W. Equation. 

Equation (2.8) which is the general formulation 

of the V. 71. Criterion has ten parameters. The following 

catogorios may be used to group them 

(i) Parameters fixed by the state or country. 

(ii) Parameters fixed by the company. 

(iii) Variable Parameters. 

(i) Parameters fixed by the State: 

t =income tax rat©. Company policy can on occasion 

modify the effect of t- 

d. ==d©preciation rate for tax purposes. 

r =taxable period of plant life. Although there 

is some flexibility with both d and r, the company's 

docis-1 on will be mainly motivated by state policy. 

(ii) Parameters fixed by the Companys_ 

I, =-. initial fixed capital investment. 

n=project life as estimated for design. This 

figaro depends on tho type of plant, the design philosophy 

adopted, on the replacement or obs olescenco policies being 

followed and on market forecasts. 

i =projocted average rate of return on investment. 

Curront economic 'onditions will influenco this decision - 
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but company policy will in the main decide the value of 

1 (46). 

imr.. minimum acceptable rate of return on investment. 

(iii) Variable Parameters: 

Iw=working capital 

R 
.:,. gross profit 

Sa=salvage value 

Tho:; o throo parameter. s can dopond largely on 

the market conditions and although other factors are 

involved they may be thought of as boing subject to the 

fluctuations of the market. 

It is clear that the above categories are very 

lcoso but they are helpful when considering the equation 

and unable the engineering problem to be delineated. Five 

of the ten parameters have what can be considered as an 

engineering content and as such are amenable to engineering 

control. They are I, Iw, n, R and Sa. Of these, three 

have been categorized as variables and the remaining two 

placed in the 'paramotors fixed by tho company' group. 

It this parameter contains the greatest engineering 

content in the majority of industrial projects. 
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Itiyg the working capital's engineering factor can be 

thought of as tho effect of the plant design on the operat- 

ing and out-of-pocket expenses. 

n: the project lifetime may, depending on the nature 

of the project, be tctally governed by engineering consider- 

ations or by maricJt conditions. 

R depends on the labour contort, utility consumption 

and general profitability of the plant. 

Set 1a aas e ptii losoptiy cf_tn Lx,: luonce #: ha ýozsmirýai 

value of the plant . 

The above notes on the parameters describing 

the V. VJ. critevion ha va indicated that 

(i) five parimoters are outside onginoering control 

{ ii) of the other five all have a greater or lessor 

engineering content. 

Simulation of the V X. Criterion. 

A simulation of the project as expressed by 

it8 V. W. is a logical step in considering a project. This 

might corrospond to the simple model sixai. lation discussed 
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in the last chapter. The effect on the V. 17. of variations 

in the parameters can be discovered and the critical para- 

meters identified. Such a simulation was carried out to 

illustrate this approach. It took the form of evaluating 

the V. W. of a plant of a fixed capital cos' for a number 

of predetermined levels of the other parameters. The para- 

m. eter variation proceeded in a one variable at a time 

sequence. Cortain simplifications wore introduced in 

assigning values to the parameters R, Iw and Sa. It was 

assumed that 

(i) R=0.51 

(ii) IVO =QI Q =0.2 

(iii) Sa=PI 0 1(P<I 

Thoso assumptions werd introc'uceQ to reduce the dimension 

of the simulation from ton to seven variables. It will be 

seen that the three parameters which have boon substituted 

for are the three least controllable ones, and as such 

cannot be varied at will in reality. The form of the 

criterion used was that given by equation (2.11). 

A progratima was written for the University 

IMIorcurj7 Computer in which plants with initial capital costs 

of one, five and ton million pounds were simulatod. 
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Figures 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 are typical of the results 

obtained. It will be observed that the responses shown 
in figure 2.3 are linear, which follows from the linearity 

of equation (2.11) with respect to t. The information, 

which can be obtained fr OM curves of this type, is best 

illustrated if wo consider an example: - 

A ten percent increase in V-11-1. is required from a 

5 million pound plant, with a project lifetime of 

15 yrs., a depreciation period of 5 yrs. and a 

tax rate of 50%. 

From fig. 2.1; V. WW. _ 6.55x106 £ 

Regd. V . W. =7.205x106 £ 

Frora fig. 2.1 n-17 yrs. 

2.2 can't be achieved 

2.3 t =47%_ 

It will be seen that considering these three 

variables, a 6% reduction in the tax rate is equivalent to 

a 13% increase in the project lifetime, either of which 

could be altered to achieve the desired increase in the V . W. 

Whereas, no matter what depreciation period is used, result- 

ing in the raost favourable tax credit, a ten percent increase 
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cannot be achieved, the maximum attainable being approximat- 

ely 2.3%. The decision lies between two alternatives, one 

of which cannot be controlled by the engineer. If in such 

circumstances, it should prove that the level of taxation 

can be more easily reduced by the required 6%, than that 

the project lifetime be extended by 13%, then further 

engineering analysis may be of no benefit. 

The information which can be obtained from a 

simulation of this nature is threefold 

(i) It will show which parameters are significant and 

the effect of variations in them on the V . 'N. of the 

project. Some, order of magnitude figures for the 

possible variations in the parameter range are given 

by Bauman (29). 

(ii) If the non-engineering parameters are controlling, 
/arises 

the necessity for considering the value of continuing 

engineering studies. 

(iii) Whon the engineering parameters are critical, their 

relative importance is known. 

Appondix 2 contains details of the c ccnpat©r 

programme and some farther notes on the simulation. 
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2.6 Application of V. W. Criterion to Unit Plant Items. 

Chemical processes can be represented as inter- 

linked multi-stage systems. In the previous two sections 

the application of the V. W. Criterion to complete processes 

or plants has been outlined. In accordance with the 

general scheme presented in chapter 1, the application of 

the criterion to single stages or items in a multistage 

system must now be considered. If equation (2.11) is 

written in the farm 

J1R+J2I - J3Iw (2.13) 

where: 

Jl= 
i(l+i)n s 

j2= ( -l dt - (IM-11 (1+i)n-i 
-1- 

(1-tt )ýP 

i(i{t i(14-i) (l4-i) 

- 

[(_ )_ 

and Sa=PI. 

NowuIw. -Q 
[total 

annual expense] 

=Q 
LXeOJ (2.14) 

The assumption that the working capital, Iw, may be expressed 

as a constant, Q, times the total annual exp©nse is a fact 
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accepted by Happel (35). 

R=[8 -X- 01 (2.15) 

where X=raw coati. costs p. a., O=all operating costs p. a., 

and S_ sales revenue Pea. 

Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) into equation (2.13) 

V. W. = J1S+j2I - (J1+J3Q) X (J1-MJ3Q) 0 (2.16) 

If we assume that the process consists of N stages and that 

each of the N stages can be described by a capital cost, 

an annual operating cost and a raw material cost, this 

equation can be written 

k =N k=N k=N 
V . W..: r J1 S+J2ZLIk - (Ji +-J3Q)ZXk - (Jl'-J30 Z 0k (2.17) 

The V. w. is expressed in equation (2.17) as the sum of a 

series of costs, each cf which represents a single stage 

of the process, together with the sales from the process as 

a whole. Since the sales from the whole process only are 

considered, the necessity for allocating in-system prices 

to the products of the individual stages is avoided. A 

typical system is that of figure 2.4 in which a four stage 

sys+, om is depicted. 

Should the process yield any other saleable 
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by-products, 8 rý31, where Si--sales revenue p. a. from 

the it"' product. The additive nature of the venture worth 

of the individual. stages is clear from equation (2.17). 

This characteristic of the criterion reduces the computat- 

ion, when the effect, on the whole procoss, of perturbations 

to single stages must be determinor?. 

2.7 Criteria for Selection of Investment Alternatives. 

The effect of allowing for the time value of 

money as indicated in section 2.3, puts a high premium on 

cash flows in the present or near present time and minimizes 

the importance of cash flows in the distant future. Such 

a financial structure represents the true economic situation, 

but has certain disadvantages when weighing alternative 

possibilities a:; the present time. Where two projects 

show a small ilifforenco when represented by a conventional 

investment yardstick, the difference may become less evident 

after discounting for futurity. This possibility occurs 

because the discounting factor converges to 
_a 

specific 

value as n- --. --> oo. As i increases, the rate of convergence 

also increasys. A table demonstrating how the discount 

factor converges can be found in Appendix 2. 

For example, consider two processes each with 
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the same output of product, bulu- ; showing a small but distinct 

difference in their unit production cost. Over the life- 

time of the project, the cumulative total effect of the 

differential, expressed as say, profit over_twenty years 

might be of some moment and thus a clear-cut decision 

between the two may be possible. If, however, a discounting 

criterion is applied the difference may be regarded as 

insufficient to enable a decision to be made. Thus the 

application of a more rigorous economic criterion may 

render the selection between alternatives more difficult. 

The recent work of Allen and Edgeworth Johnstone 

(47) in this field is of interest. It tentatively at'Uempts 

to rank a number of economic criteria relative to their 

ability, to diatinguish at an early stage between successful 

and unsuccessful projects. They found that the D. C. F. 

yield was loss satisfactory than shorter term critoria, such 

as Payout Time from the start of the project. Two new 

criteria, Equivalent Maximum Investment Period and Interest 

RecoIery Period, which do not involve discounting, were also 

found to be effective. It- is pointed out that the ranking 

of the D. C. F. Criterion relative to the above criteria 

improves as the project lifetime decreases. 
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The corollary of the foregoing is important, 

which is that small differences in projects as measured by 

a discounted critorion may be as -rignificant as much 
_larger 

diff©renc©s in non-discounted criteria. The necessity for 

o®nsidering the time yield of money, means that discounting 

must generally be used and it follows that even-small 

differences in N. P. V., D. C. F. yield or V. W. must be 

oxaminod closely. 
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CHAPTER 3: CASE I-! SEPARATION SYSTEM DISTILLATION 
COLUMN 

3.1 I nt r od uc. tl on 

3.2 Mathematical Theory and Development of Equations 

3.3 Validity of Efficiency Approximation and Alternatives 

3.4 Derivation of an A". naly;; ica1 Expression for Gi11i1andb 
Correlation 

5.5 Application of the Venture Worth Criterion and General 
Cost Data for the System 

3.6 Mathematics of Solution, Programme Mechanics and 
Simulation Outline 
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3.. 1.1 ntrCal-, CLioiI 

1, distillation column was selected as a typical 

unit of equipment and one or. which a great deal of process 

and design data d-. readiiy available. The existence of 

such information is a pre: equisite for mostt economic 

i. irtastigaticr. i. Tho t, bjectlve of the study was to see how 

tha application of different ocoi, oaic criteria affected 

the optimum design and operating conditions of the column. 

It, wa3 also t,! ished to study the reverse approach, that is 

to see how variations in the design and operating parameters 

affected the economic criteria. To method of perturbing 

a model of the sysi ein outlined in tho section on develop- 

ment theory was utilized to this and. 

A cell known approach to the optimum design of 

plate cclunns is to erpress the optimum condition as a 

function of the number of plates, N, in the column and the 

refL. v-_xc ratio, R (48,49,50). These two parameters are 

chosen because the capital cost of the column can be 

exprassed as a function of N. and the column cost represents 

in practice virtually the total capital cost of +, he system. 

Also, the ref7_ax ratio tends to be the governing factor in 

tha operating costs. It is possible to express all other 
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capital and operati.: ng costs as functions of these two 

variables of. (51), 
. Underlying all the work which has 

been carried out in the analysis Presented here, is this 

concept of an optimum design as an economic balance between 

N and R. Figure 3.1 shows a line diagram of the column 

and the ancillary items of equipment comprising the system. 

Two economic critar. ß. a, Lhe unit co. -O- of production and the 

venture v: orý; h of the protect were considered. The first 

a -,, toin the case study ir. 7olves t; hc construction of a 

mathematical model of the system which is ], scribed in the 

next section. 

3.2 Mathematical Theory and Development of Equations. 

Tkio costs Issociated with the system shown in 

figure 3.1 can be represented by +he equation given by 

Happel (35). 

C= N(11+: 1) + G-. -) (R-{-1) 
+ C3 (R+1) (3.1) 

EhGa hGb 

where C =unit cost of production. ý//lb mol product 

Cl=amortized incremental unit investment cost of 

column. 
///(Fi; 2) (plate) (yr). 

G amortized incremontal unit irwestment cost of 

tubular equipment (T. E. ). ; 5/(Ft2)(yr. ) 
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CC=cost of steam and coolant necessary for 1 lb mol 

of product. Y 

h hrs. operatj on p. a. 

Ga,,,,, allowable vap. vel. in column. lb mols/(hr)(FT2) 

Gb vap. hand1i1: 6 cap. of '1. R. lb mols/(hr)(? T2) 

E _. fractional p:.. ate efficiency. 

The relationship between N and R mentioned in 

section 3.1 and on which equation (3.1) is based is 

dependent on the fach; that, for a given separation, as the 

reflu_Y ratio is increased, the rrzmber of plates required 

decreases: The necossary calculations to produce the NvR 

curve are usually carried out by the well known McCabe- 

Thiele method i see, for example� 33,48,49). The work of 

Gilliland (52) which is discussed later, may also be used 

for this garpose. It is clear that the three terms on the 

R. H. S. of equation (3.1) represent the column capital costs, 

t1 e ancillary equipment capital costs and the system operat- 

irre costs respectively. The make--up of the individual 

terms is given in Appendix 3. The procedure used by Happel 

to find the minimum of C wus originally devised by Colburn 

and is as follows. The derivative of equation (3.1) w. r. t. 

R is equated equal to zero. E, the fractional plate 
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efficiency is assumed indepard9nt of R for this purpose. 

The values of N and R which satisfy the equation 

ei 
CI 

"' (3.1a) 
dR 

are the optimum values for the system. 

In this work some extensions have been made to 

the above procedure. Firstly, E is not assumed independent 

of R and secondly equation (3.1) is formulated such that 

the design and operating parameters are readily accessible 

for the purpose of perturbation. In addition a more 

generalized treatment is deLelcped through the use of 

Gillilands work (52) cu the relationship between the numaer 

of theoretical plates required for a separation and the 

reflux ratio. 

The recent correlation of English and Van 

i jr3<ie (53) for the efficiency of fractionating columns 

expresses the plate efficiency as a function of a number 

of des"&. gn and operating variables including the reflux ratio. 

The correlation is for the Murphreo vapour. plate efficiAncy 

and is 

Mvs10.84(lr'A)-0.28(V)0.024bw_0.241G_0.013 - 0.028 

0.01-114 0.137 
Q' !L 
LV g ý3z, ýL (03.2) 
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where FA frei area foacticii Ja col. cross section. (C/s). 

L/V=reflux ratio 

hv, =weir height. ins 

G= suporfical mass vap. vel. based on col. C/g. 

lb/(hr) (p3! 2) 

a =volative v. 'iatility. 

C =surfaco ten. 3l on of mixture. dynes/cm 

JIL =114- viscosity of mixture. poise 

Vg =vap. vel. based on col. C/s. cm/sec 

P*4 = liq. density of mixture. 

DTI =1iq. mot-diffusion coe 'f. cm2/sec 

The two dimensionless groups at the end of the equation 

represent the 1'. quid Schmidt No. and the surface tension 

No. respecti. vely. 

This correlation was derived from data on, and 

is applicable to, both bubble cap and perforated plate 
w e, fc 

columns., Although the data analysed was all binary data, 

the authors consider that- the correlation can be used 

satisfactorily for multi-component systems and illustrate 

this point with a typical example. When applied to multi- 

component fractionation jAL, PL, Cr and DL are the mixture 

properties of the system. 
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Rquati on (3.2) car. be written 
R 0.024 

Emv =K: --- (3-3) 
+1 

LR 
where (-P) -~R+Tf and K=other terms in equation (3.2). 

The assumption, which is discussed fully in 

section 3.3, is now made that E in equation (3.3) is 

equal to P in equation (3.1) that is that, the Murphree 

vapour plate efficiency is equal to the overall column 

plate efficiencTr. Equation (3.3) is now substituted in 

equation (3.1) 

C1N(R+1) 09(R 4-1) 
C_ ^--- 24 

f 
hGb 

+ G3(R+1) (3.4) 
a(t 

In this equation, the unit cost of production i. s giver. not 

only as a function of the two major variables N and R, but 

also of Go., Gb, h and K. The constant K contains a number 

of operating and design variables including G= PAGa where 

Ind.; mol. wt. These subsidiary variables may be thought of 

as the develo aent parameters of the sys+: em. 

E, 'qu. ation (3.4) can be differentiated with 

respect to R and the condition necessary for the minimum 

unit cost of production is obtained when this is equated 

equal to zero. 
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N-0.42 N") -- 
0.024 

(ß -. +- l) ..... -... =. y 33.5) 

where p* K 6" -ß-h03) cosi: or development constant 
(3.5a) 

xho value :: )f R which satisfies (3.5) i. e. L. H. S. R. H. S. is 

tho optimuLl value of R =Ro. N® is defined as the no. of 

platen corresponding to the value of Roo In order that 

equation (3.5) can be solved it is necessary to have curves 

of Nv It, and ýR vR for the system, a trial and error 

solution can then be obtained. The work of G. 11i: land (52) 

referred to earlier presents a means by which the NvR 

curve can be 1 nerated for a given cystem provided that 

the system is characterized by Nm (the min. no. of plates 

required fm- the separation at total reflux) and Rm (the 

min. reflux ratio required for she separation with an 

irrfinite no. of plates). To generalize this work an analyt- 

ical expression was sought for Gilliland's curve and the 

following polyn. msial was obtained. 

N. -Nm R -R 
3 1R -R 

2 
.1 

N+ 2 
=A ß --1 

+BR 
-ýl-1 

+C[: 
R -i- 1j. -F D 3.6) 

' where A. -0 359, B: 0.834, C.. = *-1.120 and D=0.612. 

The accuracy of equation (3.6) and the general 
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applicahi.. ty of ! '-i?.?.. '. 3. ands work is considered in section 

3.4, but the above expression was considered capable of 

generating NVR cL. rves. The vaiv. os of (dN/dR) necessary 

for the solution of equation (3.5) are obtained by differ- 

entiating equation (3.6), 

__(9+2)2 
. 

Plm+l I, 3J_rn)2 2R(R-Rm) 
a1ý2 TR R+1 + '. , ýý+ (3.7) 

Equation (3.5) can now be solved for any given 

system, i. e. a specified Nm and Rm, for a given value of F*. 

Solution for a: er ies of different values of F* yields the 

locus of the optimum R and TT for the system. The procedure 

has been carried out' for a range of systems enabling the 

optimum solution to be calculated rapidly and directly. 

she results, as will be seen later, can be conveniently 

presented as a family if curves of the form 

(R° - 1) v F* and 
No 

v Nm- 

An equation, differing only in the cost const- 

ants and analogous to equation (3.5).. is developed in 

s©ction 3.5 vhen the venture worth criterion is being 

evaluated. The subsequent procedure is identical to that 

described above. 
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3.3 Validity' of Efficiency Approximation and Alterratives. 

The Murphree vapour plate efficiency, F, mv, is 

the ratio of the actual change in the average vapour 

composition accomplished by the plate to the change that 

would occur, if the mixed vapour stream reached equilibrium 

with the exit liquid. Thus 

Emv---yg° - Y(n-1)ayg. 
YnX - Y(n-1)avg. 

(3.8) 

where Yn avg. and Y(rý-l)avg. = the average composition of 

the vapour leaving the nth and (n-1)th plate. Y+ dompos- 

i ri or! o: ' vapour !. n equi 1ibl: -i= w *ic: 1 liquid on nth plate. 

The overall plate efficiency, E, is the ratio 

of the number of theoretical plates required for a given 

separation to the cumber of actýzal physical plates. 

Under certain conditions, the two ©ff;. ciencies 

are identical 

(i) if the plates are 100jo' efficient or alternatively if 

Emv is the same for all plates, then Emv=E. 

(ii) if the equilibrium line and the operating line are 

straight and parallel, then Fv =E. 

ythere these conditions do not hold the assumption of oqual- 

ity or near equality is frequently made (49,54), on the 
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grounds that the difforonce between the two is small. 

Robinson and Gilliland (49) make the point that where the 

rectifying section operates from low to high concentrations, 

E will approximately equal Emv. O'Connell (55) assumes 

equal: ty in his correlation for plate efficiencies in 

absorbers. Griswold and Steward (56) found that Emv ranged 

from 2% to l>E, in a study on the effect of operating 

variables on plate efficiency. English and Van Winkle (53) 

in assembling the data for their correlation from the 

literature, used an arithmetic average for Em, where 

column efficiencies were reported. Furthermore, in the 

sample calculation outlined, Murphree efficiencies are 

averaged to give column efficiencies. 

The rent m¬nded design procedure of English 

and Van Winkle (53) involves calculating E for the top, 

feed and bottom plates and then averaging to obtain the 

rectifying and stripping section efficiencies, i. e. 

E=2 
=" RECT. SECTION 

Emv (FEED) + Emv ( BOTTOM ) 
2= 

ESTRIPPING SECTION 

Where the two values are similar, the average value is 
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taken and the number of plates required for the column is 

calculated on this average. If the two values are widely 

different they recommend that the number of plates for 

each section be calculated independently. The decision to 

substitute Emv as given by the correlation (3.2) for E as 

arrived at mainly on the basis of the author's own practice. 

In some cases where the substitution E =E 

may be unacceptable, expressions are available giving E as 

a function of E. 

(i) where the equilibrium lire and the operating line 

are straight but not parallel, the following express- 

ion has been derived by Lewis (59) 

In 
C1+Emv(J""1)] 

(3.9) E 'ý' lnJ 

where J=ratio of the slopes of the equilibrium and operat- 

ing lines. Equation (3.9) was developed from consideration 

of binary mixtures but as with equation (3.2) can be applied 

to rsulticomponent systems provided Emv is correctly 

calcalated . 

(ii) whet o efficiencies are very small equation (3.9) 

can be writt©n; - 

E=Emv (j) (3.10) 
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it may bo passible to approximate the equilibrium 

diagram in a piecewise linear fashion of. (58) and 

if so two or more exprossicns similar to equation 
(3.9) will enable E to be expressed as a function of 

Env. An averaging procedure sillal' to that of 

English and Van Winkle could then be adopted. 

(iv) where no relationship holds between E and no a 

plate to plate calculation must be carried out to 

obtain E. 

In section 3.2, equation (3.3) i. e. 

E=R ) 0.024 (3.3) ýnvýK ( 

was given as the substitution for equation (3.1) when 

E-E. When EE but can be expressed by either 

equaticn (3.9) cr(3.10), the following substitutions can be 

readily made in respect of these equations for E in oquat- 

ion (3.1) 

Eý1 In ( )0.02j 
[+x 

2KR (3.11) 

R )0.024 E sý13 K ýft+ý' (3.12) 

where 
NI_l/lnJ, 

'lg=(J-l) s 
%3 

; CJ-1)ý1nT 

It is clear that no additional computational 

difficulties will arise from the use of either equation (3.11) 

or (3.12) instead of (3.3) in the procedure described in 

the previous section. 
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3.4 Derivation of an Analytical tLxpression for Gillilands 
Correlation. 

Gilliland in his work on multiccmdonent rectif- 

ication (51) produced a correlation relating the number of 

theoretical platos required for a given separation to the 

reflux ratio. The correlation was based on systems contain- 

ing from two to eleven components and with widely varying 

physical properties. The minimum reflex ratios, Rm, varied 

from 0.53--->7 and ttia minimum no. of theoretical plates, 

Nm, from 1.4 -> 42. It is widely used its the design of 

multicomponent distillation systems (33,48,50) and it 

has the advantage from the ec onc_n; c viewpoint, that it is 

most accurate near the limiting conditions of Rm and Ym, 

that is, the region of the economic optimum. Figure 3.2 

shows tue form in which the correlation is generally 

presented. The points on the graph ure the actual data of 

Gilliland. 

For. use in the procedure outlined in section 

3.2, it was necessary to express this curve in a form suit- 

able for computer work. Accordingly an analytical expression 

was sought for the curve. A least squares curve fit (59) 

was carried out on Atlas using all Gillilands data and the 
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following third order polynomial -: as obtained. 

Y= -0.359 Xß'4- 0., 834 X2 - 1.120 X 4.0.642 (3.13) 
Joiiiiian: 

sni = Nm+1 . 
N-N, M Rm 

whore Y= l- X= 

The curve plotted in fiLrare 3.2 is given by this equation. 

In figure 3.3 the normal, as opposed to the log-log, form 

of the curve has been plotted and again the points are 

those of Gilliland. The error criteria for equation (3.13) 

are 

(i) max residual = 0.0457 

(ii) residual sun, of sqs =0.01-46 

The fit was considered to be satisfactory and the express- 

ion capable of generating NvR curves. 

Programme 1000, a standard library Programme 

was used for these computations. The data used, as has 

been indicated, was that of Gilliland. All the data for 

the seventeen systems correlated by Gilliland were utilized 

with the exception of the end points for each system, that 

is the valuos of Y -1.0, X=0 and Y-0, X"1.0. it 

will be observed that these values ocrrespond to N=pq, 

R=-Rm and N rN , R= 00z'©spectively and that tho oriission 
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of these pcints eff''ectä. vely neglects the two fixed boundary 

points of the curve. 

1ý number of curve fits were obtained incorporat- 

ing the end points in a variety of ways (i) including the 

Pointe as data of equal weight (ii) includi. ng the points 

with a greater weighting than the remaining data and (iii) 

including ghost points between the end of the other data 

and the end points. It was found,. however, that the most 

accurate fit to the dataas a whole, by means of a polynomial 

expression, was obtained by omitting the end points. 

A further point in connection with the applicab- 

ility of the analytical relationship needs to be made, as 

it has a bearing on 

in section 3.2 whicl 

it will 

workable ranges for 

X= 
R -Rm 

N-Nm 
y= IX1.2 

the computational procedure presented 

z wtll become evident in section 3.6. 

be observed from figure 3.2 that the 

the groups plotted are approximately 

0.02 ---ý 0.85 (3.14) 

0.07 > 0.60 (3.15) 

The systems with which Gilliland was concerned had R. 

ranging from 0.53_> 7.0 and Nm tram 1.4 ---- > 42.1. They 

"may b© assumed to include a wide vari©ty of typical systems 
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and 4; herefoa°e tho following ranges for Rm and Nm may be 

o onsidored as embracing the majority of normal systems. 

Rm 0.50 ---ý1 10.0 

Nm 1.0 ----> 50 

It wuii. 1 be noted fron the ranges (3.14) and (3.15) that 

the value9 of R and N may therefore vary in the following 

manner 
R 0.5 3 ------j 72 

( 3.16 ) 
N 1.2 3 ---ý> 12 8 

The ranges given in (3.16) effectively define 

tkie ljmitd of the system charact©ristics which can be handled 

by this expression i. e. equation (3-13). If we consider 

the systems which Cil]. 9. land correlated from the same view- 

point, the range of values apart from the infinite cases 

was 

R 2.0 -.. ------ý. 35 

N 8.0 -------ý 57 

Thus it will be seen that the ranges defined in 

(3.16) are sufficiently extensive to cover all +he typical 

systems inves;; igated by Gilliland. Equation (3.13) is 

therefore capable of generating satisfactory NvR curves 

for most normal separation systems. 
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Ulna tc the neglea"t; of the end point oonditlons 

the expression does not satisfactorily describe the behaviour 

of the curve ou'; sido the limits given in (3.14) and (3.15). 

This limitation is not severe, in practice, but imposes a 

restraint on the computational procedure outlined later. 

3.5 pppplication of the Venture Worth Criterion and General 
Cost Data for the System. 

The venture worth of a project uan be represented 

under certain simplifying conditions by the equation (2.13) 

developed in the last chapter i. e. 

V. W J1S#J2 I- (J1 -{- J3Q)X-(Jl4 J300 (2.13) 

To apply this equation, it is necessary to express the 

variables in tha equation in terms of the system variables 

and to develop an expression similar to equation (3-5). 

Capital Costs; The capital costs are 

IC OL. 
C4ND(R+1) 

R Ga 

Cb D(R+1) 

Gb 

3.17 
Etv 

I= ICOLa4 IT. 
E. = D(Rß-1) 

C+ 

a 
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The derivation of these and subsequent costs is given in 

Appendix 3. The nomenclature is the same as that in sect- 

ion 3.2, additionally C4 = incremental unit investment cost 
of column. X/(FU )(Plate) 

C5 = incremental unit investment cost 
of T. E. gIFT 

D= distillate or product rate lb molqkir 

Material Cost-so., If D lb. moles/hr. of product are obtained 

frum F lb. moles/hr. of feed and if. r yield, then 

= , VF 

Raw Material roquirement p. a. Fh lb. moles 
Dh lb. moles 

. Let p =cost of I lb. mole of raw material, then the raw 

material costs, X, car. be expressed 

X4-". p h#p. a. (3.18) 

Annual Op©rai; ing Costs; 

Operating Ccst of equipment p. a. = C3hD(R+ 1) ß 

ivlaint©nance Cost p. a. = mI 

where m =fraction p. a. 

^`he -total annaal operating cost is given by 

G C3hD(R+1) - mD(R4-1) 
C+b 
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Annual Saleso, S-- shD (3.20) 

where S= selling price of product / lb mol 

Equations (3.17), (3.38), (3.19) and (3.20) 

can--be substituted into equation (2.13) ;; o give 

V. W. :: kl (R#1)DN 
-f k2D+k3D (3.21) 

whore kl .:. Jlsh - (Jl+J3Q) hP 

Ü k2 = 0'2 717 
-- 

(J1+J3Q)(C3h -m b) 

k3 = Jlsh+12 
b- 

(J; +J3Q)(C3h -m 
Cb 

.. 
hP) 

E is now eliminated from equation (3.21) by means of 

oquat. ton ', 6.3) and we obtain for the V X. the expression 

k1DN(R 4-1)1.024 
V . il .± 

k2RD + k3I) (3.22) 
KR " 

Maximization of V. V1,; For the V. W. to be a maximum the 

condition d(V. W. ) 

CIR 

must hold. If the output from the system is fixed, then D 

is a constant and on differentiating and equating -0, we 

obtain 0.024 
N-0.024 N(. -1) + V* (( 

R 

(R+1) = (3.23) 
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trc 

ý['T2-'1J1-4-J3A, 
)] 

77 "' C3h(J 
where r ._C (3.24) 

[J2-rnJi+J3QIJ C4 

It will be seen that equations (3.23) and (3.5) differ 

only in the conctants V* and Fes, and accordingly both 

are solved by the same procedure. 

Cost and D©si n Data; 

It has been shown that the indices F` and V 

include all the cosh- rid design parameters in equations 

{ 3.5) and (3. 23) with the exception of N and R. Typical 

values of F* and V* are 50 and 65 respectively -- the 

various cost and design assumptions for the parameters in 

question can be found in Appendix 3. Many of the assumptions 

are those of Hctppel. The assumptioLIs made for the economic 

variables in the venture worth instance were (see section 

2.4) 

I=0.10, im=0.125, t =0.50, n=10 yrs, r=5 yrs.. 

Sa' 0.10T, st:. aight line depreciation and Q=0.25(35). 

3.6 LIathomatics of Solution, Programme Mechanics and 
Simulation Outline. 

number of numerical methods have been developed 

and can be found in Scarborough (59), to solve algebraic 
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equations of the form of equation (3.5). A combination of 
the Method of False Poaition and the Newton-Raphson Method 

was used to effect the solution in this instance. The 

procedure fo?. lcwed required writing equation (3.5) in the 

form 

N-0.024N( , )-#-F'* (R 10.024- 
e "=(R+1) (3.25) 

dN 

and the computing sequence is as follows; Select R, calcul- 

ate N and from equations -(3.6) and (3.7) and hence 

evaluate e. Correct R by predetermined increment and 

repeat process with now value of R. The iteration is 

continued with e ----> 0, until the error is sufficiently 

small to satisfy the accuracy required. The variables in 

equation (3.25) and their ranges are 

R R. n )c (infinity) 

N ap ---' > Nm 

dN - pp ------ý> 0 
dK 

The following points should be noted about equation (3.25) 

U i) 1c will be seen that asR -----ý Rm 
, 7_ 00 

and N -----> 00 . Consideration of any NvR curve 

will show that ----ý - pp more rapidly than N ---4 00. 
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Under this condition then, i. e. R> Rm, the term within 

the brackets -------) 0 and 

e ---=-> (R#1) 

dY (ii) As 
.Rý. ----> co, W . --) 0 fron the. negative. direct; - 

. ton anca does to more rapidly than PC --------ý oQ, thus th, ) 

term within the bracke"'rz ----- > pp- ,. 

.°. eya negative value. 

It is clear that the function e has its maximum 

value at R Rm and goes from positive to negative as R 

increases. Due to the behaviour of the function in this 

manner, the first guess is R= Rm. R is then incremeni-r,: 

in large steps until e becomes negative at which stage the 

method of False Position begins computation. Under some 

conditions the final steps may be carried out by the Newton- 

Rcr;: zon Method. The Method of False Position gives the 

incremental correction to R and is based on the assumption 

that the curve is linear between the two points which yield 

the sign change in the function. The result is tested for 

error and, if satisfactory, the computation finishes. If 

not, the programme moves on to the Newton-Raphson method, 
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and continues to use this method until a solution of the 

required accuracy is found. 

In this method the graph of the function is 

replaced by the tangent at each successive step. This 

combination procedure was used because the Method of False 

Position operates satisfactorily in cases where the curve 

of f(x) is nearly horizontal where it crosses the x-axis. 

The Newton-Raphson Method is, on the other hand, superior 

when the curve is nearly vertical where it crosses the x- 

axis. 

For certain systems, defined in terms of Nm and 

R. and having a specific value of F* , the function o may 

be negative when R= Rm is selected initially. This pheno- 

menon is due to the li. nitations of equation (3.13) mentioned 

in the preceding section. It arises when the optimum value 

of R is extremely close to Rm, the condition is given by 

R-Rm>0.02 

R+ 1 

Under this condition, which does not occur in practice very 

offen, this method will not; yield a solution. 

11 schematic diagram of the programme mechanics 

is given in Appendix 3. 
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The above cork was vorified irdepandently by. 

)noans of a programme which e. ffooted solution by means of 

the method of ropea. ed plotting. This programme was much 

less economical from the point of view of ccaiputer time 

usage . 

Sinulation Outline; The range of systems considered was 

Nm 1,5,10,15,20,25,50 

im = 0.5,1,2,4,6,8,10 

F*, V= 10(4-10) 100,150,200,250,300 

In the second section of this work to study 

the eifett cf. changes in the cosi; and design variablen on 

the opt imuu conditions; equations (3.5a) and (3.24) were 

programmed and the variation in. F* and V* respectively 

pct od . The previous work enables the change in F* and V* 

to be related directly to the optimum aconomic design. 1', 

number of typical parameters which were independently 

varied were cresei: for perturbation, they were: - 

Design Parametars; Rande 

(i ) hw . woiO height 1.0 5.0 ins 

( ii) FA =fractional freu area 0.01 0.21 

G =mass vapour velocity 50 2000 1bsjýFý`2) 

y(ý B) =plate efficiency 
factor 0.3 1.0 
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Cost Paramot orJ 
y 

{i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 

Cp : -,: incremental plate cost 

Cs= steam cost 

Range 

20 

0.2 

h= hrs. operation 6115 (0.70) 

50g2 

0.80 §f/1000 lb$ 

8736(1. O HRS/YR 

In adaition to varying those parameters two pay-cut times 

2 yrs. ant? 5 yrs. were considered i. l the unit production 

cost case. 
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS OF STUDY ON THE 

DISTILLATION SYSTEM. 

4.1 Comparison with Previous Analysis 

ßk. 2 Verification of Optimum Solutions and Comparison of 
Economic Criteria 

4.3 Note on Preliminary Design Methods for Columns 

4.4 Sensitivity of the Cost Factor to Perturbations of 
the Cost and Design Parameters 

4.5 ]Equivalent Development Alternatives for the System 

4.6 Summary and Conclusions 
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4.1 -Comparison with Previous Analysis 

The results obtained on solution of equations 
(3.5 ), and (3.23) are shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. In 

figure 4.1, the spread is shown of the optimum curves for 

various minimum reflux ratica for systems in which Nm may 

vary from 50 to 10. It will be observed in figure 4.2 

that for reflux ratiosin the range considered (Rm 0.5 

to 10), a single curve only is shown for each value of Nm. 

!i specific curve is obtained for each value of Rm, but for 

any given Nm, these fall so closely together that they can 

be represented by one curve. J. number of similar curves 

obtained by Happel from the analysis discussed in the last 

chapter are shown in figure 4.3. The points used to plot 

these curves, which represent the situation when E is 

assumed independent of R, were obtained from figure 7.3 

ref. (35). The equation used in this previous analysis was 

(R+1) - 
N+F 

dIN) 

"fih©re F+ C3 hE 
C1Gb 1 

(4.1) 
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as opposed to equation (3.5) used in this work 

N-0.024N(R)+ F* R 0.024 
(R+1) = (d ) 

(3.5) 

cur 

výnäre F*= 
Cý-1 

- `h C3 mai K 

he relationship between the cost factors F and F-W occurr- 

i. ng in these equations is therefore 

F* F 
17 E (4.2) 

Equation (3.3) can be rewritten to incorporate the assumpt- 

ion that Emv E as 

EKR , 
0.024 

_Fj 
(4.3) 

From equation (4. 3) it is clear that K will 

always be greater than E and that its value will approach 

that of E, as R increases. The extent of the differences 

in value between K and E, can be outlined by considering 

possible values of the parameters in equation (4.3). 

0.024 
p. (tkzL K E(HIGH) = 1, K c E(L0V7)=O. 4, I 

. w- 
0.5 0.974 1.026 E 1.026 0.410 

10 0.997 1.002 E 1.002 0.401 
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The maximum difference in this table is 2.6%, a figure 

which will not be exceeded unless reflux ratios <0.5 are 

being, used. Thus in many cases as K---) E it is possible 

t ý. - equate F* =F in equation (4.2). 

A comparison between the two sets of results, 

snows that the curves in figure 4.1 fall more rapidly than 

-! ae equivalent curves in figure 4.3. In the case of the 

2j%Nm curves in figure 4.2, they will be observed to rise 

more rapidly than the corresponding curves in figure 4.3, 

although as Nm increases the differences between the curves 

decrease and, at Nm = 50, both curves nearly coincide. The 

effoct of these differences is that for any given value of 

the cost constant the optimum column design, as derived from 

the curves calculated in this work, is one operating at a 

lower reflux ratio and having a greater number of plates 

compared with the optimum column design obtained using 

curves from Happel's analysis. 

For example, consider the system Rm = 10, 

10 and let F*= 50. ' From figures 4.1 and 4.2, R0= 10.4 

and. No= 28 is obtained. If this value of R (i. e. 10.4) 

,j substituted into equation (4.3), E can be expressed in 

terms of K 

E=0.9975 K 
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From equation (4.2) - 

Fs0.9975 F* = 49.9 

Thus the equivalent cost constant in equation (4.1)=49.9. 

From figure 4.3 for this value of F and the same system, 

the optimum design is given by R 
c) =11.03 and No = 23.9. 

The two designs are therefore 

This Work Happel 

Ro 10.4 11.03 

No 28 23.9 

The 'assumption of F=F* would make a negligible difference 

to this r esult. 

4.2 Verification of Optimum Solutions and Comparison of 
c onom c Criteria. 

In order to verify the optimum solutions 

plotted in figures 4.1 and 4.2 the unit cost of production 

(U .C .) and the venture worth (V 
. w. ) were calculated independ- 

ently for a number of particular systems. The systems 

chosen were Rm = 0.5 and Nm ! 25,20 and 15. The cost 

constants F` and V*, when evaluated using the data given 

in r'. ppendix 4, had values in this instance of 99.9 and 84.6 

respectively. 

The U. C. was calculated for a series of values 
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of R by means of equation (3.4) and a like procedure using 

equation (3.22) was carried out for the V. W. The results 

obtained are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5. A minimum U. C. 

and a maximum V . Vif . is obtained for each system. The optima 

indicated on those figures can be compared with those 

previously obtained and the necessary curves for the compar- 

ison are plotted in figure 4.6. Table 4.1 shows that the 

agreement, as would be expected, is very good. 

When we come to consider the two criteria in 

question, it is obvious that different optimum designs 

will be obtained since two different cost factar's are being 

TABLE 4.1 

VERIFICATION OF OPTIMUM COLUMN SOLUTIONS 
SY$TEM 

Rm Nm Ro (Fig. 4.6) Ro (Fig. 4.4) 

99.9 0.5 20 0.546 0.543 

25 0.576 

V*, Rm Nm 

84.6 0.5 20 

0.575 

Ro (Fig. 4.5) 

0.570 0.570 

25 0.602 0.603 

used in conjunction with any particular curve. It can be 

seen fron figures 4.1 and 4.2 that as the cost factor 
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increasbs the optimum reflux ratio will decrease and the 

optimum number of plates will increase for any given system. 

Thus if the V. W. criterion is applied *o a 

system already optimized to satisfy the U. C. criterion, the 

direction in which changos in the optimum design will take 

place is dependent on the relative magnitudes of the cost 

factors V* and 
'F `'k 

. If V* > F* then the optimum 

design using the V. W. - criterion will have a lower reflex 

ratio and a greater number of pla4. es compared with that 

using the U. C. criterion. If V* < F*, the reverse will 

be t : rue. The parameters involved are given in equations 

(3.5a) and (3.24). 

In Appendix 3, it can be seen that when the 

assumpt; ions outlined are made, 4-he cost factors F* and V* 

are equivalent when they have values of 47.3 and 84.6 

respectively. Equivalent in this contex!: means that both 

F* and V* are evaluated using +! ho same data and there- 

fore apply equally to the sys4-em. In the case of F* how- 

over, certain of the da}a such as '-ax ra+e or in+; eres+: rate 

is not utilized. In the case of the systems considered in 

table 4.1, the optimum values of the reflux rra1-ios for those 

equivalent cost factors are; - 
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SYSTEM 

Nm Rm 

20 0.5 

25 0.5 

UflIT COST 

Ro (MIN. U. C. ) 

0.664 

0.697 

V V. WORTH 
Ro MAX(V. VJ. ) %R0(u. C. )>Ro 

(V . t'1. ) 

0.570 16.5 

0.603 15.6 

Some additional results, showing the same behaviour for a 

number of other systems are given in Table 4.2. The values 

of F* and V* are, as before, equal to 47.3 and 84.6. 

TABLE 4.2. 

OPTIHIM" REFWX RINIOS FCR ECON0. IIC CRITERIA 

SYSTEM 

Nm Rm Ro (U. C. ) Ro (V. w. ) % Ro (U. C. ) > Ro (V, w. ) 

15 0.5 0.624 0.533 17.1 

1.0 1.160 1.042 11.4 

10 10.850 10.200 6.4 

N]n R]n . 

25 0.5 0.697 0.603 15.6 

1.0 1.254 1.130 11.0 

10 11.360 10.695 6.2 

Nm R1 
50 0.5 0.789 0.703 12.2 

1.0 1.38L 1.264 9.3 

10 12.060 11.430 5.5 
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The optimum operating reflux ratio is lower 

when the criterion used is V .; W. which follows from V*> r^* 

in the example. Ro (U 
.C .) has values up to 17% greater than 

Ro (V. vl. ). 

4.3. Note on Preliminary Design L'ethods for Columns. 

The suggestion is frequently made (35,49) that 

a suitable design value for the ref lux ratio is 1.5 Rm and 

it is maintained that: the effect of this approximation on 

the economics of the process is small. Likewise a similar 

rule of thumb, that of N=2.5 Nm is used to calculate the 

number of plates required. The validity of these assumpt- 

ions can now be investiga+: ed. 

If the system Rm= 0.5, Nm =20 is considered 

and the value of F* = 100 used earlier in the verification 

programme assumed, then for the U. C. criterion, the follow- 

ing situation occurs; - 

The minimum U .C. =0.04187 (, g/lb. mole) occurs 

at a reflux ratio (deemed the optimum in this case) Ro = 0.54. 

If the approximation R=1.5 Rth is used, a value of 0.75 is 

obtained for R, the operating ref lux ratio, which gives a 

unit cost of productions 0.04350 (#/lb. mole). The 
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approximation in this instance increases the uni!: cost of 

production by a factor of 1.039 or 3.9%. This result, 

together with some further comparisons, is shown in Table 

4.3. The basic data for this table can be found in Append- 

ix 4 (table A4/1). In connection with Table 4.3, the unit 

cost (%/lb. mole) and venture worth (/) results cannot be 

compared as F*=99.9 is not equivalent to V* 84.6. 

TABLE 4.3. 

ECO NO's. ý. IC OPTIYTA FOR OPTIC AL AND APPROXIT. IALTE DESIGN IIE'. LHODS 

sYSTE3'. 1 OPT. DESIGN APPROX. DESIGN 

FA Rm Nm Ro L'IN. U. C. R .:.. 
1.5Rm U. C. %R>R0 %U. C. > 

- - 'w PIIN. U. C. 
99 ,9 0.5 20 0.54 0.0419 0.75 0.0435 38.9 3.9 

30 0.60 0.0488 0.75 0.0497 25 1.8 

8.0 20 8.24 0.2494 12.0 0.3004 48 20.4 

30 8.60 0.2900 12.0 0.3360 39.5 15.8 

V* Rm Nm Ro MAX .V . W. R s1.5Rm V. W. %R)Ro %v. w 
--- """ "'_ --- MAX .V .W. 

84.6 0.5 20 0.57 318,980 0.75 317,950 31.6 0.3 

30 0.63 312,580 0.75 312,060 19 0.2 

8.0 20 8.4 140,500 12.0 101,200 42.8 28.0 

30 8.7 102,700 12.0 67,000 38 34.7 
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It will be seen that when the approximate method 

is used the differences, as measured in terms of the 

economic indices, are small for systems which have a low 

minimum reflux ratio. In cases where Rm is large, this is 

not so and the use of the short-cut method leads to large 

errors. Such behaviour is to be expected since the operat- 

ing cos+-s increase with increasing R and, as Rm increases, 

the absolute value of the increase in costs (caused by 

operating at R -- 1.5 Rm as opposed to Ro) will become 

larger. The increased operating costs will be offset in 

some insiances by a decrease in the capital posts, due to 

the number of plates N, corresponding to R, being less than 

110 " 
If R=1.5 Rm is written as R/Rm 

-1 -- 0.5, then 

the L. H. S. of this expression is in the form of the ordinate 

in figures 4.1,4.3 and 4.6. Thus the assumption that, 

R=1.5 Rm, is equivalent t; o assuming +tha': the s+: raight-line 

curve 
R/Rm 

-1=0.5, plotted on figure 4.6 gives a satisfact- 

ory solution for all systems with their differing cost 

factors. Accordingly, the error involved for any given 

system will be proportionate to the divergence Of the 

optimum curve for the system freu the curve R/Rm -1 = 0.5. 
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Figure 4.1 could equally well be used to illustrate this 

point. The extent of the divergence which may occur is 

exemplified in Table 4.4. This table has been constructed 

from the curves given in figure 4.1 and from similar 

additional data nog plotted. The cost factor (C. F. ) may 

be either that for U .C. or VX. 

TABLE 4.4. 

DIVERGENCE FROM OPTILM. _ REFLUX RATIO THROUGH USE OF APPROXIIIATE 
T ", f T^wr ^FT rarT^ 

Ro C. P. = 20 Ro C. F .= 100 

Rm R , r, 
1.5 R1 Nm= 50 Nm= 15 1 6=5 0 Nm _ 15 

0.5 0.75 0.894 0.764 0.627 0.510 

1.0 1.5 1.517 1.346 1.231 1.010 

4.0 6.0 5.276 4.850 4.565 4.017 

8.0 12.0 10.290 9.524 9.013 8.028 

10.0 15.0 12.797 11.861 11.236 10.033 

From this table it will be noted that for the 

low values of Rm and low cost factor, tho value of R given 

by the approximate method is lower than Ro. A study of 

figure 4.6 will show that the condition of R< Roo occurs 

for those curves or parts of curves which have higher 
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values than RARm 
-1 0.5. 

If the parameter 1, is examined a similar pattern 

emerges. The curve 
WNm 

= 2.5 is shown in figure 4.2 and 

the degree of divergence of any specific curve from this 

straight-line curve is a measure of the accuracy of the 

approximate method. If the optimum point for any particular 

system lies on a curve above the N/Nm =2.5 curve, then the 

value of N obtained through usage of the approximate rule 

is < No, if below, then N will be > No. It will be 

noticed in figure 4.2, when those curves above the approxim- 

ation lire are considered that 

(i) for a fixed cost factor, as Nm decreases, N «« No and 

(ii) for any given system, as the cost factor increases N««No. 

In the area below this line (i. e. N/Nm = 2.5), 

the inverse of these two observations holds, that is, for 

a fixed cost factor Nm increasing results in N >) No and 

for a given system a decreasing cost factor will make N>>No. 

These trends can be seen in Table 4.5. 
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TABLE 4.5. 

s 

DIVERGERTCE FROTH OPITIT1I NUI-..: BER OF PLATES THROUGH USE 

OF APPROXI ATE DESIGN METHOD 

SYSTEM OPTIt. T(JM APPROXIP. TE 

F* Rm Nm NoNs2.5 Nm 

99.9 0.5(8.0) 20 55 50 

50 110 125 

V* Rm Nm 

84.6 015(8.0) 20 53 50 

50 106 125 

N> /< No 

< 9.1. 
13.6 

5.6 

> is. 0 

Table 4.6 presents a summary of the results from 

ttly optimum and approximate methods and has been constructed 

with the aid of figure 3.2 (Gillilands Curve). 
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TABLE 4.6. 

COMPARISON OF COLUMN PRELIMINARY DESIGN METHODS 

SYSTF, t3 OPTIMUM 3 4 5 

F Rm Nm Ro No R =1.5Rm N R N2.5 Nm R=1.51 N=2.51in 

99.9 0.5 20 0.54 55 0.75 4: 0.60 50 0.75 50 

30 0.60 74 0.75 60 0.64 70 0.75 70 

8.0 20 8.24 55 12.0 33 8.58 50 12.0 50 

30 8.60 74 12.0 49 8.86 70 12.0 70 

Rm Nm 

84.6 0.5 20 0.57 53 0.60 50 

30 0.63 70 0.64 70 � 

8.0 20 8.40 53 � � 8.58 50 

30 8.70 70 8.86 70 � � 

Three non-optimum methods are compared in the 

tablo. 

(i) Column 3, tho rule R: wl. 5 Rm and use of Fig. 3.2 i- .o 
obtain N. 

(ii) Column 4, the rule N-2.5 Nm and use of Fig. 3.2 to 
obtain R. 

(iii) Column 5, the rules R:. 1.5 Rm and N= 2.5 Nm. 

Of the three methods that of Column 5 yields 

the least- satisfactory results and a very considerable 
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improvement is made by using either of the other methods . 

Within the scope of this study, the approximate rule N=2.5 Nm 

applied in conjunction with the use of Gillilands Correlat- 

ion results in the design approximating the optimum design 

most closely. This observation is true for both the economic 

criteria examined. In line 6 of the table it will be noted 

that the optimum design and that given in Column 4 are 

virtually identical. This good result is obtained duo to 

the cost factor in question, giving an optimum point on the 

Nm--30 curve in figure 4.2 in close proximity to the value 

NINm=2.5. 

4.4. Sensitivity of the Cost Factor to Perturbations of 
the Cost and Design Parameters . 

The effect on the optimum column design, for a 

given system, of variations in the cost and design para- 

motors will now be investigated. The design method out- 

lined in the previous pages can deal very rapidly with 

changes in the cos} factor of any sys+-em. In order tha'- 

the effect of changes in the basic cost- and design para- 

mot©rs on the overall design of the system may be determined 

it is necessary only to know their effect on the cost factor. 
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A number of these parameters have been plotted as a function 

of F* and V'k in order that theso effects may be studied. 

Equations (3.5a) and (3.24) express the cost factors in 

question in +-erms of the cost. and design parameters and. if; - 
f or 

(i)/Ga, the allowable vapour velocity (lb. moles/$R. FT2) , 
substituted, G/i is/where G .:.. mass vapour velocity (lbs/Ht. FT2) 

and 11=average molecular weight of the vapour stream and 

(ii) the following additional substitutions are made ;- 

(a) 
[J2 

- in (J1+ J3Q) == a 

(b) - (Jl - J3Q) "_- TI 

the equations may be written 

F 
2= 

'{" hC 3 GK (4.4) 7-b 

] 

1st i 

GK 
- 

C5 
V* 

C5 + h(; S-0- M-4 (4.5) 

whore K= 0.1084 (FA)- 0.28 
, 
0.241G-0.013 0( 0.028 0.044 

(�iLVJ 
QL0.13? 

ý 
(4.6) 

The parameters which were chosen for perturbation 

and their range of variation have been outlined in suction 

(3-6). luny of +; he other cost and design variables contained 
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in these three equations could equally well. have been chosen. 

In equation (4.4), Cp, the incremental plate cost is contained 

in Cl., the amortized incremental plate cost and C., the 

steam cost in C3, the cost of steam and coolant required to 

produce 1 lb. mole of product. In equation (4.5) 0p= C4 

and C1 is includod in C as before. 

It has been pointed out that K is approximately 

equal to E and in order that a representative area should 

be covered, the simulation procedure was carried out for 

values of K in the high, medium and low ranges e. g. K= 0.90, 

0.60,0. Z0. she importance or otherwise of the relative 

magnitude of K in the equations (4.4) and (4.5) can also 

be investiga+-od for this reason. 

For t; ho sir ila+; i on, suitable values of the 

variables were chosen such that K was approximately equal 

to the values quo4; od (i. e. 0.90,0.60,0.30). The values 

chosen together with any other necessary daa are given in 

Appendix 4. 

The computational procedure followed was :- 

(i) K was computed accura+, ely by means of equation (4.6). 

(ii) Tho spocific value of the cost parametor being 

investigated was inserted into equation (4.4) or 
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equation (4.5). 

(iii) Fixed values were given to the other parameters in 

the equation i. e. either equation (4.4) or equation 

(4.5). 

( iv) F* or alternatively V* was computed. 

(v) A new value was given to the variable being studied 

in (ii) and the cycle was repeated. 

When the design parameters were being examined 

a slightly different procedure was necessary due to the 

parameters in question being variables in equation (4.6). 

(i) K was computed accurately by means of equation (4.6). 

(ii) K was multiplied by the specific value of the design 

parameter being investigated and divided by the 

initial value used in the computation of K. This new 

value of K was then used subsequently in either 

equation (4.4) or equation (4.5). 

e. g. KNEW = K(FA)-0'28 
(FA)i-0.28 

(iii) Fixed values were given to the other parameters in 

the cost factor equation. (When G was being studiod 

its value in equations (4.4) or (4.5) was equal to 
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its particular value for the cycle). 

(iv) F* or alternatively V* was computed. 

(v) A new value was given to the variable being studied 

in (ii) and the cycle was repeated. 

The effect of variations in the cost 'parameters, 

steam cost and hours of operation per annum on F can be 

seen in figure 4.7. The steam cost CS may be expressed by 

the equation 
C3-X 

0 
(4.7) 

where 
) and 8 are evaluated in Appendix 4. The "hours 

of operation per annum" is expressed as the fraction hf, 

of the total hours (H) in a year i. e. hf. H = h. In figure 

4.7 the curvas representing the variation in these two 

parameters are expressed by the equations 

C2 
+ 

}t 
,} 

Mal F* (4.8) 
sue -b hGK 

a 7d 
hf =-= 

lic1 
FCC (4.9) 

HC3Gb HC3GK 

Since K in both equations is contained within the terra 

giving tho slope of the curve, it follows that variation 

in x will lead to different Slopes being obtained. It can 
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be observed that the slope of the hfv V* curve is always 

greater than that of the C$v p* curve for any given value 

of K and further that the slopes of both curves decrease as 

K increases. 

As might be expected from the similarity of 

equations (4.4) and (4.5) an identical pattern arises in 

figure 4.8, in which C. and hf are plotted against V' 

The respective equations in this instance are 

C sC5 * -h 
x 

-ý- 
'UIGK 

v*' (4.10) 
ý hGb IT © e j[ 

hf 
C5 Q P!! C4 

4 (4.11) 
C. 5^ý 3GK 

LHO 

The slopes of the cu rves in figures 4 .7 and 4.8 are given 

in Table 4.7 as are some figures showing the effect on the 

cost factor of a 10jä change in CC and hf. 
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TABLE 4.7. 

CURVE GRADIENTS AND EFFECT ON COST FACTOR OF 10% VARIATION 
IN STEAM COST AND HOURS OPERATION PER ANNUM 

C. S VC . F. GRADIENT hf V C . F. GRADIENT 

C. F. K= 0.30 K= 0.60 K=0.88 K=0.30 K=0.60 K=0.88 

F* 0.3296 0.0391 0.0150 0.5555 0.0662 0.0254 

V* 0.1686 0.0200 0.0077 0.2865 0.0339 0.0130 

%PERT Ild OS FKK V 

410 0.55 2.21 18.71 48.79 3.99 33.65 87.83 

- 0.50 2.06 17.43 45.45 3.69 31.15 81.34 

- 10 0.45 1.91 16.15 42.12 3.39 28.65 74.84 

hf 
+10 0.99 1.99 17.98 45.26 3.82 32.24 84.16 

.-0.90 1.97 16.62 43.39 3.50 29.58 77.23 

- 10 0.81 1.95 15.26 41.42 3.19 26.92 70.30 

The effect of the gradient on the variation in the cost 

factor for the specified changes in CS and hf can be seen. 

The greater the gradient, the ßnaller is the unit change in 

the cost factor. 

F* and V* ara shown as a function of the 

incremental unit plate cost, Opp in figure 4.9. It will 
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be seen that the slope is independent of K and constant for 

both cost factors . Equations (4.12) and (4.13) which 

describe the Cp v F* and Cp v V* curves, show why this is so 

log C1 = log (+ hC - log F* 'G 3 3) (4.12) 

log C4 1 log (g + hC3 7O, rýK- - log V* (4.13) 

The effect of a change in the payout time on the U. C.. may 

also be seen from this figure. If the case of K=0.60 and 

Cp; 50 (f/FT2) is taken, then if P. T. = payout time, in 

years, we have 

Cp P. T. F* 

50 2 17.4 

50 5 34.7 

F*= 34.7 for a P. T. =2 yrs, means that Cp 25, f, F'r2, 

whereas F* = 17.4 for a P. T. =- 5 yrs is equivalent to a 

plate cost equal to 100 
, 

/FT2. Pursuing this example 

somewhat further it will be seen in Table 4.8, that the 

optimum design conditions are different depending on the 

payout time used* 
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TABLE 4.8. 

EFFECT OF PAY-OUT TIMTE ON OPTIMUM SYSTEM DESIGN 

SYSTEM OPT. DESIGN 
FRNP. T Ro No 

17.4 0.5 10 2 0.75 22.1 

34.7 5 0. C2 25.5 

17.4 10 50 2 12.89 90.3 

34.7 5 12.37 95 

The effect of increasing the payout time is to 

increase the number of plates in the optimum design and to 

reduce the reflux ratio. This is of course to be expected, 

because increasing the payout time reduces the fixed capital 

costs per annum and the optimum will therefore shift in the 

direction of increased capital cost. 

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show how F* and V* 

vary with changes in the design parameters studied. As in 

the case of the plate cost curves, the slopes of the curves 

are independent of K and are the same for both F* and V%k 

The equations for these curves all take the same form, a 

typical example is that for CT v F% 

log G 1.0143 log E+1.0143 log F* (4.14) 

where If 
b 

`2 +' hC 3) 

[41-1 

. G---0.013 i 
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The equations expressing tho i emaining curves in figures 

4.10 and 4.11 can be found in Appendix 4. Tables similar 

to Table 4.5 can be drawn up which show how a given per- 

centage or absolute perturbation of any of these design 

variables will change the value of the cost factor. Again 

it is clear that the change in F* or V* will be proportional 

to the slopes of the curves. 

In figure 4.12, the parameter K is plotted 

against both F* and V* , should the effect of changes in 

the group factor K be required. These curves can be 

expressed by rewriting equations (4.1) and (4.2), which are 

given in Appendix 4. 

4.5. Equivalent Development Alternatives for the system. 

It is now possible to examino the effect on the 

optimum design for a given system of a change in any of 

these parameters. For example consider the system Rm = 1.0, 

Nm = 20 and let the previous assumptions hold for the cost 

and design parameters, resulting in cost factors of 47.3 

and 84.6 for the USC. and V. 111. criteria. The optimum 

design for the U. O. criterion is R_1.212, N= 46.4 and 

for the V . fd. criterion R 
., = ,. 

1.091, N= 52.6. Table 4.9 
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TABLE 4.9. 

EQUIVALENT DEVELOPMETM ALTERNATIVES 
YCH THE A 

OPT. DESIGN OPT. DESIGN 

PARAMETER %PERT P* R N V* R N 

Ca +10 50.8 1.198 47.0 91.4 1.076 53.8 

0.50 - 47.3 1.212 46.4 84.6 1.091 52.6 

-10 43.8 1.229 45.8 77.8 1.109 51.8 

hf 

0.95 

op 

=50 

K 

f 0.92 

hw 

4.0 

+5 

-5 

+10 

-10 

+5 

-5 

+1o 

-10 

49.3 1.203 46.6 

47.3 1.212 46.4 

45.3 1.221 46.0 

43.0 1.233 45.6 

47.3 1.212 46.4 

52.7 1.190 47.4 

49.7 1.201 46.8 

47.3 1.212 46.4 

44.9 1.223 46.0 

46.4 1.207 46.6 

47.3 1.212 46.4 

46.1 1.217 46.2 

88.4 1.082 53.4 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

80.8 1.100 52.0 

76.9 1.112 51.6 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

94.0 1.070 54.2 

88.8 1.081 53.4 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

80.2 1.101 52.2 

86.6 1.087 52.6 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

82.5 1.096 52.2 
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TABLE 4.9 Continued; 

PARAMETER _PERT EN F 

FA +1v 46. ] 

= 0.07 

G 

=1500 

OPT. DESIGN 

RN 

1-217 46.2 

- 47.3 1.212 46.4 

-10 48.7 1.206 46.6 

*10 52.0 1.193 47.2 

- 47.3 1.212 46.4 

-10 42.6 1.234 45.4 

OPT-i- DESIGN 

V* R N 

82: 4 1.097 52.2 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

87.1 1.086 53.0 

92.9 1.073 54.0 

84.6 1.091 52.6 

76.3 1.113 51.4 

shows the effect on F* and V* of perturbing the parameters 

chosen from their base levels to plus or minus 103 of these 

levels except in the case of hf and K, where the table 

shows a 5% vf_. riation. The optimum design for the system 

at the perturbed levels of the parameters are also given. 

It will be noticed that the effect of a change in one para- 

meter, is in some cases, approximately equal to that caused 

by a change in another parameter. Some equivalent or nearly 

equivalent perturbations given in Table 4.9, which apply 

to both A and V* are , - 

(i) +10% FA -ic hw E -5% K -5% hf 

(i i) +l CS +5% K +1 G 

Thus a1 increase in FA, the plate free area, for oxample; 
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will result In tha same cos'- factor being obtained as would 

result fron : 10% reduction in thc3 weir he;. ght, h In 

order to obtain the absolute value of the U. C. or the V. W. 

for any particular perturbation it is merely necessary to 

evaluate equation (3.4) or equation (3.22) using the 

values of R and N given in the table. Since these values 

of R and N are optimum design values for the cost factors 

specified, it follows that the U. C. and V. V1. obtained from 

the equations will be the minimum and maximum Values 

respectively. A new optimum design for the system is thus 

arrived at, subsequent to a determined perturbation of the 

system. Should an improvement occur in the economic index 

as a result of a change in the cost factor, the parameter 

or parameters which are capable of effecting this change, 

together with the degree of variation necessary in the 

parameter are identified. 

Equivalent alternative possibilities for 

developing the system are therefore delineated and subject 

to the qualifications outlined in section 1.5 on the 

probability of success factor, the strategy fox- developing 

the system 'W1.1.1 be known. 
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4.6. Summary and Conclusions; 

Certain modifications have been made to the 

method of Happel for the economic design of distillation 

systems. The incorporation of the correlation for Murphreo 

vapour plate efficiency derived by English and Van Winkle 

has enabled E, the fractional plate efficiency to be 

expressed as a function of R. the reflux ratio. A satisfact- 

ory analytical expression has been obtained for Gilliland's 

Curve, enabling the design method to be Generalized. 

A set of design curves has been calculated 

based on the developed analysis which yields the optimum 

design for a given cost factor. It has been shown that the 

design curves can be utilized to handle more complex 

economic criteria provided the form of the cost factor 

remains unchanged. A comparison with Happel's analysis 

indicates that designs based on the newly calculated curves 

tend to have a lower reflux ratio and a larger number of 

plates. The differences between the optimum designs 

produced by the two analyses, are such as to suggest that 

the use of the analysis given in this work is to be preferod. 

The effect on tho design of having the Unit 

Cost, U. C., as opposed to the Venture worth, V. W., as the 
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objective function to be optimized, depends on the relative 

magnitude of the respective cos+. factors F* and V*. In 

a typical case examined in this study, V* was Greater than 

F*, with the result that the optimum design had a lower 

reflux ratio and a greater number of plates when V. W. was 

the objective function. This behaviour is true for all 

systems defined in terms of Rm and Nm. 

An examination of some common rule-of-thumb 

design methods results in the conclusion that a consider- 

able departure from the optimum design is occasioned by 

their u; ©. The nearest approach to the optimum is achieved 

by the approximation N =2.5 Nm, together with the use of 

Gilliland's Curve to calculate R. In terms of the economic 

yardsticks, wide divergences from the optimum values are 

experienced when the approximate design methods outlined 

are used for systeiTswhore Rm is large. 

The advantaGo of formulating the cost factors 

in the manner described is reflected in the ease with 

which sensitivity analyses can be carried out using them. 

The effect of perturbing the various parameters contained 

in the cost factors has been demonstrated. The variation 
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in optimum design for any 'particular system, where an 

optimal condition is expressed in terms of a given economic 

criterion, may be obtained from the curves given for any 

perturbation of the cost and design parameters studied. 

The absolute value of the criterion can easily be obtained 

by use of the equations derived for the Unit Cost, U. C., 

and Venture Worth, V. W. 

Consequent on this capability for ready analysis 

by perturbation, a method of delineating equivalent 

possibilities for development and improvement of the system 

has beer. indicated. 
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CHAPTER 5!, CASE 2-A REACTQR SYSTEM, C. S. T. R. WITH RECYCLE 

5.1 Introduction 

5.2 Related Work on Similar Systems 

5.3 Description of and Assumptions involved in tLý, e 
Physical Models. 

5.4 Formulation of the Mathematical Model 

5.5 Cost, Dein and Process Data and Developm©nt of 
Economic Criteria Equations 

5.6 Simulation Oui; line, Mathematics of Solution and 
Programme Mechanics 
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5.1 TýI trc. 'uc-ion. 

lis in the previous case study, the primary 

purpose of this work was to consider how the optimum design 

of a unit cheminal plant s+--age was affected by the choice 

of economic criteriah. A chemical reactor is not only a 

typical unit stage but is, in one form or another, one of 

the most frequently encountered units in a chemical plant. 

In view of the faci. that a generalized treatment of unsteady 

state recycling systems has not yet been satisfactorily 

devised, it was also thought that a specific study on a 

3impte system of this nature was wcrt4 carrying out. 

Finally, very little work has boon done on purging strategies 

for this form of system and some insight into this aspect 

should prove valuable. 

The gen, 3ral approach and the methods used in 

carrying out the investigations on the reactor system were 

similar to those employed in the distillation work. A 

mathematical. model of the system was devised and certain 

key paramaters were perturbed in order that their effec'ý 

on the system could be studied. In addition, as has been 

indicated, a number of interesting economic problems 

, rising from the nature of the system wore investigated. 
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''h rea, A r system studied consisted bf qsl-o lly 

of a coni; iruous stirred tank reactor and a separator in 

which the desired-rea3tion product was separated from any 

unconverted feed material in the reactor outlet. This 

unconverted food material together with any by-products, 

was recycled to the feed stream. Furthermore, the feed 

contained an inert material which must be purged to prevent 

its accumulation within the system. Depending on whether 

purging is carried out in a continuous or intermittent 

mannor, the system will operate as a steady state system 

or as an unsteady state system. A line diagram of the 

system is given in figure 5.1. 

The economics of continuous and intermittent 

purging were examined and., as before, two economic criteria, 

the unit cost-, of production and the V . VJ. were considered. 

Both firs: and second order chemical reactions of the typo 

A ý.. -ý" B (5.1) 

A -1- C 
N,. _. _- 

B+D (5.2) 

were studied as alternatives in the reactor. Two models 

wore postulated to describe the behaviour of the separator 

and a genera]. model of the system incorporating the separator 

was derived for each of those two variants. Before describ- 

ing the models used and their mathematical aspects, some 

related work will be considered. 
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5.2 Related Work : )n Similar Systems . 

The term similar systems in this instance covers 

a wide field and the relevant wor? c can be conveniently 

divided into a number oi': Cncse categories. 

(i) Continuous Stirred Tank Reactcrs (C. S. T. R. ). 

(ii) Unsteady State Operation of a C. S. T. R. 

(iii) Recycling Reactor Systems. 

(iv) General Recycling Theory. 

(i) Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors. 

The general characteristics of the C. S. T. R. aro 

well knowr, and have been described both in the literature 

of chemical engineering kinetics and in that of reactor 

design (60,61,62). A very clear presentation of the 

nature of the C. S. T. R. is giver. in the recent work of 

Denbigh (63) on reactor +: heory. When aC .S .T .R. is operat- 

ing at a steady statu, the process may be desiribed as a 

continuous one. However, when the reactor is operated on 

an intermittent basis the process is a semi-continuous oe 

semi rjtch process, despite the application of the word 

continuous to the reactor. This distinction has boon drawn 

by YLlinkenberg (64) and is noted hero, since the modes of 
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operation of. the sys':. eras studied in this work, place them 

in these two categories. Thus the economic arguments 

presented in continuous v batch considerations of. Kramers 

and Westortorp (62), correspond to some extent to the steady 

and unsteady state categories, described later. A graphical 

design method for certain ccenplex reactions and reflux 

conditions in C. S. T. R. is has been developed by Bilous and 

Piret (65) by beans of analogy with batch reactors. 

Westbrook and Avis (66) in their work on the 

optimum design of a C. S. T. R. operating at steady state 

show how a response surface for ail economic objective 

function can be constructed in terms of the reactor temper- 

ature and throughput. The objective function studied was 

the percentage return on investment, Unfortunately the 

offoct of changes in this criterion on the optimum design 

was not investigated. 

(ii) Unsteady °tate Operation of a C. S. T. R. s 

The dynamic behaviour of a C. S. T. R. car. be 

described easily in mathematical form and the references 

given earlier (60,61,62,63), all consider the subject 

to a greater or lesser extent. Broadly speaking the 
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transient behaviour has been of interest, primarily, as a 

state through which a process must pass before reaching 

the steady si-ate condition. Starring-up or shutting down 

a reactor are examples of such conditions. Piret and Mason 

(67,68) have with the aid of some simplifying assumptions, 

developed a number of equations describing such behaviour 

for both single C. S. T. R. 's and C. S. T. R. sequences. Among 

the assumptions are, that the reaction rate can be expressed 

in a first order form and that the reaction takes place 

isothormally (in any given reactor). Furthermore, only 

constant density first; order reactions are considered. 

1i is po3siblo to represent a system of this 

typo by a linear differential equation and an analytical 

solution is therefore possible. Acton and Lapidus (69) 

present some design egaations for 2nd order reactions in 

cascade systems. The equations are analytic approximations 

based on numerical solutions. This work has been extended 

by Standart ('10) . It should be pointed out that frequently 

a non-linear equation will be obtained folg C. S. T. R. systems 

and analytical solutions are not possible. Solutions can, 

however, in many cases be obtained by m©ans of numerical 

analysis. 
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The control problem which is concerned with 

the transient behaviour of the system has been studied by 

Bilous et alii (71), and hag also beon the subject of a series 

of papers by kris and Amundson (72). 

(iii) Recycling Reactor Systems; 

The term recycling as applied to a chemical 

plant system implies that a material component (or compon- 

ents) is recirculated fr an an exit point in the system to 

an entry point. Recycline, can also occur botxeen units of 

a plant complex. In the instance of a reactor, the 

recirculated component may be unconverted feed material 

which has been separated irom the reactor outlet stream or 

a by-product stream. The conditions governing the degree 

and type of recycling used are dependent on either the 

kinetics of the reaction or the economics of the system. 

Hornibrook's (73) paper on the manufacture of 

styrone provides a description of an industrial recycling 

process. In a discussion on extractive reaction, Piret et 

al, (74,75), show how recycling of the reactive phase may 

resul*' in bo; ter utilization of the reactants. Kramars and 

Westorterp (62) considered the recirculation of unconverted 
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reactant in a tubular reactor and showed that an economic 

optimum exists for such a system. The optimum is presented 

in terms of conversioxl as a function of the reactor volume 

and the recycle ratio. Shahbenderian (76) has demonstrated 

for a similar system how different economic criteria alter 

the cptimum design conditions. The above work has all been 

concerned with steady state operation of the reactor systems 

in question. 

Bilous and Amundson (77) while investigating 

r"eactm stability have constdored fluctuations from the 

steady state for a recycle system. Horn (78) discusses 

unsteady state operation of a reactor in an optimization 

analysis of a completo process. The concept of the attain- 

able region is used to illustrate the differences between 

open loop and recycle optimization problems. 

Two recent papers of interest are those by 

Bovoridge and Schechter (79) and Fan et al. (80). The 

first of thoso is concerned with the determination of the 

optimal opera-: ing policy for a tubular reactor system with 

recycle. "That of Fan at al. considers the optimal design 

for carrying out a single reaction in a sequence of C. S. T. R. 's 

with product recycle. 
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r'onera1 ßecyczýin cr r` 

There are two main approaches to the solution 

of unsteady sta+ae recycle problems, the Dynamic Programming 

(D. P. ) approach and the calculus of variations approach. 

The D. P. approach has been used anong others by Mitten and 

Nemhauser (11), Rudd and Blum (81) and Sargent and Wester- 

berg (13) , that of variational calculus by Jackson (7,82) 

and Brosilow and Lasdon (83). 

In, the first two of the above references, 

solutions are ob+: ainod under simplifying conditions to 

unsteady state problems although Jackson (82) has given 

counter-examples which indicate that an optimum is not 

always obtained. Sargent and Westorberg present an algo- 

rithm in which the recycle stream is broken and its value 

estizzated. An iterative procedure is then used to match 

the two broken ends of the recycle stream. Q similar 

method of breaking the stream is used by Brosilow and Las- 

r1on (83) , although the overall optimization is based On a 

gradient technique. These authors present an economic 

interpretation, in terms of the inter-stage cash values of 

the Process streams, as a method of nsti ging , he values 

of the two ends of the broken r©cycle stream. 
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Unaerlying all this work is the necessity Or 

decomposing the system. Jackson (84) currently maintains 

that recycle problems cannot be satisfactorily treated in 

a decomposed manner, because the recycle constitutes one 

of the most influential variables tn the system. Some 

evidence in support of this view can be found in ref. (77) 

in which it is pointed out that instabilities may be 

expected in recycle systems. It will be seen that a groat 

deal of further work is necessary, before a satisfactory 

theory of unsteady state recycling applicable to complex 

systems is available. 

5.3 Doscription of and Ass ions involved in the 
FF' ysca roe. 

The general scheme for the system has been 

outlined in figure 5.1 and if it is described as a constant 

donsity, isothermal system, the two major assumptions 

involved become explicit. 

The constant density assumption implies that 

no volume changes duo either to nixing or reaction occur. 

This assu1gL'icn enables ar, analytical solution to be 

obtained under curtain circumstances for the equations of 
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the system. Furthermore, the changes in volume occurring 

in liquid systems are generally fairly small and, as a 

first approximation, may be neglected. The isothermal 

condition is imposed in order that the effect of temperature, 

a parameter which is not being investigated, can be 

neglected. Perfect mixing in the reactor is also assumed, 

(for a discussion on this assumption see Denbigh (63) ). 

In practice, this assumption is justified when the mixing 

time is much smaller than the mean residence time. From 

figure 5.2, it will be noted that (where concentrations are 

in lb. moles/cu-ft. ) ö- 

Cio= concentration of the ith component in the feed stream. 

Cii, =c concentration of the ith component in the recycle 
sti ream. 

Ci(i)r. concontrdtion of the ith component in the reactor 
inlot jtroam. 

Ci .c oncentrat ion of the ith component in the react Cr . 

Cip-. concentration of the 1th component in the product 
streixn. 

Ir, will be soon that the coneentrßtions of tho 

c onpo. lents in the reactor outlet stream (and therefore in 

the separator Inlet stream) are the same as the concentrat- 

ions in the reactor. This condition arisos fror the 
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assumption of perfect mixing in the reactor. Figures 5.2(b) 

and 5.2(c) show the two separation models studied. 

Figure 5.2(b) repres©Vs the case where a buffer 

tank is inserted in the process stream between the reactor 

and the separating unit. The concentrations of the compon- 

ents in This section, that is the hold-up section, will be 

identical i; o those, in the reactor. The liquid hold-up in 

the separating section is considered negligible. Figure 

5.2(c) illu$tra+-es the case where the liquid hold-up in 

the post-separating section is considerable. This model 

is, in fact, the well known single-stage distillation 

model. The 1. quid tiold-up prior to separation is neglected 

in thi"' case. The effect of changing the volume of liquid 

in the hold-up section (i. e. VH), in both these models was 

investigated and is discussed in the following chapter. 

The purge stream from the system can be drawn 

off either from the separator or from the recycle stream 

itself. It is shown in the diagram as coming from the 

sepa:. 'ator because when unsteady state operation is 

considered, the intermittent purging of the system consists., 

in effect, of emptying the reactor and the separator of 

their respective contents. In this connection another 
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assumption, that of negligible volume of the flow lin9s 

in comparison with the volumes of the reactor and the 

separator S should be stated. 

The mode of operation of the system was based 

on a constant volumetric flow rate (F) to, and a constant 

volume of material (Vp) in the reactor - resulting in a 

constant mean residence time ( T) for the reactor. It can 

be envisaged more clearly with the aid of an example, and 

unsteady state operation will first be described. 

Unsteady State Operation. 

The reaction AB is in question. The 

inert material in the feed stream is designated component 

X. lt time t minus, the system is assumed to be full of 

feed material of composition Cgo and CXo, all of which is 

being recycled. Since the system is full, the feed stream 

((PF),, the product stream (Ipr) and the purge st:. 'oam 

all equal zero. 

lit time "t plus, the reaction is started, say 

by an instantaneous incroase in temperature and product B 

is produced in the reactor. B is then withdrawn from j, -ho 

system through the separator and any unconverted A, all X 
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and if the 3epara`riotl of i*3 18 noi; complete, he remaining B 

are recycled. In order that the condition F- constant is 

maintained, once product is withdrawn from the separator 

some feed enters the system. The feed stream (PF is 

controlled such that 

(PF, + OR 
-- F constant 

ý, -'his behaviour can be expr©ssod in outline as 

(PP 0> OR < ri (PF >0 

With incraasing t, the concentration of X in 

the system will build-up and hence the conditions most 

favourable to the proki; _:: tion of B, obtain at t plus. Op 

and theref cre reach their maximum values at this time 

and decrease with increasing t. The volumetric behaviuAur of 

the various streams maybe shown 

Vol. M&gnitude of Stream (FT3/HR ) 

stream/lime t<0 t0 t pq 
OF 0 MAX ---j 0 

4)P 0 MAX -->0 
95R F MIN ----j F 

The time is reached when the rat© of conversion to B, duo 

to the reduced concentration of A, bec omos unsatisfac1 or y. 
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The system is then purged and the cycle repeated. In 

practice the maximum permissible concentration of X would 

be determined by process and/or economic factors. The 

term unsteady state operation as used subsequently, applies 

to cyclic operations of this nature. 

St©ade Sfiafe Operation. 

As in the unsteady s+, a+-e case, constant F and 

VR are taken as preconditions. In steady s'-ate operation, 

the concen+: rations in both reactor and separator and the 

magnitudes of the various streams in the system are invariant 

with time. By having a continuous purge from the system, 

it is possible to control the level of X in the system and, 

for any given reactor conditions, it is possible to arrive 

at the steady state condition by control of the inlet 

stream. The resultant input and output streams from the 

system can then be calculated. 

The main purpose of considering steady state 

operation was to obtain comparisons between the two types 

of operation. The steady state operating conditions were 

calculated fron the unsteady s'-ato information as follows=- 

The values of the concentrations Ci in 4-. ho reac+or at a 

series of times were obtained by unsteady state analysis. 
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Each of these sets of values represent a feasible reactor 

condition and the values can be inserted into the steady 

state equations for the system, which on solution, yield 

the required steady sate levels for the'various streams 
OF, (PP, (PPR and 

OR 
. It is thus possible to obtain 

the s+: eady s! -ate operating conditions at a series of points 

over the whole range of concentrations of the reactants 

which occur in unsteady state operation. This procedure is 

discussed more fully in section 5.6. 

Separator Efficiency. 

Since incomplete separation of the product from 

the system was investigated, the following simple criterion 

for efficiency of separation was adopted. 

no. of moles of product in sys+: em product stream 
no. of moles of product in reactor outlet stream 

It was assumed throughout that tho product stream contains 

only pure product. 

5.4 Formulation of the Math©ma+ical Model 

A reactor coupled with a model 1 f; ype separator 
(e© figuro 5.2(bý, in which a first order reversible react- 

ion occurs will first be examined. An analytical solution 
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can be obtained for this syst©m. The kin©tics of the 

reaction can be written 

A -b- (x) B-4- (X) 

where k1 and k2 are {; he forward and backward velocity 

constants. All flows in the sys4om are expressed in ft3, /hr. 

All concentrations are expressed as lb Cols/ft3 and all 
3 volumes in ft. Since the product is pure B, if the mol. 

wt of B= P1IB and if the density of the product; stream PB 
(lbs/ft3), then 

PB cBP "` B" 

Unsteady State Rnal sis; 

1. The material balances for the system can be written 

(i) Reactor 

Component A FCAj - FCA ==(k1CA-k2CB) VR f VR (5.1) 

Component B FCBi - FOB = (klon-k2CB) VR+ VR 
dý 

(5.2) 

Component X FC Xi 
d 

- FCX. VR-aT (5.3) 
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(ii) Soparator 

Component A 

C omponenU B 

Component X 

.. ý FCA 9SRCAr \T 
dOA 

H fi' 

dC FCB cPPCBP 
" RCBr = vH g 

dOX 
FOX 4RCXr 

VH 57 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(iii) Feed Junction 

Component A FCAi ý>FCAo 
' RCI. r 

Component B FCBi <'RCBr 

Corpoiont X FCXi 
' 

OFCX. 
+ ORCXr 

('iv) Ovorall Balances 

Feed Junction p= 011-+ OR 

Soparstor F= P-{''3R 

(v) By Defirit; ion 
OPCBP 

=17 CB 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.10) 

2. Equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) t-ogot; her with 

the fact that CB? .; 
PB/LI 

gives 

3ýN'B 
F =b "=- F(B) Cg (5-13) 
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3. Rqualtiors (5-1), (5.4), (5.7) and (5.13) give 
NTB r 

dC_ 
_ 

rF( ý%M) Cl, 04 k2VR 
", k1VR 

ý_ VR + Vf: 
CB _VR g CA (5.14) 

Equations (5.2), (5.5), (5.8) and (5.12) give 

d_B k? VR + 
-ý- H] 

.- 

CA -Vy CB (5.15) 
RH 

Equations (5.3), (5.6), (5.9) and (5.13) give 

dCX 
= 

ý%--)rcxo_ F( 
-C g (5.16) 

VR4'VH 

4. The terms within the square brackets in equations 

(5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) are all constants and may be 

written 

dOj 
Ulf- 10B - 

ý20A 

dOB X2GA %3CB 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

dCX 
.' A4Cg (5.19) 

dt; 

5. These equations can be solved readily as follows, 

CB is substitutod for in (5.18) using (5.17). Equation 

(5.18) is then solved for C. CB can then be oxpressed in 
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terms of C. and CX obtained fron (5.19). Substitution of 

CB in (5.18) results in a linear 2nd order differential 

equation with constant c oefficiont3 . 

-221a 
(X 

2+ 
X3) 

dt 
v '+ 

X2( %13-'1)C 
=0 (5.20) 

dt 

The solution of (5.20) is given by the complementary function 

CA AeMIt + Bor: 
t 

Boundary conditions are (i) t=0 Cri st CAO 

(ii) t=0 CB 
, 0, hont o 

dom- 
_'" - 

"2CAO 

(i) gives CAO= A +B 

(ii) gives 1113A 4' m2B =- %\2CAO 

And hence 

m2 - mi AO B= ( 
M1 + 1\2 )c 
f1 -m2 no 

The solution of (5.20) is then 

'4 
-12 mit ml +X2 12t 

Ca=0110( 1112 - ml 
)o- C1ý0( 

m1 m2 
)e (5.21) 

where ml and m2 are the roots of the auxiliary equation and 

are given by 
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ý1 - 2t ý2 
3) 

t (A2 +X )2 - 4%i (%\ 
-X ) 231 

M2 '-2 (%12 't' ! 13) -2(%2 +X3)2 -4X2 (%l 
3- 

6. 

+) 

The value of C can now be obtained from (5.17) 

+ 
%ý2)(m2-ýý2)Cýp 

ralü-mgt 
_ 

(ml 
( CB 

m2 - L11 X1 eo) (5.22) 

7. Substitution for C 
dG x 

B in equation (5.19) gives "--, 

and CX on integration, with the aid of the boundary condit- 

ion t =Os CX = CX0 is 

Jmit mgt 
C 

(ml I X2 (M2+2) X4ýo 
-1 +C (5 23) 

X` m2 - ml 1 l. 0 ra m2 XO 

8. By moans of equation (5.13) wo havo 
(mi' + 

X2) (m2-+ß- ýX2) PM 
(BC mlt- m2t 

n ATP ` m2 - ml 
X-1 ý -AO(e 0) (5 

. 24) 

and since 
OR 

= F-PF, all the stroam volumos arc known. 

g. The ranges which can be obtained for the variables 

Ci,, CH, C1 , 1F and 
1R from those solutions are 

Cý c, &o 
0 

0B 00 
Ä4 (m1+X2)(m2+ X2) 

cx ox o cxo- -xj CA o 
mlm2 

(ýF 00 

OR FF 
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It will be observed than: CX -a constant as t---ý 00. 

For this condition to hold %2( X3-X1) muse be positiv©. 

This occurs when 
14BCAC 

< 
PB 

10. Output from }ho system. Equation (5,24) which 

gives the ins+, antanoous value of the output stream can be 

written 

... dP ! K(emlt -e 2t 

whore P- product out-, Pat in fi-3 and K= constants in equat- 

ion (5.24). Intogra+: ing frcm t, =0 +; o t. r t; and using tho 

boundary condi*: ion P =0, +=0 we obtain 

P 
(m1 #/12)(m2-4- X2) 

P (ýf'MBý 
©= 

(5.25) 
m2 - m? Al ml m2 

A comp1& e mathematical doscrip+-ion of the 

sys+. em is givon by equal; ions (5.21), (5.22), (5.23) and 
(5.24) togother with the relationship (PK= F - 

Op. 
* The 

concontrai: ions and flow rai-os at any time can be ob+ained. 

Equation (5.25) enables the cumulative ou}pui- (and there- 

fore inpu+-) to be calculai. od. The total cumulative value R, 

of the recycle stream is obtainod by noting that 

R' Ft -P 
The total volume purged as mentioned in soc+: ion 5.3 equals 

(VR+VH)" 

l'\ P AwN -c1lc,, SECTION ARE SVNDNytIOOZ WR'H ANA QR UScp LATER. 
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(iv) Overall Balances 

Food Junction F OF +<PR (5.10) 

Separator (AP + (OR +c) (5.30) 

2. From equations (5.10), (5.12) and (5.30) we obtain 
1ýI 

q5R'+ - C? 1F1-( pBB)CB (5.31) 

3. Equations (5.9), (5.10), (5.26), (5.29) and (5.31) 

enable 
OF to be expressed in terns of CX and CB 

1ý1B 
( )CB 

"CX Cx CX0 
91F 

[(7? MB)a/F[1. (77, )cß1 
(5.32) 

PB 
4. The values of CX and CB (also CA) are known in terms 

of t and the system constants from the unsteady state 

analysis. It is theroforo possible to take any particular 

set of values, Ci (corresponding to a particular t) and 

obtain the corresponding steady s'-a+, e level of OF by means 

of equation (5.32). OR 
and pR may +; hen be obtained from 

equations (5.10) and (5.31). By carrying out a series of 

such calcula}ions, the equivalent s1-eady s! -ate operating 

conditions can be obtained for the reactor condi}ions which 
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exist throughout any given unsteady statu cycle. 
If the composition of the recycle stream is 

required equations (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29) will give 

values to Crr, CBr and CXr' 

5. If information on values of C1 , CB and CX is not 

available from an earlier analysis, it is possible by 

manipulation of these equations for a constant T, to got 

rolationsh.; Ps of the form 

CA =f( (7F, CB) 

CBS ftcr, ) 

CX-_f(OF' CB) 

whence if C`1 or CB is specified with fixed fro the system 

may be determined. 

Modul 2 Typ© Separator Sys+, ems 

To canplete +h© mathematical outlino of +; ho 

systems, the equations for the system incorporating the 

single-s''age modal will be developed. The steady sFa4 o 

analysis is exactly the same as for the model 1 type system 

and unsteady state operation need only be reviewed. Non- 

linear differential equations are obtained and no analytical 

solution is given. 
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1. I similar procedure is used and the material 

balances are first sot up 

(i) Reactor 

Equations for components A, B and X are the 

samo as (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) 

(ii) Separator 

Componont A FCA-ýRCl, 
r VHddtr (5.33) 

component B FCB-Cý'PCBP-ORCBr 
. ýVHdCBr d (5.34) 

Component X FCX-cRCXr -vCXr (5-35) 

(iii) Food Junction 

Balances are again expressed by equations (5.7), 

(5.8) and (5.9) 

(iv) Overall Balances 

Balancos are given by equations (5.10) and (5.11) 

2. By combining these oquations in a similar manner as 

before, }h© following, set of equations is obtained 
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F d"' 
RF )CLýr -ý 

IBS) 
CBCAr +klC + 

rMB()CAOý 

p V k CB p R 
(5-36) 

d 
=(ý 

F 
)CBr- 

ý B(F ) CBCBr' 
[+k2] 

C-kC B1A . 
(5.37) 

d 
.. (i 0Xr- 

L 
72 Bv 

CBCXr-(F )C X 

f7IMBF 
CC X0B R PB RRX V (5.38) 

g R 

dc- 
-"(v CA-( x)Cý'r+ 

7? IB(Vx) 
CBCI, r (5.39) 

dot 
CB (ý)CBr+ M$(i 

CgCBr 
B 

(5.40) P H 

dam 
= (VH)CX-ý H)CXri- MB 

B 
(V CBCXr 

H (5.41) 

dP 
= 

(77MB)F. CB pB (5.42) 

rB 
F(1- PB ) 

. CB (5.43) 

Equations (5.36) through to (5.41) describe 

the behaviour of the system and a simultaneous solution is 

therefore required of these six non-linear equations. An 

analytical solution cannot be obtained and a numerical 

technique will bo used. It will be observed that the ( ) V_ H 
term in the equations doscribin; the concentration changes 
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in the separator is analogous to the 
F 

(F j term in the 

reactor equations. It can be considered as representing 

the inverse of an "average residence time" in the separator. 

Second Order Reactions: 

The reaction considered was 

kl 
*"I A4 0 B-r D 

` k2 

An oxactly s: 11_mi_1ar procedure to that outlined for the firs, 

order reaction systems was followed. For the system 

incorporating a model 1 s©para+: or, five not linear equations 

are obtainod. The model 2 separator sys'-em is described 

by ton such equations. In both cases an analytical solut- 

ion is not feasible, but again a numorical solution is 

possible. The two sots of equations obtained for the 2nd 

order reactions aro given in Appendix 5. 

The steady sta+-, o analysis for the 2nd order 

reaction sys}ems can be carried out with the equations 

developed for the first order systems. 

The complete mathematical description of the 

reaction kinetics and the reactor systems studied has been 

given in this section, the next section deals with the 

objective functions chosen to measure the changes in the 

system. 
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Steady State Analysis: 

In tho steady state model the purge s': ream 

flow rate, 
ýjFR, is introducod as a separate variable. 

The material balances incorporating ýjF, 
are set up as in 

the unsf-oady sta4-e analysis. 

1. Ila+erial balances for the system. 

(i) Reactor 

The balances are the same as those for the 

unsteady srate except, tha'- since --here is no accumulation 

in the sys+-em, the different ial term in each of the equat- 

ions equals zero eg. 

Component Xs FCX1 - FOX =0 (5.26) 

(ii) Separator 

Component A FCh: (q5R+OPR)Clr (5.27) 

Component B FCB ¢PCBP+ {'R' 4PR)CBr (5.28) 

Component X FCX (OR + ¢PR )CXr (5.29) 

(iii) Food Junction 

Steady sta+, e equations aro identical +: o oquat- 

ions (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). 
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5.5 Cost, Design and Process Data and Development of 
Economic Criteria. 

Tho samo two economic criteria wero employed 

in tho reactor study as in the distillation study, namoly, 

! rho unit cost of production (U. C. ) and }ho Venture Worth 

(V. v'. ) of the Project. Tho unit cos'- was definod as 

Unit Cost = total annual dost 
annual production 

The, annual cost is given by the summation ; - 

Cost = 
Zi 

ý5. epreciation, maintenance, labour and overhead, 

utilitios and raw material costs) 

The V. w. is given by equation (2. '8) and is used in the 

form of equation (2.11). 

In order to apply tho criteria i+: was necessary 

to obtain the system costs in the categories required. 

The following cost data have been assumed, but the figures 

are thought to be fairly realistic of. Shahbondorian (76). 

«s before all cash figures are dollars: 

Capital Cos+; s: It was assumed that the }offal system costs 

could be expressed as a function of '-ho reactor and 

soparat or cos''s . 
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Reactor: IR 2500 VR O'7 $. (VR 
and Vý ý -FT 

3) 

Separator: IS = 500 Va 0.7 I 

Total Capital 
Cost 1 100 (25 VR0'7 +5 Va0'7) (5.44) 

Depreciation and Maintenance:. 

Depreciation = 0.10 I p. a. (straight line assumed) 

Maintenance .=0.05 I 
,'p. a. 

Labour and C or"head; Assumed independent of any changes 

in the system = 10,000 
,9p. a. 

Utilities, Pumping is assumed to be the dominant component 

of the utility figure and the costs for each of t, ho streams 

are considered to be the same . --0.10 , 
'/'TT 

Total Utilities Cost = 0.10 N p. a. 
(5.45) 

whero 
4)P. *, C and 

0R 
represent the total 

volume per cycle of each stream. N 
. --number of cycles p. a. 

and is calculated as follows; If t= any given cycle time 

(hrs), then t=1.05 t, where t effective cycle Urne 

and N is then given by 
h 
t (5.46) 
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h= total hrs. oporation p. a. !: fivo per con+ turn around 

time is thus included in arriving at the cyclos por year 

figure. h-e8320 hrs., a 95% online fac+: or has been assumed. 

For steady. state operation N can be considered 

equal to 1 and the flow quantities the total volumes p. a. 

Raw Material Costs: The raw material cos-! -s are based on 

the quantity of 1. in the feed stream. Cost of A is assumed 

equal to 0.08 g/lb. If the mol. wt. of A is taken equal 

to 30, the r-. v rlfa`erial cos+:, M3- 2.4 , 
/lb mol 1. 

Ravi material 

Total Cost = 2.4 CAONOF 
.9p. a. 

Purging Coss (Raw 1,10-erials); With unsteady sate operation 

the system (VR+Vii) is entirely purged of its contents at 

th© and of each cycle and rofilled with feed material beforo 

oporation is recommenced. The annual raw material cost 

for refilling the system is 2.4 CAO N (VR+ VH) I p. a. 

g211linE Prico of Product-, 1, selling price of 0.20'/lb for 

B is assum©d. 

Total Sales Return s 0.21*g N ýPp* 
f$ p. a. 
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Unit Cost Criterion: 

Tho total cost, p. a. Is given by 

Total Cost = 0.15xlOO(25VR0'7# 5V 
0'7) 

+ 10, ddC+0.10N 

(0F* 4' P+ý FR ý. '" ýR * )+2.4 CAON`! *r 

ý" 2.4 CA 0N (VR+ VH) ' p. a. (5-47) 

The unit cost production is obtained by dividing the total 

cost by tho annual production. 

Venture ZJort:. Cr"itar. i en: 

In order that this can be applied the following 

additional assumptions are made (sae section 2.4). 

10.10, i =0.125, n-=0 yrs., r,;, 5 yrs., t=0.5, Sa=0.10 . 
A. M 

Straight line depreciation and working capital Iwae 0.25 x 

annual operating expense (35) are assumed. The annual 

operating ©xpens©, E, is given by 

Es0.10 N(4F* . P* + `PpR .+ 
0R + 0.05 1'+ 10-9000 

+ 2.4 Cl, Or1O 2.4 Cl, Otd(VR + VH) (5-48) 

The gross return per a. is 

R=0.2 NC) PB p-E ,op. a. 

mho V. W. is givon by oquaticn (2.12. ) 

V. "i. =J]R-4ºJ2I - J3Ivy 

where Ji, J2 and J3 are definod in seo+; ion (2.6) . 
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Design Data and Lssumpt; ions: 

F: the volumo+; ric flow rate in+-o the reactor was fixed 
60 FT3/HR 

VR; the reac+: or volume was taken=60 FT3. The mean 

residence time T, is thus= 1 hr. 

VS; the separator volume =100 FT3. This figure was 

used to calculate the cost of the soparator_, which 

was approxima -oly the right order of magni}ude 

relativ e `Y i; no reactor cost. 

VH; the hold-up 'Volume in the separator ßr10 FT3 

the separator officiency=0.9 

Process Data: 

C1i0: conceni-rat ion of 1, in food : 1.0 lb mot/FT3 

CXO; concentration of X in feed. -0.10 lb mot/n3 

CCO: concentration of C in food=-1.0 lb mot/FT3 (for 2nd 

order roactions) 

kl. 

k2; 

MB; 

forward velocity constant X1.0 f(conc)/HR 

backward velocity cons4: anty0.1 f(conc)/HR 

density of product B =60 lbs/FT3 

pol. weight of B =30 
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5.6 Simulation aaf-line, Mathematics of Solution and 
Programme Tiiochanics . 

The method of operation of the sys{-em was 

described in section 5.3 and the malýhema1: ical model has 

been derived. The necessary proccss and design data to 

doi ermine the sys+-em and the associated cost data has been 

assumed in the last section. The simulation remains to be 

considored. 

3c iom© für Si 

Two Modols: (i) Reactor with Model 1 Separator 
(hold-up typo). 

(ii) R©actor with Model 2 Separator 
(single-stago typo). 

Two Critoria: 
(i) Unit Cost of Production 

(ii) V. W. of project. 
Two Reactions; (i) L, (Y. ) 

117 
` B+ (X) 

(i i) A, a" 0 +(X) r. _ý B+ "D +(X) 

The first model will be called a type 1, }ho second a typ© 2 

8y$t om. 

V riables which will be perturbed. 

Design Variabl©s (1) 7/ =(0.9),, 0.6,0.8,1.0 

(ii) VH: (10), 1,20 

(iii) 
. 
VR -(60), 10 
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Cost Variables (i) RC! (25), 5,15 

(ii) Mc. ý.. (2.4), 0.6,1.2 

(iii) VS _-(100), 1,20 

When VR : 10, 'r will change. R0 reactor cost, factor and 
I, IC.: raw material cost. V. is in fact a design variable.. 

but it opera+-os as a cost variable in the circums+; ances of 

this analysis. 'In addition the initial condition, CXO, 

given jr the last section was axamined at a second lovel of 
Iz 6.05 lb mo1, ''';, `' The behaviour of the system was studied 

for cycle lengths up to 20 hours throughout the simulation. 

Mathematics of Solution: 

The system equations were in all cases solved 

simultaneously by means of ', he INTSTEP Routine (85) on the 

Atlas Computer. The method employed in the routine is '-ho 

Ojjngo-Kutta fourth order approximation, in which the truncat- 

ion error is proportional to the (stop-longth)5. The 

Runge-Yutta mothod for tho solution of differential oquat- 

ions can be found in Mickley, Sherwood and Reod (86) and 

the fourth order approximation is described in Levy and 

Bagp, ot (87). 

Since i} was decided to adopt this method of 
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solution in all cases, the analytical solutions derived 

for the first order type I system were not used. Insf; ead 

equations (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) were programmed together 

with the two ancillary equations (5.42) and (5.43). This 

set of equations was solved simultaneously and the values 

of the variables in question CA, CB, Cy., P and R were 

obtained at half-hour intervals. This provides us with 

all the information necessary to evaluate the unit cost of 

production v_"_ L. the ai. d of equs :; 1cn (5-44) and the venture 

worth with equations (5.45) and (2.11). The values of CB 

and Cx were then inserted into equation (5.32) and the 

steady state value of C)F calculated. OR 0p, 
and OPR 

are obtained from equations (5.10), (5.12) and (5.30) 

respectively, thus defining the steady state operating 

conditions for this particular set of Ci. The unit cost 

of production and the venture worth can be evaluated using 

the same equations as before. 

A similar procedure was carried out for the 

first ordor type 2 system equations (5.36) to (5.43) and 

for the second order systems given in Appendix 5. 
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Programme Mechanics. 

The stop length adopted was t=0.01. This step* 

length was adopted because further reduction made no change 

in the solutions of the equations within the stipulated 

accuracy of the results i. e. rounded to the third decimal 

place. It has been pointed out that the error is approximately 

equal to ((t)5, for at=0.01, the error = I. 10-10. 

The computaf ional work was broken down into 

eight progrnml-:., )S. The various carabinations of the two 

typos of sys*em, the two criteria and the two orders of 

reaction comprised the eight. A typical flow diagram is 

shown and a list of the programmes given in Appendix 5. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESUIILS AND DISCUSSION OF STUDY ON 'iHE 

RECYCLING REACTOR SYSTEM (CASE 2). 

6.1 Comparison of Separator räodels and Significance of 

Hold-up Volume . 

6.2 Comparison of Economic Criteria. 

6.3 Stra'-egy of Purging, Steady S}a*'e and Unsteady Spate 

0 peras ion. 

6.4 Effect of Variation in Parameters on the 0p}imal 

Points of Opera- i on. 

6.5 Some Observations on +-. he Recycle Si-ream. 

6.6 Consideration of Second Order Reactions. 

6.7 Summary and Conclusions. 
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6.1 Comparison of Soparator Models and Significance of 
Hold-up Volume. 

In order to facilitate the presentation of the 

results obtained from the simula}ion described in sec ion 

5.6, the following convention will be adopted. 

(i) When the reactor is coupled wi' ha model 1 type 

separator the system will be designated, system 1. 

(ii) When the reactor is coupled with a model 2 type 

separator the system will be designated, system 2. 

(iii) When a second order reaction is taking place in 

the reactor, the designation will be system 1 (2nd 

am. ) and system 2 (2nd CRD. ), for systems 1 and 2 

respectively. 

It is recognised tha+- in general Model 2 

approximates more closely to the normal separation sysf-om 

than Model 1. However, as has been pointed out, Model 1 

has the advantage that an analytical solution can be obtained 

for the behaviour of the system. The typical time behaviour 

of the two systems is shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 over a 

cycle length of 20 hours. 

The behaviour is as expected. In figure 6.2 

for example, it will be seen that at any par}icular time 
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the concentration, CU, of A in the separator hold-up 

section is somewhat higher than the concentration, CA, in 

the reactor - for two reasons ; - 

(i) Initially the concentration of A is the same, CAC, 

throughout the system, but at time t>0, a reduction in 

the concentration of k first takes place in the reactor and 

(ii) the withdrawal of B from the separator results in 

an increase in the concen*ration of 1, and also X. This 

latter point is also the explanation why CXr > CX. The 

CBr valuq is low, as it ropresents the concentration of B 

in +-he separator hold-up section after the product has been 

withdrawn. 

The differences arising in the two systems can 

be seen from figures 6.1 and 6.2. One difference which can 

be seen readily on inspecting the concentration curve for 

B, is that it roaches a maximum value of 0.412 in the case 

of sys}em 1 and 0.428 in the case of system 2. The process 

and design data for these curves may be found in Appendix 5 

and the values given for the various parameters may be 

assumed as applying in all instances, except when otherwise 

specified. In conjunction with this difference in the 

013 vt curves, it can be soon that over the first six hours 
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of the cycle time the concentration of I falls off more 

rapidly in system 1 than in system 2. It is also found 

that the values of (pp* , the product output per cycle, are 

somewhat higher (particularly over the shorter cycle lengths) 

for system 2 than those for system 1, a fact: indicating 

the buffer tank action of system 1. 

The main parameter in question in comparing 

the two sys**ems is the separator hold-up volume, VH. As 

expected when VH > U, the behaviour of the two systems 

becomes nearly identical. Some studies on this aspect, 

show that CA falls off and CX builds up more rapidly as 

VH Thus is accompanied by Cg reaching its maximum 

value within a shorter time. Evidence to this effect is 

shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4. 

It will be soon in figure 6.3 tha+: the maximum 

point of the CB vt curve is reached earlier in the cycle 

as VH decreases, although the maximum value itself does 

not change. Whereas in figure 6.4, as VH decreases the 

maximum value of CB attained is reduced and again the point 

occurs at a shorter cycle length. The curves for VH: 10 

in figures 6.3 and 6.4 correspond to those in figures 6.1 

and 6.2. Since the production for any given cycle is 
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proportional to the area under the CB curve, these changes 

in the CB vt curve with varying Vx will be reflected In 

the output from the system. 

Some production. figures are given in Table 6.1; - 

TABLE 6.1. 

EFFECT OF VI'RIATION IN SEPI, RATCR HOLD-UP VOLUME ON 

PRODUCTION RATES F. SYSTEMS 1 AND 2. 

PRODUCTION - LB. IvIOLS/ANN. 
SYSTEM CYCLE LENGTH VH ; 20 VH-10 Vg_ 1 

rrn 

0.5 (HR3) -63,115 69,813 77,120 

1.0 101,214 108,953 116,705 

2.0 136,825 141,323 144,694 

2.5 147,086* 

3.0 147., 082' » 

3.5 147.. 025' 

10.0 105,342 96,711 87,731 

15.0 79,097 70,822 62,775 

20.0 61,847 54,690 47,983 

1% 
.. 

I 
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TABLE 6.1 continued; 

SYSTEM CYCLE LENGTH Vgl20 VH.;. 10 VHs1 
NO. ----- 
2 0.5 77,772 77,861 78,015 

1.0 118,624 118,482 117,791 

2.0 151,757 149,630 145,655 

2.5 147,944* 

3.0 158,392 153,719 

10.0 108,496 98,244 87,874 

15.0 80,336 71,345 62,816 

20.0 62,317 54,864 47,995 

Points which can be noted from the Table, in which the 

maximum outputs are marked with an asterisk, are; 

(i) In system 1, changing VH does not decrease the 

maximum output that can be attained, but as VH 

decreases, the maximum output is obtained through 

the use of a shorter cycle length. This behaviour 

is in accordance with CB (Max. ) constant and t for 

Cg (Max. ) decreasing as VH decreases, i. e. figure 6.3. 

(ii) In system 2, the maximum output is decreased as 

VH decreases and, as before, shorter cycle lengths 

are required. In figure 6.4, it will be seen that 
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this is in agreement with the fact that CB (Max. ) 

decreases as VH increases and CB (Max. ) occurs 

earlier in the cycle. 

(iii) The production rate increases for a given cycle 

time as VH decreases. This behaviour which is 

more marked for system 1, is true for both systems. 
(iv) The approach to similarity of the two systems as 

VII >0, is eviden} from the figures for VH* l in 

the table. 

(v) An important point is the corollary of (ii) 

above which is tha*: as VH increases, the output of 

system 2 relative to system 1 increases. 

Two important resul+: s which emerge in part 

from the discussion above and which are substantiated by 

the calculated results are ;- 

1. For system 1, changos in VH make very little differ- 

ence to the absolute magnitude of the optima, although the 

associated optimum cycles shorten as VH decreases. This 

has been demonstrated for the maximum production criterion 

in Table 6.1 and it is also true for the U. C. and V. W. 

criteria. 

2. For system 2, as VH decreasos both tho maximum product- 

ion and the maximum V. W. decrease and the minimum u. c. 

increases. Shorter optimum cycles accompany these changes. 
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6.2 Comparison of Economic Criteria. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show typical optimum points 

of operation for the systems. It must be borne in mind 

that where a steady state (S. S. ) point: or curve is shown 

on a graph which has cycle time as the aboissa, the S. S. 

refers to operation at the reactor conditions i. e. the 

component concentrations, as shown for example in figure 

6.1, existing at that time in the cycle. It should also 

be mentioned that the optimum points presented represent 

the optimum values taken from a table of results at half- 

hourly intervals. The true optimum values may lie on one 

side or other of the value indicated. They can be obtained 

by plotting curves of'the V. W. and U. C. against time. From 

figures C. 5 and 6.6 it will be seen that each of the two 

economic criteria and each of the two modes of operation 

have different optimum points of operation, although to 

the nearest half hour these points coincide in all but one 

instance (UNS. S., MIN. U. C. ) for both systems. For UNS. S. 

operation (system 1), a 10 hour cycle roprosonts the 

optimum cycle length for the U. C. criterion and a6 hour 

cycle for the V -W. criterion. The reactor conditions for 

the corresponding S. S. optima can also be noted e. g. U. C. 
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criterion, CI=0.185, CB=0.248, Cx, c0.157 lb. moles/1, T3. 

The points of operation for maximum production 

are also indicated and again differen'- optima' are obtained 

for this further criterion. The maximum output in both 

systems occurs for S. S. operation at the maximum value of 

the concentration term, CB, -a fact to be expected. For 

UNS. S. operation, the area under the GB vt curve up to 

the specified cycle length i. e. the area KLMN in figure 6.5, 

multiplied by the number of cycles per year, (in this case 

8320/-3.0 x-1-05), t is greater than any other area multiplied, 

by its equivalent number of cycles per year. 

It will be seen in the figures that a very 

considerable divergence in operating conditions exists for 

the optima of the various criteria. This divergence may 

also be observed in figures I6.2 and A6.3 (in L. ppendix 6) 

for the 2nd order reaction studies. Th© significance of 

the situation portrayed in figure 6.5 is shown in Table 6.2. 

Considering UNS. S. operation first, it will be soon that 

maximization of the output; results in a U. C. equal to 1.44 

times tho minimum U. C. and a V. W., 56% less than the maximum 

possible. On the other hand, minimization of the U. C. will 

reduce the production to 661?,, of it: s maximum level and the 
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V . W. rating to 84% of the maximum attainablo. A third 

alternative exists for }he optimization of the V X- and a 

similar series of possibilities is presen* for S. S. operat- 

ion. 

TABLE 6.2.. 

VARIATION OF OPTIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS (SYSTEPQ 1) 

WITH CHOICE OF CRITERION. 

CRITERION COMPONENT CONCNS AT 
TERMINATION OF CYCLE 

MODE OF PRODN. U. COST V . üdCRTH CYCLE CA Cg CX 
OPER4 TI ON lb mols a. lb raol LENGTH -- - (HRS ) 

UNS. S. 

S. S. 

147,082 * 4.8414 362,577 

127,408 3.5821 834,597 

96,711 3.3664 » 695,761 

3.0 

6.0 
10.0 

(CYCLE 
LENGTH) 

1.5 

2.5 

4.5 

0.263 0.339 0.140 

0.132 0.178 0.169 
0.055 0.074 0.187 

OPERATING CONIPON- 

_ 
EN2 C ONC N3 . 

MODE OF 
OPERN. 
UNS. S. 

185,014 4.4362 707,086 

166,867 3.7574 1,005,091 

111,445 3.5006' 756,647 

CRITERIA VALUES EX PRESSED AS 
1, % OF THE OPTIMUM 

PR ODN U. COST V . VW CRTH 

100 143.6 43.5 

86.6 106.5 100 
65.7 100 83.5 

S-86 100 126.7 70.4 

90.1 107.2 100 

60.2 100 75.3 

vA IJB uX 

. 412 . 412 . 118 

. 299 . 371 . 133 

. 185 . 248 . 157 

Note: the optimum value 
for the particular crit- 
erion is markod with an 
asterisk. 
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It is cloar that the decision to adopt a 

particular criterion is important, insofar as the adoption 

of one criterion will lead to, in most instances, highly 

non-optimal solutions for the others. In the case of the 

V. W. criterion, it will be seen from table 6.2 that* for 

both UNS. S. and S. S. operation, optimization subject to 

this indox, yields the next most optimal solution for the 

other two criteria i. o. for the three solutions given. 

For UNS. S" operation a 13% reduction in output and a 7% 

increase in the U. C., and for S. S. operation a 1M/' reduction 

in output and a 7% increase in U. C. result from maximizing 

the V. W. 

The adoption of a particular criterion will 

also load to a decision concerning the mode of oporation 

for the systom. In table 6.2 i±: is obvious i ha4- minimizat- 

ion of the U. C. will result in UNS. S. operation boing 

chosen while maximization of the production por annum or 

the V. W. is attained through S. S. operation. 

The conditions under which UNS. S. operation 

is preferable to S. S. are discussed in the next section. 
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6.3 Strategy of_Purging. Stead State and Unsteady State 
Operation. 

The U. C. and V. W. obtained by means of cyclic 

operations are plotted against the cycle length in figures 

6.7 and 6.8 for systems 1 and 2 respectively. In figure 6.7, 

the minimum U. C. occurs at a cycle length of approximately 

10 hours and the maximum value of the V .W. is given by a6 

hour cycle. The minimum U .C. and the maximum V .W. which 

can be obtained by S. S. operation are also shown on the 

graph, as is the CX curve indicating the rate of build-up 

of inort material in the sys}em. If, for the moment, no 

restriction is placed on the concen}ration of inert material 

permissible in the system, then the following purging 

strategy may be Outlined; Ir is clear that within the 

range studied, provided a cycle length of up to 15 hours is 

feasible UNS. S. operation with intermitten+; purging is 

preferable over cycle lengths of 7 to 15 hours when the 

index of profitability adopted is U. C. For the V. Yw. 

criterion, S. S. operation is uniformly more favourablo. 

lý similar situation is present in figuro 6.8, 

except that the range of cycle lengths favourable to UNS. S. 

oporation in U. C. considerations is slightly greater, that 
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is, cycle lengths >6 hours and < 16 hours . 
Should a restriction be placed on the level of 

inert material permissible in the system, a limit may be 

imposed on the length of cycle which can be used. Such a 

limit might be the line AB in figure 6.7, equivalent to a 

maximum concentration of X of 0.190 lb moles/ft3. In an 

instance such as this, the upper limit of the feasible 

cycles would be 11 hours, rather than 15 hours for the U. C. 

example discussed. It should also be noted that associated 

with the S. S. optima shown in figure 6.7, there are operat- 

ing CX concentrations. These concentrations are shown in 

figure 6.5. An important point is that the concentration 

of X present- at the optimum S. S. condition for a given 

criterion is loss, in all instances, than the level of X 

present at termination of the optimum cycle length for 

UNS. s. operation (see for example, Table 6.2). This 

observation holds for all the results obtained in the study. 

A case in which +: he use of V. W. as the economic 

criterion could lead to UNS. S. opera++ion being preferred 

to 5.5. is indicated in figure 6.9. In this example the 

reac}or volume is small©r and the raw material COsts are 

less than in the case of figure 6.7. 
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Comparison of figures 6.7 and 6.8 enables the 

effect of %ho increased production obtained fran system 2, 

to be measured in terms of the greater V . V1 . and the lower 

U. C. of the system relative to system 1 in the case of UN$. 

operation. If the S. S. optima shown on these figures 

are compared, it will be noted that those for system 1 are 

slightly more favourable than the system 2 equivalents i. e. 

SYSTEM 1 SYSTEM 2 

U. C. 3.5006 3.5145 

V. W. 1,005,091 1,000,083 

a feature opposed to the situation present in UNS. S. operat- 

ion. Tablo 6.3 shows the trend in this direction for S. S. 

operation. Increasing the raw material costs (M(; ) will 

improve the standing of system 1 relative to system 2 for 

both the U. C. and V. 1d. criteria. A few results obtained 

for VR, reactor volume, indicate that reduction of VR causes 

a like result, as is shown in the same table. 
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TABLE 6.3. 

EFFECT ON ECONOMIC CRITERIA OF VARIATION IN RAW 

MATERIAL COSTS FOR SYSTEMS 1 AND 2. 

UNIT COST (I/lb mol) 

MC ('/lb mol) SYS SYSTEM 2 DIFF. 
EýDYS 

.l <SYS. 2j 

0.6 1.3375 1.3423 0.0048 

1.2 2.0825 2.0930 - 0.0105 

2.4 3.5006 3.5145 0.0139 

VR, (FT3) 

60 2.0825 2.0930 0.0105 

10 3.4791 3.5345 0.0554 

VENTURE WORTH (, $) 

C SYSTEM 1 SYSTEM 2 DIFF. 
ESYS. 

2> SYS . lý 

0.6 2,475,364 2,568,289 92,925 

1.2 1,957,386 1,996,544 39,158 

2.4 1,005,091 1,000,083 - 5008 

VR 

60 1,957,386 1,996,544 39,158 

10 329,346 311,535 - 17,811 

In figuros 6.10 and 6.11, it may be seen that 

s. s. operation is more favourable to high produc+: ion rates, 
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a fact true for both systems. Thus, for situations in 

which a maximum production criterion is being adhered to, 

a different s+-rategy (as has already been indicated) will 

be necessary. 1*7 is also evident from figure 6.10, that 

any given production ra'-e below the maximum of the curves 

may be attained by +two or more methods of production. 

Consider an annual production requirement, of 130,000 lb 

mols - the line !B on figure 6.10, four alternatives are 

possible 

(i) g. g. operation at the reactor conditions present 

at t--0.50 hours or 3.80 hours or 

(ii) UNS. S. operation with cycle lengths of 1.50 or 

5.70 hours. Depending on which economic criterion 

is used to judge the production, , one method will 

be the optimum. Table 6.4 demonstrates a typical 

situation. Points which may be noted in the table 

are : 

(i) S. S. opera*. ion is necossary for production 

>150., 000 lb mols/ann. 

(ii) In no case is op©ra+: ion a4' the condi+lions 

present at' the shorter cycle lengths more desir- 

able for S. S. operation. 
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(iii) In no case is the shorter of the two cycle 

lengths preferable for UNS. S. operation. 

(iv) The table ignores +-he effect of +he build-up 

of X in the, system whereas a limi+; a+: ion on the 

amount; of X permissible may change the posi+; ion. 

Let the line CD on figure 6.10 represent, such a 

limiting concent. ra}ion of X--0.180 lb mols/ft3. 

TABLE 6.4. 

OPTIMAL PRODUCTION STRATEGIES FCR SYSTEM 1. 

S. STATE UN-0.3 . STATE 

POINTS OF OPERN(CYCLE) CYCLE LEND HS(HR5) 

PRODN (lb. mol a. x1000) FIRST SECOND FIRST SECOND 

180 1.10 1.90 - - 

160 0.80 2.75 - - 

140 0.60 3.40 1.90 4.50 

120 0.45 4.20 1.25 6.90 

100 0.35 5.00 0.85 9.50 
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Table 6.4 Continuer]; 

STEADY STATE UNSTEADY STATE 

UNIT COST V . W. UNIT COST 
( lb mol) (' x 1000 (Sllb mol) x 1000) ig 

PROM FJlt3T SECOND FIRST SECOND FIRST IRST SECOND . FIRST SECOND 

180 4.98 4.07 * =200 975 

160 >15 3.67 ,< 50 995* -- -- 

140 >25 3.56 * <0 931Z7 6.3 3.93 <-500 770 

120 >40 3.50 <-1000 805 > 10 3.4b <-2000 820 # 

100 >50 3.51 <-1500 671 >15 3.37 -4000 700* 

Norme:, optimal decisions for oach criterion, marked with asterisk. 

OPTIMAL MODE OF OPERN. 

PRODN U. C. V. W. 

I80 " S. S. S. S. 

160 S. S. S. S. 

140 S. S. S. S. 

120 UNS. S. UNS. S. 

, 100 ()0' UNS. S. UNS -S. 

Production at the rate of 100,000 lb. moles per 

AnrAumis not now possible by UNS. S. operation at the longer 

and preferable cycle length. The choice is rostricted +: o 

g ,g. operation or UNS. S . operation at the shorter cycle length 

- choic© favouring S. S. operation. 
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6.4 Effect of Variation in Parameters on the optimal points 
of Operation. 

The effects caused by changos in the parameter 

MC (Raw Material Cost) are shown in figures 6.12,6.13 and 
6.14. In figure 6.12, the changes that occur in the U. C. 

and, the V'. W. can be observed as a function of the cycle 

length. As M decreases the minimum U. C. and the maximum 

V. W. occur at shorter cycle lengths. For example, for 

DC=2.4 1/lb mole, maximum V-147- occurs when a cycle length 

of 6.3 hours is operated, but at 10 0.6, a cycle length 

of 3.8 hours will result in the maximum V. W. For S. S. 

operation, reduction in MC produces the same result, 

although to a somewhat: lesser degree, as shown for example 

in Table 6.5. 

TABLE 6.5. 

VE, R. I/. TION IN OPTIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEM 1 
WITH RLW MATERIAL COST. 

UNS. S . OPERN CYCLE S .S . OPERN AT CONCNS 
(IM S) AT CYCLES (HRS ) 

ýCý IIb mol) U. G. MIN. .M AX. --V-X. MIN. U. C. 

2.4 10.1 6.3 4.50 2.5 

1.2 8.2 4.5 3.50 2.0 

0.6 6.6 3.8 3.0 1.5 
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`The: operating conditions for the S .S. equivalent to the 

cycl' longrhs shown may be obtained from figure 6.1. 

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 give the position for 

system 2 and a like effect occurs. In these 4wo figures 

the curves for the economic criteria are plotted against 

the - cioncentration of Cg, as opposed to cycle time. For 

UNS. S. operation i. e. figure 6.13, tho concentration of 0B 

is'- that present at the termination of the cycle. For 

example, for M0 X1.2, the maximum V . VJ. will be obtained by 

operating a cycle, at the termination of which the concentrat- 

ion of B will be 0.263 lb mols/ft3. In figure 6.14, the 

concentration of B is the actual S. S. operating concentration. 

The production per annum has also been plot; t; ed 

ag a fun:. fiion of Cg in the two figures. In the case of S. S. 

operation, the output is a linear function of Cg. This may 

be verified by consideration of the steady state equations 

in Chapter 5. It will be noticed t-ha+: the shape of the 

production curve in figure 6.13 permits two solut ions for 

any` 'given value of Cg. The sarge is true fo r S. S. operation 

Shown in figure 6.14, in which. the production curve returns 

©xactly* upon itself. The existence of the two solutions 

in this case may be observed fran the U. C. and V. W. curves. 
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This phenomenon is analogous to +: ha': of obtaining the same 

output for different- cycle lengths, as discussed in section 

6.3. The steepness of the V. SN. curves, and the U. C. curves 

to 'a lesser extent, in figure 6.14 are indicative of the 

critical natura of the optima for these criteria when 

operating at S. S. Somewhat flatter curves are obtained for 

UNS. S. operation, a feature probably due to the fact that 

the output is the result of an integration over the range 

of the concentration of B present during the cycle. This 

average' is opposed to a single fixed value of CB governing 

the output in the S. S. case. 

The offect of changing the capital cos+: of the 

reactor is shown in figure 6.15. The U. C. and V. W. curves 

are altered, although the cycle lengths at which the optimum 

points occur are practically constant. Within the assumed 

economics of this study the effect: of changos in the raw 

material costs are more pronounced than the effect of 

variation in the reactor costs. For example, for assumed 
., 

values of MC=1.2 and RC=25, a reduction in MC by a factor 

of 2 'reduces the minimum U. C. by 33% and increases the 

r. iaximum V. W. by 27%. On the other hand, a reduction in 

r, ho -costs of the reactor by a factor of 5, produces changes 
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of the order of only 2.3ýc and 2.2/15c respec+; iv©ly, for the 

criteria. 

The effect of variation in the efficiency of 

separation, 77, is shown in figure 6.16. The result of 

increasing efficiency is to cause the optima to occur at 

shorter cycle lengths, an effect similar to that causod by 

becroasing raw material costs. 

6.5 Some Observations on the Recycle Stream. 

The 'average' recycle rate, which is ploi od 

against the cycle time in figure 6.17, has been deduced as 

follows. In the course of computa+: ion, the in4ogratod 

recycle flow per half hour was calculated on a cumula+. ivo 

basis and obtained as an output from the programz o. To 

obtain, the recycle flow in any particular half-hour period, 

a subtraction was moroly roquir©d. The figure obtained was 

considered as an average recycle rate for the period and 

was plotted at tho mid-point of tho two times in question. 

It will be soon that at time t=00 tho recycle 

rat©, 
OR, is equal to F, the flow rata into tho reactor, 

an oquation dependent on the assumed s+-art-up conditions. 

I's tho cycle s+-ar4-s, it; drops rapidly, goes through a 
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minimum value and ; hon increases more gradually back to its 

initial value. Since the equation 

F "` 
OR 

+OP (5.11) 

holds - the average (instantaneous) rate of production may 

be obtained directly from this graph. 

The changes in the recycle occasioned by 

changes in the efficiency of separation are plotted in 

this figure. Initially the lower the efficiency of separat- 

ion, +-ho greater the recycle rate but as the cycle progresses 

än inversion takes place, and as the 77 decreases the 

recycle rate boccmes less. :n explanation for this 

behaviour, due to a combination of dynamic and kinetic 

characteristics, may be postulated with the aid of figure 

l, 6.7 given in Appendix 6. In figure A6.7, it will be soon 

that Cg for 71 = 0.6 is at all times greater than CB for 

77= 1.0 and that the difference between the two values at 

any given time is significant over a considerable period 

of the cYc 10 "O e 

t=2 t . ý: 6 t =10 t=14 t=20 (hours) 

77 =0.6 0.6 0.487 0275 0.139 0.070 0.025 

1.0 0.375 0.158 0.062 0.024 0.006 

DIFF 0.112 0.117 0.077 0.046 0.019 
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Considering the curve for 77 = 0.6 in figure 6.17, only 600 

of the B being produced is being separated off and the 

remaining 4V is contributing to the volume of the recycle 

stream. As the reaction gets under way, the concentration 

of B in the stream entering the separator increases, the 

rate of output} of product, 
Op, increases and 

OR decreases. 

The concentration of B falls in the reactor as the cyclo 

progresses, after going through a maximum, with a resulting 

fall in the output of B from the separator and an increase 

in 4R 
" For 77 -1.0, +, h© same behaviour occurs although 

in this nas© the initial decrease in OR is aided by the 

total absence of B in the recycle. The curves cross as 

the cycle proceeds because due to the more rapid fall-off 

in Cg when 77 =1.0, there is relatively less product with 

increasing t and hence in agreement with equation (5.11), 

ýjR----> F. When X0.6, with CB falling off more slowly, 

h relatively greater amount of product is produced at the 

longer cycles- From figure 6.17, we have values for, (PP 

average, ©"g" 

tx10 t=15 t.: 19 (hours) 

7) 0.6 1.25 0.54 0.28 

77.: 1.0 0.93 0.29 0.11 
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The pattern of sf-ream flows for s4 eady s+: ate 

operation is shown in figure 6.18 and in figure 6.19 a 

comparison is made of the recycle s+-. reams for the two modes 

of operation. The equations in question for figure 6.18 

aro; 

`YR 60) (5.10) 

(ii) CF 4P+' (PR 

It, can be seen tha+- a} the maximum production ra*o of 
4)P=11.1 ft3/HR, the purgo s+. roam has a value of 25.1 

ft3/hr and 
4F=36.2 ft3/hr. At this point of operation 

CA has a value of 0.412 lb moles/ft3 and It may be shown 

that +, ho loss of h in the purge s+-. ream is equal +: o 38.6% 

of the to+: al 1 entering the system. The cycle length for 

maximum production, UNS. S . operation.. is 3.0 hours giving 

an affec*; iv© cycle t; imo of 3.15 hours. The equivalent loss 

of 'l, through purging at this cycle frequency is 66.1% of 

the entering L. The corresponding loss of L. through 

purging at }h© minimum U. C. Optima are 13.5% fcr S. S. 

operation and 6.3% for UNS. S. operation. 

The position of the rocyclo s}r©am nS an 

influon+: ial variable in the system is ovident from figuro 

6.17 in which a relatively small chanGo in the recyclo rato 
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say, correspond to large changes in the component concentrat- 

ions in the reactor. Table 6.6 helps to demonstrate this 

fact. 

TABLE 6.6. 

Vf, RII, TION IN SYSTEM OPERATING CONDITIONS WITH RECYCLE RATE. 

t (HRS) On OB OX OR(UN3. S. ) OR(S. 
S. ) 

0.5 0.685 0.284 0.103 27.80 10.34 

100 0.513 0.389 0.110 25.32 17.80 

1.5 0.412 0.412 0.118 24.54 23.83 

2.0 0.346 0.399 0.125 24.50 28.88 

2.5 0.299 0.371 0.133 24.80 33.14 

3.0 0.263 0.339 0.140 25.20 36.74 

10 0.055 0.074 0.187 29.06 55.89 

15 0.018 0.024 0.196 29.68 58.67 

20 0.006 0.008 0.199 29.89 59.56 

6.6 Considerat -ion of Second Order Roac'; ions. 

The reaction i king place is 

B+D 
k2 

=t; was assumed that A and C wore present in the feed str©nm 

in oqual concortrations and thus the CC v t curve is 
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identical to the Cri Vt curve. The second point that 

follows from this reaction is tha+: since the output is 

pure B only, a considerable build-up of D will occur in 

the system. Those two points will be observed in Figure 

6.20 in which the time behaviour of system 2 (2M CRD. ) is 

given and in figure A6.1 for system 1 (21D aID. ). The form 

of the curves are similar to those presented earlier for 

first order systems and need little comment. In fact, the 

introduction of a second order reaction fails to alter in 

character the behaviour pattern of the system. 

Tho 0Dr vt curve may be noted in figure 6.20. 

`1 Limo t=0, no D is present in the system. At time t>0, 

the production of D starts in the system and the ooncentrat- 

1on of D, 0D, in the reactor will be greater than the 

concentration of D, CDr, in the separator due to tim© lags 

in the system. This situation remains until the increase 

in-the concentration of D. duo to the withdrawal of B from 

the separator, causes CDr to become greater 4-han CD. 

Figures A6.2 and A6.3 given in Appendix 6, show 

typical optimum points of operation for the }wo second 

order Systems- The optima shown are, as before, U. C., V. W., 

and maximum production and these figures are equivalent to 
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figures 6.5 and 6.6. 

The purging strategy for system 2 (2ND ORD. ) 

may be obtained from figure 6.21 and that for system 1 (2ND 

cRD. ) from figure A6.4 in Appendix 6. Graphs analogous to 

figures 6.10 and 6.11, enabling the purging strategy for 

maximum production to be outlined for the second order 

systems, are also shown in this Appendix (i. e. figures A6.5 

and A6.6). 

The favourable position of UNS. S . operation 

when the accepted criterion is U. C. may be seen from figure 

6.21. P, U. C. less than the S. S. minimum U. C. can be achloved 

by UNS. S. oporation for cycles of > 5.5 and 23 hours 

(approx. ) . Also the difference between the minima is 

sizeable i. e. 

S. S. MIN. U. C. = 4.295 
, 
$/lb mol. 

UNS. S. IIIN. U. C. 3.900 ��� 

There is very litt-, lo chango In the purging straf-ogios as 

ocmpared with 4-. hose indica*: od earlier. In genoral the 

position of UNS. S. operation is improved slightly, rela+,, ive 

to S. S. operation and this improvement holds for all ttie 

criteria studiod. 
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6.7 Summary and Conclusions: 

The results presented in the foregoing sections 

of this chapter are mainly comparative in na': ur©, having 

been obi-ainod from inves+; iga+: ions on the two variants out- 

lined for the recycling reac+-or sys+: em. 

For the }wo systems studied i+ was found that 

the analytical expression derived from system 1 can be 

used to describe the behaviour of system 2, when the 

separator hold-up volumA is small. In this study, the 

approximation was satisfactory for cases where the relative 

volumes of tho separator and reactor were Vx 0.05 VR. 

The effect of varying Vg on the optimum values 

of the three criteria studied is not significant in the 

case of system 1. In system 2 more marked variation is 

obtained, the maximum output and maximum V . V1. increasing 

and the minimum U. C. decreasing as VA increases. In both 

systems reducing the value of VH results in the optima 

occurring at shorter cycle lengths. Furthermore as VH -4 0, 

the behaviour of the two systems will become nearly 

identical. 

St has been demons ra}od aha} under certain 

conditions int; ormittent purging, involving opera+; ions of 
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an unsteady state, is more profitable than & oady state 

operation with con+inuous purging. The level of inert 

material presoni in the system was loss in all cases studied, 

at the S. S. optima than +: haý preson a4- the comparable UNS. S. 

optima . 

The purging stratogy will vary depending on 

the criterion, economic or o+: herwise adopted. The optimum 

cycle length will also vary when different economic criteria 

are chosen as yardstick.;. The considerable divergencies 

which are present betweon optima, emphasize +he necessity 

for making the correct: choice of criterion. 

Variation in either the cost or design parameters 

will affect both the magnitude and location of economic 

optima. The magnitude of a production optimum is unaffected 

by changes in the cost parameters, nor will the operating 

conditions, e. g. cycle length to effect the maximum output;, 

change. 
The importance of the recycle & roam as an oper- 

acing variable in the system has been indica+: od, 4 ogo+hor 

with the relative impor*anc© of the raw ma+: ©rial cos+, roac}or 

capital cos!, and efficiency of separation. 

Tho analysis presented represents an initial 

gaudy in an area in which apparently little invest Cation 

has hitherto been carried out. 
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NOTATION 

It will be found in certain instances that 

symbols have been used with different meanings in the 

various sections of the thesis. The symbols are defined 

in the text, usually adjacent to the expressions in which 

they appear. Equations, Section and Appendix locations 

are shown for example as (3.12), (s. 16) and (A3(i)) 

respectively. 

A. Numerical constant (3.6). Reactant, 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

A. Alternative possible result i (e. 1.6). 

B, Numerical constant (3.6). Reaction 

product, Chapten9 5 and 6. 

C Numerical constant (3.6). Unit cost 

of production, O/ /lb. mole (301). 

Reactant, Chant exs 5 and 6. 

C1, Amortized incremental unit investment 

cost of column, , 'V /ft2 plate. yr. 

C2' Amortized Incremental unit inrbstment 

cost of tik vJ. a= equipment, , 
4f /ft2 yr. 

ý3 e 
Cost of steam and cool- ant necossary 

for 1 lb. mole of product, 4. 
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C4' C. Incremental unit investment cost of 

column,, $ /ft. 2 
plate. 

C5' CT. Incremental unit investment cost of 

inbular equipment, i /f+. 2 

Ci, Concentration of ith component, lb. noles/ 

Cio Cir Cip'Ci(i) Concentration of ith component in the 
o , 

feed, recycle, product and reactor in- 

let streams respectively, lb. moles/ft. 
3 

cr1. Challengers adverse minimum (P-31. (lii)) . 

CS* Cost of steam, # /1000 lbs. 

CVO, Cost of cooling water, 4' /1000 U. S. gals. 

D. Numerics]. constant (3-6). Reaction by- 

- roduct, Chapters 5 and 6. Development 

expenditure, , or ,, 
(S-1-5). Distillate 

or product rate, lb. moles/hr. 

Dig di. Decision i (s. 1.6) 

DL. Liquid mol. diffusion coeffi. cient, cm2/sec. 

D. C . P. Discounted Cash Flow. 

D-2- Dynamic Po grai1nir g. 

d, Depreciation rate for tax purposes, 

fraction /yr. 

Be Fractional or overall plate efficiency. 

Annual operating expense (5.46), 

Chapters 5 and 6. 
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Eipl. Nurphree vapour plate efficiency. 

Et Net cash inf1ov! s in period t (s. 2.3). 

e. Function (3.25). 

P. Column feed rate, lb. noles/hr. Reactor 

inlet rate, ft3/hr., Chapters 5 and 6. 

Cost factor (e. 4. l). 

F Cost factor, defined (3.5a). 

FA Free area fraction in column cross 

section. 

G. Superficial mass vapour velocity based 

on column cross section, lbs. /hr. ft. 2 

G Allowable vapour velocity in column, 

lb. moles/hr. ft. 2 

Gb . Vapour handling capacity of tubular 

equipment, lb. noles/hr eft. 
2 

g. Inferiority gradient. 

H, Total hours in year, hrs. Total area 

of tubular equipment, ft. 2 (A3(i)). 

Constant, defined (A5 (ii))* 

r. Hours operation, hrs/yr. 

h f. 
Hours operation, fraction/yr. 

11 Weir height, ins . 
initial or fixed capital investment, 

£ or 0.1R, IS, reactor and separator 

capitp+l cost, r espec'cively, $. 
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Tc Present value of investment outlays, 

Z or # (s. 2.3) . 

IW I Working capital, £ or , 
'. 

iý Average inierest rate on capital, 

faction/yr. 

im. r1 
_nimum acceptable rate of return on 

capital, fraction/yr. 

J. Ratio of the slopes of the equilibrium 

and operating lines (a. 3-3). 

Jl, J2, J3. Constants, defined (s. 2.6). 

k, Plate efficiency factor. Constant, 

defLned (s. 1.5). 

yl, Constant, defined (s. 1.5)* 

k.. Index, indicating years from start of 

venture, (s. 2.4-s. 2.6) 

kl, k2, k3. Constants, defined (s, 3.5). 

k ;. p k2. Forward and backward reaction velocity 

constants, f(conc)/hr. 

Column liquid flow. 

L. H. Latent heat, btus, /lh (A3 (ii)). 

LHs" iLvai lable heat in steam, btu' s/lb (A3 (ii) ) 

Average molecular weight of the vapour 

stream. 

Ml, Molecular weight of component i. 

M Raw material cost, )S/ib. mole A, 
co Chapters 5 and 6. 
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in. Maintenance, fraction/yr. Continuous 

rate of inter--st (2.6 and 2.7). 

mIt Continuous rate of interest (2.4). 

ml, M2" Cons-tants, defined (s. 5-4)* 

N. Number of stages in proces, Chapters 

1 and 2. Number of t: 1e oretical plates 

in coluin, Chapters 3 and 4. Number 

of cycles/yr. Chapters 5 and 6. 

Nm, NM. Minimum number of plates required for 

a separation at total reflex. 

"OPT. Optimt'm number of plates. 

Tv. ý. s'" Net Present Value, £ or , 
$'. 

n. Fro ject lifetime, yrs. 

p All operating costs, F, or , 
$l / irr. 

pl, p2' Alternative possible objectives (Al(iv)). 

PO Cash position, £ or g' (2.3) 
. Numerical 

factor relating Sato T, fraction. 

Product output, ft3 (5.25), Chapters 

5cnd6. 

p Net profit, 9, or, $ (2.1). 

p (r). Control vecta of stage r. 

Raw material cost, $ /lbs mole. D. O. P. 

yield, fraction/yr. Chapter 2. 
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P. T. payout time, yrs. 

Q. Namerical fac-Gor relating IW to It 

fraction. 

q Constant, defined (2.10). 

(r) . Cost vector of stage r. 

R. Percentage return on investment (2.1). 

Gross profit per annum (7-11. equations), 

Ref1. uu : ratio, Chapters 3 and 4. 

Recycle flow, ft3, Chapters 5 and 6. 

Rl R2 . Return from stage 1 or 2 (8-1-3). 
s 

Ra. Gross profit, ; or «1 yr (2.2. ) 

Re Reactor cost factor 
, IR=100R, (5VR+VS) 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

Rin: RD1 Minimum reflux ratio for a separation 

with an infinite number of plates. 

i'T " R ,R Optimum reflux ratio. 
o o 

R(r). Return from stage r. 

R.. Return from total N stage process. 
0. 

re Taxable period of plant life, yrs. 

S. - Sales revenue, // /yr. Cross sectional 

area in column, ft2 (a3.1). 

Salvage value of plant, 9 or, $. 

Disinvestment of workin, ea. pi+,, l and 

scrap value (s. 2-3). 

ý; ý;;. 
Steady state. 
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Tw Payout time, yrs. Project lifetime, 

yrs (s. 2.3). 

t. Tax rate, fraction/yr. 

t*. Effective cycle time, hrs., 

defined (s. 5.5). 

U. C. Unit cost of production, '$ /lb. mole. 

UNS. S. Unsteady state. 

V. Vapour throughput rate in column. 

Vg. Vapour velocity based on column cross 

section, cm/sec. 

Vo. Net present value, £., or, # (s. 2.3) 

VR, VH1 V. Volume of reactor, hold-up section and 

separator, respectively, ft3, 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

V*. Cost factor defined (3.24. -). 

V. P. Venture pr ofit, £ or AV . 

V. W. Venture worth, £ or 4. 

W. Venture worth, 9 or 4' 
. 

x. Raw material costs, 4 /yr. Inert compo- 

nent, Chapters 5 and 6. 

g 
r. 

State vector for stage r (Ai(i)). 

Xi '2 SM Input state vector (is-1-3). 

Y. Constant, defined (Ai(ii)). 

y(r). Output state vector from stage r. 

ye Reaction yield, faction. 
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yn avg. ' 7(n-1) avg: Averiige composition of the vapour 

leaving the nth and (n=1) th 
plate. 

Composition of vapour in equilibrium yn 

with liquid on the nth plate. 

Z. Constant, defined (Ai(ii)). 

Relative volatility. Constant, defined (A4(iv)). 

Constant, defined (A4 (iv)). 

y Constant, defined (A4(iv)). 

Constant, defined (A4(iv)). 

Constant, defined (s. 4.4). 

Constant # defined (A4(iv)) . 

77 Separator efficiency (s. 5.3). 

%o Overall column efficiency (s. 1.3) 

lip Plate effi ciency (s. 1.3) 

0 Constant, defined (A3(ii)). 

X Constant, defined (A3(ii)). 

I\1PX2, 
%3. Constants, defined (s. 3-3). 

/\112X3, e onstantsj defined (8-5-4)p Chapters 5 and 6. 

L 
Liquid viscosity of mixture, poise. 

Constant, defined (s. 4-4). 

Di Density co mponent i. 
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pZ Liquid density of mixture. 

CT Surface tension of mixture, dynes/cm. 

T I-lean residence time, hrs. 

Flow rate, ft3/hr. 

Total flow/cycle, ft3. 

ý. Constant, defined (s. 4-4). 

Subscripts: 

ith component of vector, system or stage in 

qu estion. 

k. kth year of project. 

re Stage r. 

P, R, F, PR. Product, recycle, feed and purge streams, 

Chapters 5 and 6. 

superscripts: 

1,2. Perturbed level of variable (s. 1.7). 

J. Specific level of variable. 
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APPENDIX 1 

(i) Formal Sta+, emen+: of Dynamic Programming, Technique. 

(ii) Note on I. pplica+: ion of Dynamic Programming }o Simple 

Systems. 

(iii) Recent Developments in Replacement Models. 

(iv) Construction of a Pay-Off Decision Ma'-rix. 

(i) Formal a+ eme nt of Dynamic Programmini Technique . 
The following outline is nearly identical to 

f-haf- given by bli+: ten and Nemhauser (11) . The simple multi- 

s+-age process illustra+-, ed in figure A1.1 may be subjected 

to an oprimiza+-ion analysis by the technique of dynamic 

programming in the following manner; Consider a single 

st, age, r, of the N s+-age process. 

Stage Output, Xr_1 = hr(Xr, dr) 

S+hage Return Rr = gr(Xr, dr, Xr-1) 
-'= gr(Xr, dr) 

The analysis is based on the repea*ed application of the 

functional relationships 

Qr(Xr, dr)ý gr(Xr, dr) + fr-l(Xr-1) (A1.1) 

where Xr_1 :- hr(Xr, dr) and f0(Xo) =0 

and fr(Xr) ý maX[Qr(Xr, dr] (A1.2) 
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for all r =1p2 ... N over all feasible values of the inpu47s 

Xr. In these equations s- 

(i) fr(Xr) is the maximum (op}imal) return from the r 

stage process consisting of s4-. ages 1 through r. 

(ii) the expression fr(Xr) reflects the obvious fach 

t; ha47 the maximum re&: urn from a process depends on the input 

Xr to the process 

(iii) the quanti4y Qr(Xr, dr) is the combined return 

from s4ages 1 to r and consists of the sage r return 

gr(Xr, dr) plus the maximum return fr_l(Xr_1) from stages 

1+: on-i. 

Equation (A1.1) is a formal sta}emený of the 

principle of optimality ;- 

No matter wha- the input (Xr) and the decision (dr) 

and the resulting ou+; pu+: (Xr_1) 0- s}age r may be, 

the decisions (dl.... dr_1) mus+, be made in such a 

way as to yield the maximum re}urn from he r-1 s4-age 

process with input Xr_l. 

Equation (A1.2) states }ha+, corresponding to each feasible 

value of the input, (Xr) there is an optimal s+-, age r decision 

10-g. 
say dr = dr * (Xr) which maximizes the combined r 

stage re+; urn Qr(Xr, dr). 
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(ii) Note on Application of Dynamic Programming to Simple 
Systems. 

Some investigations were carried out using 

dynamic programming on the economic optimization of two 

and three stage sys&-ems. 1, number of decision alternatives 

were given for each s}age. The purpose of the work was 

+; o observe the effect on the optimal configuration of the 

whole system caused by the applica+: ion of different 

economic criteria. The criteria applied were; - 

(i) Gross Profi- over 5 years. 

(ii) Percentage Return on Investment. 

(iii) Venture Profit. 

(iv) Ven+ure Worth. 

ij Gross Profit over 5 years: For all s+-ages excepl- the 

last sf-age, or a1}erna*, ively any in-process s+-age produc- 

ing a saleable product, the gross profit is nega+; ive. 

The criterion is additive and may be applied easily. 

Percentage Return on Investment: (see section 2.2) t 

If we wri4; e the percentage return on investment for a stage 

r we have, 

Rr ý 
r 
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where Pr= prof I from stage r and Irotal capi+-al inves}- 

ment for the s&-age. For an in-process stage, the numerator 

will consist of the total annual cos4-s and will be nega+-ive. 

If we consider a two sage process and apply dynamic 

programming to the last stage (i. e. stage 1), we can wri+e; - 
Rimax = 1! 'AX 

I 

l 

where R1 x =the maximum return from the last stage. 

Applying dynamic programming over the two stages; - 

R2max= M1X 
[112, 

Rlmax] 

PiAX 
P2 + 
-ý---i (A 1.3 ) I2 +11 

or alternatively R2max=Ml, X 
R2I2 +RZ"I 

(L1.4) 
I2+ Il 

1 

It is clear frcm equations (x`. 1.3) and (A1.4) that the 

functional relationship involved will necessitate some 

_additional calculations compared with additive criteria. 

As with gross profit, negative values will be obtained for 

all stages except the last (stage 1). 

(iii) and (iv) Venture Profit and Venture Worlýh 

The Venture Profit (V . P. ) was handled in a similar fashion 

fo V. W. in +; he manner described fully in section 2.6. It 

, )( , '. 
e. Fc(Z THE USUAL CASE WHERE ONL\f THE PRO UCT' FROM TNT' "Sr Zr1 e 

- CoNTR1ötTM TO THE GQMS-S P OFtT. 
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may be noted that under the assumptions given in Chapter 2, 

the V. W. is equivalent to the Venture Profit, summed and 

discourThod over the project lifetime. 

No difficulty was experienced in optimizing 

the systems which were of the straight-through, separating 

branch or combining-branch form. The amount of computation 

increased rapidly with the combining-branched systems. As 

was expected, in virtually all the cases studied, different 

optimal plant configurations were arrived at using the 

different criteria. The exceptions were the Venture Prof; 

and Venture Worth criteria both of which resulted in the 

same optimum configuration for the various systems invest- 

igated. This result was due in part to the simplifications 

made in the V. W. equation and partly to the assumed econom- 

ics of the system. 

she Venture Profit equation (zero salvage value 

assumed) may be wri+; +; en 
i V. P.. (1-t)R - imIw 

ýi -1 -dt I (11.5) 

, Ihe V. W. as given by equation (2.11) for zero salvage value is 

V .W .= 
(1-t )RZ-i I Z- tZ+ iz 

-dtY I (A1.6 ) 
mwm (1-&1)n-1 

where Z 
(1+ ) nnl 

Y- (1 +i )'-l 
and the remaining 

i(1+ i) i{leor 
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notation that of Chapter 2. If the terms in the square 

brackets in equations (11.5) and (:, 1.6) are evalua'-ed for 

the assumptions made in the investigations i. e. 

'1m 0.15, i0.10, n =lo yrs., r. -t5 yrs., t-0.50 and d; 0.20 

im-º. 
(1.1, 

j)n 
1 

-dt p 0.11275 

imZ + 
iz+-- 

-dtY =0.927 
(lf' 1. )n-1 

If equation (1,1.5) is multiplied by the constant Z and equat- 

ion (x'. 1.6) rearranged, we obtain 

V . P.. xZ: 
f(1-t; )R-imIwa Z-0.692 I (111.7 ) 

V. W. = 
j1_t)R4mIwJ Z-0.927 1 (111.8) 

It may thus bo seen i ha+: the Ven+-ure Profii:, under 

the assumptions made, is equivalent in all bu+; the last 

term to a constant times the Venture It might; be, 

expected therefore that the application of either criteria 

would in many instances result in the same optimal system, 

particularly when R is large. 

(iii) Recent Developments in Replacement Models. 

she early work of `ierborgh has already been 

described in section 1.4 and, in his later wank, the infer- 

iority gradien+; concept; has been re+-mined - although the 
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treatment is different. In the first studies the replace- 

ment decision was on the basis of a cash figure comparison 

of present time be+: ween the adverse minimum of the defender 

and that of the challenger. It has been pointed out that 

the adverse minimum of the challenger (i. e. CM) had two 

components (a) a capi4ial recovery cost component; and (b) a 

component representing +he present worth of the advantage 

of replacing with the next year challenger and its success- 

ors, rather 1-: han with the currently available challenger. 

In order to calculate CM it is necessary to know both the 

inferiority gradient and the economic life. In figure 1.5 

the gradient=£50 and the economic life .8 yrs. An equat- 

ion for CN1 given is 

CM -I 
i( L+-1)" 4ý-i (Al. 9) 

ý«i) -1 (1+ 1)11-1 

where I=initial capital cost; 1-. interest rate; g. ýinfor- 

iority gradient; n=economic life. 

An approximate equation for CM is 

Cßq` 2I94' i--ý (A 1.10 ) 

The use of equation (11.10) to ßampute CM 

overcomes the difficulty that arises when both n and g must- 

be determined. I+: may be shown Iýb& the economic life is 
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a funct ion of the gradient: and, conversely, an assump+-ion 

regarding the economic life implies a value for +Fhe 

gradient. Both these equations are based on the assumpt- 

ion of a zero salvage value and subsequent developments 

allowed for the possibility of a positive salvage value. 
in[if kSatl i, ý] - Sa(l 4k)[1f 

,, - 
11 

utf 
in *1-1 

(1 -0i)n 

whore Sa =estimated terminal salvage value 

k`2.3026 (log I- log Sa) n 

lAl. ll) 

It will be observed that g does no#- occur in 

equation (A1.11) . In this ins+-anco the estimated economic 

life and the terminal salvage value, together with the 

assumption tha! - the decline in salvage value is uniform, 

enable the gradient to be inferred. For the case where 

Sa=O, equation (x; 1.11) becomes 

Init 
1 ins 

(1+ i)n -1 
(A1.12) 

Equations (A1.9), (11.10) and (A1.12) may be compared, the 

result from equation (111.9) being correct. Assume J=. 1000 £, 

1=0.15p n=8 yrs. and g =£50 
Equation (A1.9) CM = 362 £ 

(A1.10) = 366 
(Al. 12) 342 
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The most recent extensions to the model enable 

after tax ocmparisons to be made. Furthermore, instead of 

comparing cash figures, a next-year rate of return is 

computed. This rate of return is designated the MAPI 

(Machinery and Allied Products Institu}e) Urgency Rate and 

it represents a measure of the current urgency of the 

project. . The basis of the criterion is a comparison 

between the next year rate of return of the existing asset 

and the next year rate of return of the challenger. The 

Urgency Rate as derived constitutes an after *-ax return on 

the no*. investment in the project relative to deferment 

for one year. The elements which arise in its application 

and defined in the IIAPI context are ; - 

(i) Net Investment t- the installed cost of the 

project (i. e. the proposed replacement) less any investment 

released (salvage value of the roplaced assets) or avoided 

by it. 

(ii) Nox*-Year Operating Advantage s- the sum of (a) 

the increase in revenue and (b) the reduction in operating 

cos*. s resulting from the project, as compared with the 

operating results }had would occur next year in i}s absenc©. 

(iii) Nox'--Year Capital Consump+, ion Avoided ;- tho loss 
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of disposal value from holding for a further year the assets 

that would be replaced by tho project plus the next year 

allocation of capital additions required in its absence. 

(iv) Next Year Capital Consump}ion Incurrod ;- the 

consump+: ion of the proj ec+: investmon} itself. 

(v) Next Year Income Tax :d justm©n+; t- the not 

increase in income tax resul+; ing from the project. 

The MAPI Urgency Rate may now be expressed as 

follows 

(a) No Income Tax RATE= (i i) " (() - (iv) 
. 100 

(b) Income lax Adjustment RATE=(") +(i`i)-(iy)-(y) 
. 100 

The complexities of this model prevent its 

discussion here. The main problem is encountered in 

ost; ima, F, ing the capi+, al consumption incurred by +; h© project 

and the main MAPI effort has boon directed a+. producing a 

workable formula to measure this component. Their solution 

is to substituto patterned projections for capital consumpt- 

ion based on a number of assumptions. The Projections aro 

then related in a broad sense to the +-ochnological fac+. ors 

of obsolescence and de+: erioration. Finally a number of 

mathematical formulae are derived enabling the Urgency Rato 
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to be calculated for the different variants of the 'earnings 

proj ec,: ions and for +: wo different methods of dopreciation, 

namely, s4: raight-line and sum-of-digits method. 

(iv) Construction of a Pay-off Decision Matrix. 

This example indicating the quantificatiön of 

the logic of decision making is +takon from Churchman et all 

(19) . Two alternative objectives are involved 01 and 02 

and only two courses of action Al and l, 2 are possible. Now 

if the efficiency of each course of action for each object- 

ivo (for example, this might be the probability of attain- 

ing success in some contexts) has been de}ermined along a 

scale from 0 to 1, the rosults may be shown in the matrix 

01 02 

Al 0.8 0.4 

A2 0.2 0.6 

in deciding which course of action to select, ih is a 

mistake to select either Al or A2. The docision cannot bo 

made without a knowledge of the rela4: ivo importanco of tho 

objectives. If 01 is much more impor+: an+. than 02, Al 

would be sol©ofed but if 02 »» O1, A2 would be solocted. 

Ii; is therefore necessary to quan4 ify the relative imporýanc© 
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., of 01 and 02, Suppose that 01 and 02 are valued at 0.3 

and 0.7, respectively, on a scale from 0 to 1. Tho 

efficiency of each course of action may be weigh+. ad as 

follows 

01 02 TOTAL 

Al 

1', 2 

0.3 x 0.8=0.24 0.7 x 0.4=0.28 0.52 

0.3 x 0.2=0.06 0.7 x 0.6=0.42 0.48 

The sum of the weißh+: ed efficiencies (efficiency x relative 

importance) of a course of action may be called ! L+-, s 

relative effectiveness and this criterion should be the 

basis for selecting a course of action. If in the example, 

the most important objective (02) had been chosen and the 

course of action most efficient relative to it (42) followed, 

an incorrect solution would havo been obtained. 
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APPENDIX 2: 

(1) Notes on V. W. Simulation and Programm© Details . 
(ii) Table of Discounting Factors. 

(i) No}©s on V. W. Simulation and Programmo Details 

The equation which was programmod was equation 

(2.11) 

1)n-1 (1-t)R + (1 +i)r-1 dtI- 
i(1. ß i)n Li'+ti)r [i(14 

i)n 

(I+ Iw)-I - 
l+ J)n-1 I+ (1-t)Sa 

(2.11) (1+ i)n w (1+ W, 

The values given to the parameters in this equation wore 

t-0.45,0.50,0.55 fraction per yr. 

I 5,10,15 x 106 Z. 

Sa 0,0.25 I£. 

n 5,10,15 yrs, 

r5,8,11 yrs. 

0.05,0.20 frac+: ion per yr. 

0.10,0.20,0.30 fraction per yr. 

d 1/r fraction per yr. 

Iw0.2I 

R 0.5 1£ per yr. 
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As was mentioned in section 2.5, i+- will be observed that 

this equation is linear with respect to t and also with 

respect to I.. Sa and im. Variation in r, n and i on the 

other hand will result in non-linear changes in the V. W. 

Figure A2.1 shows how the V. W. varies with changos in the 

minimum acceptable rate of return. The programme itself 

was very simple and as may be seen from the schematic 

diagram in figure A2.2, it consists of seven iterativo 

loops around equation (2.11). 

(ii) Table of Discounting Factors 

The table below, showing values of the uniform 

series proson; - worth fac+-or, illus4-ra}os #*ho point discussed 

in s©c'ýAon 2.7 regarding he convergence of the discounting 

factor. 
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1.4 

'0 

MIN. ACCEPTABLE 
RATE OF RETURN 

0 
1O l2 14 1 2A \ \n 

+/ 

CD 
t= 0.50 iso -05 

n\ 

y 
-"6 

5A=25 
r=5 

-ýýo i 60.20 

VENTURE WORTH SIMMATION 
VARIATION OF ice, ' 

Fig. A2.1 
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\/W. 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAD: OF V. U. Pl, CGitAMN1L. 

Fig. A2.2 

" 
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TABLE A2.1. 

CONVERGENCE OF UNIFCRI'I SERIES PRESENT WCR7H FACTOR 

n\i 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

5 4.329 3.791 3.352 2.991 2.689 

10 7.722 6.144 5.019 4.192 3.571 

15 10.380 7.606 5.847 4.675 3.659 

20 12.462 8.514 6.259 4.870 3.954 

25 14.094 9.077 6.464 4.948 3.985 

50 18.256 9.915 6.661 4.999 - 

100 19.348 9.999 - - - 
00 - - 6.667 5.000 4.000 

kin 1 
"_ 

(1 41)n-1 
(1. i) n i(1 -0i) 

- 
=1 

This table has been prepared with values taken from Tables 

E-11, E-16, E-18, E-19, E-22 in Grant (2). 
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APPENDIX 3s 

(3) Dorivak: ion of Equa+. ion (3.1) 

(ii) Parame'ýar Values for F 50 and V* 85 

(Ui)Schematic Ou+-lina of Programme P200. 

(1) Deriva4ion of Equation (3.1). 

The cost of a dis+-illa'-ion column per lb-mole 

of dis-illate can be expressed as 

C1SN 
Eh D (f. 3.1) 

where S= cross-sec+; ional area, fh2 

D=dis': i11a'-e rat©, lb. moles/hr 

and the other param& ors have been defined in sea}ion 3.2. 

Now V .,,,. 
D(1+ R) 

Zia Or a (A3.2) 

where V=vapour +. hroughpu4- ra -o, lb. moles/hr. Subs+: 14-u+: ing 

for S in (x, 3.1), the firs': '-. arm in equa'-ion (3.1) is obl-ained 

C1N(1 +R) 
Eh Ga 

(A3.3) 

zh© condenser and reboilor costs per lb. mole of dis+-illa+: o 

may be written 
co 
hD (A3.4) 

2 
whero H=+; o+: a1 I: ubular equipmen}, ft 
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Bu} V D(l+R) H=V ZT-b = G`Ü (A3.5) 

and subs}itut; ing for H In U-3.4).. +: he second +; erm in 

equation (3.1) is ob+: ained 
02(R+ 1) 

h Gb (A3.6) 

She cost of steam and coolan+: may be w. 1471-en for the feed 

a4 the boiling point as 

C3D --, -C; 3 (R 4 1) (A3.7 ) 

where C37ß.. 3ost of s+: oam and coolan+;, +; o vapourize and 

condense, respec, tivoly, 1 lb. mole of dis+. illa+-. e. 

zho third +: erm in oqua+-ion (3.1) is given by (A3.7), and 

It will be seen tha'- he whole equa4-ion is i-ho sum of 

(A3.3), (A3.6) and (L3.7). 

( ii) Paramo+-ers Values for F" *= 50 and 11* = 85 

she following data, tha+: of Happ©1, were assumed 

for the design, opera}ing and cosy variables in equa}ion 

(3.5a) . 

Pay0a Tim© (PT) =2 yrs. 

steam Cost (Cs) =. 0.5 1/1000 lbs. 

Cooling 710-or C os+: (CW) --0.2 )f/1000 U. S. gals. 
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Cooling VVa}er "ýemp©rature Differen+. ial (Q2W)=350P 

Incremental Cos} of one pla'-e and the necessary section of 

compl©+-ed tower (Cp).:. 50 
, 
glft2 

Incremental Cost (average) for condensers and reboilers (CT) 

3 if/ft2 

Ga=15.0 lb. moles/hr. ft2 

Gb.: r 
0.10 lb. mole/hr. ft2 capaci+; y of condensing and 

reboiling surface }ofaled. Corresponding +: o Mol. Wt. (M) 

=100 and la+-en4 hea* (LH) 150 Btu's/lb, assumed. 

jiain enance (m)=0.05 frac+: ion/gr. of I. 

h=8320 hr. or 95% of +-of: al ann. +. imo. 

8.;, 0.92 officiency fac}or. 

The above data may be applied as follows 

a1=Cp(1 + m) -1/ft2. pla'-e. 9r. (A3.8) 

where Cl= amortiz©d incremental unit; inves4 meng: cost- of 

column. zhe relation for C2 he amor+: ized incremen*al unit 

Investment cost, of 4-. ho tubular ©quipmen+: is 

G2 "--.. CT (? f +m) =, g/ft2. yr (A3.9) 

Steam Cos'; +-o vapourize 1 1b. mole=MLxHs x100C secs , 
O/lb. mole 

where LHg_ available hea47 per lb seam. 
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YI x LH Cw 
Cooling Mater Cos+- 4-o condense 1 lb mole= 8.33 QTW x 1000 

X g/1b mole 

" C3 = 80s +A (1`. 3.10) 

Ga C2 
+ Now F 

.: , KF 
[? 

rb- hC3 (3.5a) 

-and the value of F obtained using the data given and 

evaluating equa+ion (3.5a) is F jc- 
=47-3. If v. v. is 

-considered 
the equivalen+: cosy: factor V*' is obtained by 

moans of equation (3.24). In equation (3.24) 
, +: he 

nomenclature C4 and C5 are equal to Cp and CT in this 

Appendix. In order +: o evaluate V, *: he additional economic 

variables were assumed +-o have the values lisped a+. the 

end of section (3.5). The computed value of V -84.588. 

(iii) A Schematic Diagram of Programme P200. 

The mechanism of this programme has been 

`described in section 3.6 and i+-s pattern may be seen in 

figure (1,3.1) . 
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INPUT I 

DATA 

ISELECT 
SYSTEM 

INITIAL GUESS 
R 

ROUTINE 1. CAI. C. N 
(3.6). dN/dR(3.7). 
e(3.5). 

. _ý .ý 
-I-¢ -¢ INCREMENT R 

R-0.1811 

kOUTiNE 1 
CALC. NEW ¢ 

ROUTINE 1. FALSE POSITION -e '}'¢ 
CAM NEW ¢ CORRECTS R 

-e 4. e 

TEST FOR ERROR TEST FOR ERROR 
0.001 - 0.001 

-'OK 
OK PRINT. C. F.. NAt' 

NO NO RAt' NQ N11' RV/ 
71-1 . 

NEWTON-RAPIISON NEWTON-RAPHSON 
CORRECTS--R CORRECTS R 

OUTPUT 

ROUTINE '11' ROUTINE I 

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PROGRAMME P200 FIC. A3.1 
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APPENDIX 4s 

(i) Parame+: er Values for F* 4 100 

(ii) Da'-a for Programme 600 

(iii) Initial Values for K for Programmes P700, P800, P900, 

P1000 

(iv) Additional Equations Programmed 

(v) List of Programmes for Dis}illa}ion System 

(vi) Table A4.1 

(i) Parameter Values for Fj 100 

The cost fac+: or F*9 99,9 used in Programme P400 

to verify the op+-imum solutions ob+; ainod from equa+: ion (3.5) 

was based on the following values for the parame+-ers. 

g ..;. 
0.92 : h=8320 hrs. - Ga =15 lb. moles/hr. f+. 2 

Gb = 0.10 lb. moles/hr. ft2 : C1. ß 20 /f+; 2. 
plat e. yr; 

C2=2.0 g/fj, 2. yr. 

03=0.015 1/lb. mol© produc+;. 

(ii) Dat; n for Prograrrm© P600 

The data required in order that equa+ion (3.22) 

might be evaluated was as follows. 

V. 84.6 as givon in Appendix 3. D: 50 lb moles/hr. 

y+0.9 :p =4.0 '/lb mol :s =5.0 '/lb mol. 
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(iii) Ini+ial Values of K for Programmes P700, P800, P900, 

P1000 

she initial values, which were chosen for the 

parameters 1-o evaluate K a+- +Fhe approxima+-e values 0.90, 

0.60 and 0.30 for +: he sensitivity analysis were, 

PARAMMER K00.90 Kj0.60 K A 0.30 

FA 0.07 0.05 0.12 

hw 4 1.0 0.5 

G 1500 850 200 

oC 3 10 15 

IIL/PLDL) 500 250 50 

(C 4. L. LV g) 800 400 100 

11he actual values for K ob4 ained from ©qua+: ion (4.3) werd 

y, =0.884, 0.597 and 0.301. 

(iv) Additional Equations Programmed. 

The following are the equations not given in 

Chuptor 4 for some of i: he curves plotted. 

hw VF 

log hw=-4.15 logo< + 4.15 log F (A4.1) 

C)< - 3 
2+ hC 

[g1" 

üI 
hw, i 
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log hw--4.15 logg +. 4.15 log V (A4.2) 

Pte 
ßzh. C 3 

F' 
b 4- 

.ý4 hW rý 41 

FA vF 

log FA=3.570 logy - 3.570 log F (A4.3) 

K C 2'+ hC G 
yb3 

1 FA 1 0.2B 

FAVV 

log FA= 3.570 log S-3.570 log V* (A4.4) 

S -. 'fib + hC3 
If '2] 

- 1(; 4 _ 0.28 
FQi 

GvV 

log G-1.0143 log + 1.0143 log V (x, 4.5) 

nC 3 
TrT 1_ 

b2C "U: III3 Gi 

( 
C2Gb +hC3GbG 

14.6) 

Kvv 

_ 
MC4Gbf 

V (A4.7) K! LG5Gc1+ hC3GbGfl 
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The slope of the KvF *Curve=0.01944, 
and +: ha+. of the 

Kv V"* Curve is 0.01088, as may be seen in figure 4.12. 

iris;: o: Prot aý. ý es f. ̀or Disf; iliafiion Lysfem. 

'Ih© following is a full list of the programmes 

wri+, +-. en for this s}udy. 

(a) P200: Calcula}ion of Rom by Method of Fal©©. 

Position and Newton Raphson. Resul+: s shown in figures 4.1, 

4.2 and 4.6. 

(b) P300= Calcula': ion of ROpt by 11.1e+-. hod of Repea+: ed 

Plo. i-ing. Check programme for the solu+. Ion of equa+: ions 

(3.5 and (3.23). 

(c) P400: Calcula+: ion of Uni+- Cos+ of Produc. ion for 
aE 

ký X 100. Verification o4 optimum solutions produced by 

programme P205 through ovalua+ion of ©qua'-ion (3.4). 

Rosul+: s are shown in figure 4.4. 

(d) P600: Calculation of Venture Worth for V*= B5. 

L gain a verification of the op durum solutions produced by 

program P205 Qh-oug.: o valuation of oquation (3.22). 

Figuv© 4.5 shows the results. 

(e) P700: SonsItivi4 y of F* to varia4 ions in cost 

parame+-ors. Resul+: s in figures 4.7 and 4,9. 
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(f) P800: Sensitivity of F* t-o variations in design 

parameters. Resul+: s are shown in figures 4.10 and 4.12. 

( g) P900: Sons iýivitr of V to ', varia'ions in cost 

paramoi- ers . Rosuli-s are shown in figures 4.8 and 4.9. 

(h) P1000: Sensi+: ivi+. g of V f-o variations in design 

parameters. Resu1}s are given in figures 4.11 and 4.12. 

(vi) Table A4.1 

TABLE A4.1. 

ECONOMIC OP'1I MA AIM THE CmRESPONDING REFLUX RATIO 
FCR SOME TYPICAL SYSTEMS. 

U .C . x104 , 
$/lb mol U .C . x104 '/lb mol 

mo 
gm 

_R 
Nm- 20 Nm=30 Rm R Nm= 20 Nm =30 

0.5 . 505 420 495 8.0 8.08 2497 2928 

. 510 420 494 8.16 2495 2919 

. 515 420 493 (8.24) (2494) 2912 

. 520 420 492 8.32 2495 2907 

(. 525) (419) 492 (8.40) 2497 (2903) 
( 

. 550) (419) 489 8.8 2519 2905 

(. 60) . 421 (488) 9.6 2609 2971 

. 65 424 489 10.4 2726 3081 

. 70 429 492 11.2 2860 3215 

. 75 435 497 12.0 3004 3365 

. 80 441 502 12.8 3154 3518 

. 85 449 509 13.6 3308 3680 
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TABLE A4.1 Continued: 

Rm 

0.5 

v . v1. xlo 
R Nm =20 Nm º30 

. 505 31872 

. 510 31876 

. 515 31879 

. 520 31882 

. 525 31885 

(. 550) (31894) 

. 60 31893 

(. 65) 31874 

. 70 31839 

. 75 31796 

. 80 31745 

. 85 31689 

31161 

3117 0 

3117 8 

31186 

31193 

31222 

31252 

(31253) 

31236 

31204 

31162 

31111 

V . W. xlO 

Rm R "20 Nm= 30 

8.0 8.08 13963 9844 

8.16 14004 9953 

8.24 14031 10042 

8.32 14045 10114 

(8.40) (14049) 10169 

(8.8) 13937 (10255) 

9.6 13300 9828 

10.4 12371 8978 

11.2 11290 7905 

12.0 10120 6702 

12.8 8892 5416 

13.6 7626 4074 
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APPENDIX 59 

(i) So+- of Equa-: ions for Sys! -em 1 (2XD CRD. ) 

(ii) Sei- of Equa+: ions for Sys+: em 2 (2ND ORD. ) 

(iii) Lis+, of Programmes for the Reactor Sys'-ems 

(iv) Schematic Diagram for Typical Programm© - P/R 200 

(i) Set of Equa4-ions for System 1 (2ND CRD. ) 

The following is the s© of ©qua+: ions requiring 

solution when a second order reac-ion of the 47ype discussed, 

is occurring in sys+, ©m 1. 

dom BB ( _)CAo CB - (VR) k1CACC + (ý) k2CBCD (A5.1) 
. 

VT 

dam= MB 
() CCp CB -ý k1CACC + (VR) k2CBCD (A5.2) 

ate': )CB* (VT) k1Cl, CC - (vT) k2CBCD 

dt 
= i! R) k1CGCC 

Vol, 
I 

- (vT) k2CBCD (A5.4) 

aX 277 I7B (F) CXO cB (A5.5 ) 
vT 

d4ýP 
: r7MB) FC (A5.6) 

tý BB 

deR 'MB) 
C (A5.7) 

d 3B B 
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(i 3) S e'- of Equa+: i ons for Sys+: em 2 (2ND cED. ) 

the following are the set- of oqua}ions for a 2nd 

B 
order reaction in systom 2, whore H=71 

dCjj 
fR 

)CAr -v cA + 
1( V 

77 )xc`10 cB - 
[(p)H] 

CI res 
- k1CACC k2CBCD (A5.8) 

I aec 
=(M)ccr Ur-f )0c+ [. 

Hc0] CB - 
[(VK)"] 

ccrcB 

- k1CACC k2CBCD (A5.9) 

, 
B=(VF£)CBr 

-(Vff)CB - 
[. 

H] CBrCB +-k1C1, CC-k2CBCD (l. 5 . 10) 

d' 
=(ýffCDr JF, - -(B)CD [(. )HJ 77 CDrCB + k1CACC-k2CBCD (A5 . 11) 

=(4ff)CXr -(&)CX - 
[()H] 

CXrCB+ L(ý)HCXO CB (A5.12) 

d-- 
=(A)CA -(v73)CAr+ 

[()H] 
CBCAr (A5.13) 

zt- 
Ger a- 

-(ý)CCr+ ()H CBCer (115.14) 

dCBr 
-(F) (1- 7PCB s)CBr +[ ()H]OBOBr (115 . 15 ) 

aä °(vsF )CD -(Vý'ý')CDr+ (V)xI cBCDr (A5.16) 

d 
_(y )Cx -(vF-9-)0xr+ 

[(vs)H? 0B0xr (A5.17) 
0 
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d 4p d 

. -. 
IF, '] CB (/, 5.18 ) 

d ==FCP (A5.19) 

( iii),,, List 

wrii; +-. en for 

(a) Pm 

Cri'-erion. 

(5.42), (5. 

of Programmes for the Reactor Systems. 

the following is a list of tho programmes 

the reactor study. 

200; Solution of System 1 equations for U. C. 

Solu+ion of oqua+-ions (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), 

43) and evaluation of equal'-: ion (5.47). 

(b) P/R 300: So1u'-ion of Sys'-em 1 oqua+: ions for V. W. 

CriJ-erion. zh© same sot of equations are solved as in 

P/R, 200 but }he da. a is used 410 evaluafo aqua}ion (2.11). 

(c) P/ 500; Solution of Sys'-om 2 equa+: ions for U. C. 

Criterion. The sot of equations (5.36) 40 (5.43) are 

solved and oqua}ion (5.47) ovalua-ýod. 

(d) a 600: Solution of System 2 oquations for V . w. 

Critorion. Equations (5.36) to (5.43) are solvod and 

equation (2.11) evaluated. 
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(e) P/ 800: Solution of System 1 (2ND Chip. ) equations 

for U. C. Criterion. Solution of set of equations (A5.1) 

i- ,o 
(l, 5 . 7) and evaluation of aqua}ion (5.47). 

(f) P/R 900: Solution of System 1 (2ND CRD. ) equations 

for V. W. Criterion. Tho samo sot of equations are solved 

as in P/R 800 and equation (2.11) evaluated. 

(g) P, 1100; Solution of System 2 (2ND CRD. ) equations 

for U. C. Crikorion. The set of equations (A5.6) to (A5.19) 

are solved and the da *: a obtained used to evaluate equation 

(5.47). 

(h) P/It 1200; Solution of System 2 (2ND CItD. ) equat- 

ions for V. W. Criterion. 1'. s Pik 1100 oxcop+. that equation 

(2.13. ) is evaluated instead of oquation (5.47). 

(1) P, 'f l; Test of Analytical Solutions. Equations 

(5.21), (5.22) and (5.23) were programmed and CA, Cg and 

CX evalua'ýed for a series of values of t. The curves 

obtained were identical within the specified dogroo of 

accuracy (i. e. }o t: ho third decimal place) to those obtained 

by the solu+: ion of equa+-ions (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) 
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using the INISTEP routine. 

(iv) ScheriM 1c Diagram for Typical Profiramme -. PA 200 

Figure 15.1 shows the structure of the programme 

for P/ 200. The structure of all the P, ' programmes was 

similar. 
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INPUTDATA 

CALC. CAP. COST (5-4-4) 
LAB, 0' 11EAI)/11R. 

SOLN OF UNS. S. EQNS., (5,14). 
INCREMENT (5.15). (5.16). (5. /. 2), (5. /, 3). 

t RUNGE-KUTTA ROUTINE, STEP- 
LENGTH (QT) = 0.01 

NO 
FR. PT. t=0.0 or 0.5 

YES 
PRINT CA, CB, CX 

-94 

Jrp OUTPUT, 
UNS. S. COST CALKS. CALL, K 
(5,46), TOTAL COST (5.47), PRINT, PROD/ANN 

--10-J 
PROUN, UNIT COST UNIT COST 

OUTPUT 

S. S. CALNS. CALL. 0F(5.33), 

0R(5.10), #p(5.12), 0pR(5.30)" 

S. S. COST CALLAS. '' PRINT 
CALC. TOTAL COST, PRODN.. F' P' R 
UNIT COST R, PROU/ANN, UNIT COST 

OUTPUT 

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PROCRA141E P/R` 200 "' FIC. A5.1 
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APPENDIX 6: 

(i) 1". dditional Figures Complemantary +o Chap': er 6. 

The figures given in this l. ppendix need no 

further discussion beyond that of Chapter 6. With the 

exception of figure ý6.7, they are concerned with 2ND 

order systems and as has been pointed out, the remarks 

pertaining to firs: order systems apply in nearly all 

cases. Figure A6.7 is discussed in section 6.5. 
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